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INTRODUCTION 
I was in New York in April of 1987 on business. As 
director of the University of Richmond's Marsh Gallery. I 
was there with senior art history major Lisa Pesko to 
supervise her interview with Janet Fish for the September 
1988 exhibition catalogue and to escort her to museums and 
galleries around the city. On the afternoon of April 9. I 
was in Soho viewing boring exhibitions of Neo Geo. New 
York's latest revival of geometric art. 
Enticed by a kaleidoscope of colors. my first glimpse 
of Robert Colescott's work was through the window of the 
Semaphore Gallery. Entering the gallery and coming face to 
face with General Gordon Romancing the Nile at Khartoum I 
immediately burst into laughter. Contrite and embarrassed. 
I moved on to look at the next painting. George Washington 
Carver Crossing the Delaware and laughed again. in spite of 
myself. Colescott's raucous humor and "Bad Painting" style 
was infectious: his use of racist and sexist cliches to 
expose underlying conflicts in Western culture was 
audacious. Overwhelmed by the multiplicity of images and 
ideas. I wanted to know more about the artist. and I wanted 
to introduce his paintings and drawings to Richmond. 
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Fortunately, Colescott was visiting the gallery that day and 
expressed interest in exhibiting his work at the University 
of Richmond. This contact officially began a series of 
events and procedures known to every gallery or museum 
curator: the slow, detailed organization and implementation 
of an art exhibition. As I researched the artist's work I 
realized its complexity needed scholarly interpretation and 
would make an excellent subject for my Master of Arts thesis 
project in museum studies at Virginia Commonwealth 
University. My thesis proposal was approved on May 3, 1988. 
In the time that has elapsed between conception and 
installation of this show. Colescott's work has received 
considerable acclaim on the East Coast and is the subject of 
a major nine state retrospective. Many of the paintings in 
the 1987 Semaphore exhibition are in that retrospective 
(which student Kathy Weiss and I saw in Baltimore in 
February 1988); others. accompanied with their preliminary 
drawings. were included in the Marsh Gallery exhibition. 
The Marsh Gallery exhibition and accompanying catalogue 
presented examples of work executed from 1981 to 1987 which 
focus on two motifs, beauty and knowledge. through which 
Colescott clearly defines his formal concerns as an artist 
and his social concerns as a black American. This work 
demonstrates the passage from his earlier satirical 
paintings to his current ones which are more ironic and 
tragic in mood. It also demonstrates a shift stylistically. 
becoming more gestural and more complexly organized. 
reflecting visually the increasingly layered content as it 
takes a more universal approach to issues such as racism. 
sexism and consumerism. It is this transition that the 
Marsh Gallery exhibition sought to demonstrate. What 
follows is the documentation of the development of this 
exhibition. catalogue and programming. including 
correspondence. photographs of the installation. catalogue 
and other related materials. 
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In the preparation of my thesis project. "An Exhibition 
of Recent Work by Robert Colescott." I gratefully 
acknowledge the help and expertise of many people: 
particularly Dr. Murry N. DePillars. Dr. Regenia A. Perry. 
and the members of my graduate committee: Mr. Bruce M. 
Koplin. Dr. Richard C. Flint. Dr. Francois-Auguste 
de Montequin and Dr. William R. Stewart. of the School of 
the Arts. Virginia Commonwealth University. 
I. PROJECT SUMMARY 
My thesis project involved organizing, curating, 
designing and mounting a temporary traveling exhibition of 
recent work by Robert Colescott, a nationally-known black 
American artist. The Eye of the Beholder: Recent Work by 
Robert Colescott was installed at the Marsh Gallery of the 
University of Richmond September 7-28, 1988. It included 12 
large-scale acrylic paintings on canvas and four framed 
drawings completed since 1981. Colescott's figurative 
paintings are known for their satirical commentary on 
society in America and on the history of Western art. 
This exhibition was the fifth in a series of September 
exhibitions instigated and partially sponsored by alumnus 
Joel Harnett of New York City. The purpose of this series 
is to bring to the University of Richmond campus major 
living American artists whose work and whose presence will 
stimulate, enrich and inform students, faculty and the 
community at large. Additional sponsorship was provided by 
the University of Richmond Cultural Affairs Committee and 
the Virginia Commission for the Arts. This exhibition is 
separately funded and not part of the regular Marsh Gallery 
budget. 
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Events programmed in conjunction with the exhibition 
included a lecture September 7 by Lowery S. Sims, associate 
curator. Twentieth Century Art. the Metropolitan Museum of 
Art. New York. followed by an opening reception and jazz 
music; a gallery talk and workshop by the visiting artist on 
September 8; and a jointly-sponsored talk by the artist at 
the Last Stop Gallery the evening of September 8. All 
events were free to the public. 
A 20 page. four color catalogue was produced by the 
Marsh Gallery to document the exhibition and explore the 
sources and impetus for the artist's work. As part of the 
educational focus of this exhibition. the catalogue included 
an interview with the artist conducted by University of 
Richmond senior art history major. Katherine Weiss. The 
exhibition then traveled to the Georgia State University Art 
Gallery (GSUl. where it was installed October 7 27. 1988. 
and then returned to New York. 
Colescott's work needed to be exhibited in Virginia. 
Although he had been the recipient of critical acclaim on 
both a national and international level. he had never had a 
solo exhibition in this state. His work is important. both 
for its vibrant formal qualities and for its timely. often 
controversial content. 
Working from a rich repertoire of historical events and 
Western art masterpieces. Colescott uses irony and the 
transposition of white historical figures with black ones 
(often himself) to examine and expose cultural myths of 
gender, race and economic status. By directly addressing 
stereotypes that affect blacks' and women's self-image, 
Colescott uncovers the flaws and deficiencies of Western 
society. 
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The Colescott exhibition had particular value not only 
in its ability to provide local exposure to the work of a 
major black American artist. but also in its ability to 
provide a forum for minority arts communities. which 
traditionally do not come to our campus. In addition. it 
provided the Marsh Gallery an opportunity to establish a 
more formal relationship with a local arts organization. the 
Last Stop Gallery. Both the University of Richmond and the 
greater Richmond community benefited through this sharing of 
resources between black and white students and area 
residents. 
II. PRELIMINARY ORGANIZATION AND RESEARCH 
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The Marsh Gallery is situated on the University of 
Richmond (UR) campus and housed in the Modlin Fine Arts 
Building. As a function and part of the Art Department it is 
funded and maintained by the University. The gallery is 
allotted its own budget for exhibition operations and 
activities. but shares a budget with the Art Department for 
staff and student assistants' work-study salaries. 
My appointment as part time interim director began 
June 1. 1986. At the start of their fiscal year, July 31, 
1986. I was hired for a one-year appointment. This was 
renewed for the 1987-88 year while the university conducted 
a national search for a new art history faculty member. 
whose responsibilities would include the Marsh Gallery. 
Although my position was part time. my responsibilities were 
full-time and averaged 40 to 60 hours a week. 
My duties during this period were to direct all gallery 
functions. This involved planning, organizing and 
implementing a nine-month schedule of exhibitions, lectures 
and workshops, particularly the September (or Harnett) 
exhibitions. which are separately conceived and budgeted. 
With regard to the September 1988 exhibition. my 
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specific responsibilities as director of the Marsh Gallery 
included planning. organizing. curating and supervising the 
mounting of the exhibition; organizing the catalogue 
production. writing the catalogue essay and all other 
material except the student-conducted interview with the 
artist; co-editing all written catalogue material with 
Dorothy Wagener of the Office of Communications (Carol Rand 
served as an associate editor on the interview. as well); 
planning all educational programming; setting up and 
following a budget; supervising gallery staff; overseeing 
shipping. insurance, artist and lecturer travel and 
entertainment arrangements; writing press releases and 
grants; overseeing registration functions of unpacking. loan 
forms and condition reports; designing the exhibition and 
labels; all correspondence and working with other university 
faculty and staff, the artist. the artist's gallery and 
other lenders to the exhibition. as well as coordinating the 
traveling of the show to other locations. Because primary 
funding comes from the Harnett Fund. the catalogue 
production and budget decisions are coordinated with the 
Office of Communications. which administers the Fund. 
While general maintenance was provided by the 
university's Physical Plant and Housekeeping staff. day to 
day exhibition-related upkeep, such as painting walls 
between exhibitions. was my responsibility and was charged 
against the gallery budget. For the September exhibition. 
the Marsh Gallery provided only staff, volunteer help, 
exhibition space, postage. and general equipment from its 
general operating budget. 
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In addition to the director. the staff of the Marsh 
Gallery during this time period included one part-time 
gallery assistant. first Kevin Ball and later Hetty 
Lipscomb. who worked four hours a week or as needed monthly 
to install and dismantle each exhibition; five work-study 
students. who monitored the gallery when open and helped 
label invitations: a part-time secretary who was shared with 
three departments. and an occasional intern from the 
university or from Virginia Corrunonwealth University. Kevin 
Ball worked as an intern for three months before being hired 
as Gallery Assistant in October 1987. Kathy Weiss. a work­
study student during the past year. had previous gallery 
experience and proved to be a valuable asset to the 
gallery. An art history major. she was chosen to conduct 
the Colescott interview. 
As my appointment with the university would officially 
end August 31. 1988. all arrangements. installation and 
catalogue production were scheduled to be completed by that 
date. September functions were to be carried out by my 
successor. 
Briefly outlined below is the timetable and plan of 
organization for the Colescott exhibition: 
1. Selection of artist by December 1987; exhibition 
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dates scheduled and confirmed by artist and Phyllis 
Kind Gallery in writing; approval of exhibition by Mr. 
Harnett; projected budget formulated. 
2. Exhibition organized and curated by June 1, 1988; 
research and checklist of works completed; Virginia 
Commission for the Arts grant applied for. 
3. Incorporation of written interpretative materials 
planned and completed by August 31: labels ordered: 
catalogue material compiled and essay written by July 
l; catalogue printed by August 15; special events. 
artist and lecturer visits arranged and confirmed by 
August 15; Greater Richmond Community Foundation grant 
applied for by July 29; publicity out by August 5. 
4. Shipping arrangements made and confirmed by August 
15; catering arranged; work to arrive August 22 26; 
condition reports and insurance arrangements completed 
by Kevin Ball; exhibition hung August 26 31; my 
responsibilities end August 31. 
5. Show dismantled. packed and shipped to Georgia 
September 29 by new Marsh Gallery director; returned 
to lenders in New York and California by November 15. 
Previous September exhibitors had been Jack Pearlstein, 
Robert Birmelin and Jerome Witkin. At the September 1986 
opening of the Witkin show I discussed choices for the next 
two Harnett sponsored exhibitions with Lila and Joel 
Harnett. who were present. They agreed to consider a woman 
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artist for 1987 and a black artist for 1988. By December of 
1987 Janet Fish had been agreed upon for the 1987 
exhibition and I began to research black artists. The 
Harnetts preferred Jacob Lawrence. As he was already the 
subject of a nation-wide retrospective. I recommended Sam 
Gilliam. However. attempts to negotiate with Gilliam's 
gallery were unsuccessful. 
While in New York City on April 9. 1987. on other Marsh 
Gallery business. I met Robert Colescott at an exhibition of 
his work at the Semaphore Gallery in Soho. Impressed by the 
power and humor of his work. I asked if he would be 
interested in exhibiting at the Marsh Gallery in September 
of 1988. Colescott stated he was interested and that his 
paintings could be borrowed through his New York gallery 
(Semaphore at that time. later Phyllis Kindl. 
In early December of 1987 I traveled to New York to 
meet with Carol Celentano of the Phyllis Kind Gallery. view 
Colescott's work. discuss what works were available in the 
New York area (to minimize shipping costs) and book a 
lecturer for the opening night events. I also met with Mrs. 
Harnett. informed her of my progress and received her 
approval of Colescott for the exhibition. At her 
suggestion. I met the next day with Kinshasha Conwill. 
acting director of the Studio Museum in Harlem. She 
recommended Lowery S. Sims. associate curator of Twentieth 
Century Art at the Metropolitan Museum in New York as a 
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possible speaker. Ms. Sims had authored several articles 
on Colescott as well as the catalogue essay for his 
retrospective exhibition. Ms. Sims was approached by phone 
in January and agreed to present the lecture. 
To prepare for the interview with Colescott. Marsh 
Gallery student intern Kathy Weiss and I jointly researched 
Colescott's work and formulated a series of questions. To 
learn more about the characteristics of satire and irony. we 
consulted with Dr. Jerry Tarver. chairman of the 
University's Speech Department. As Colescott lives in 
Tucson. Arizona. the interview was planned to coordinate 
with his appearance in Baltimore where he was to give a 
lecture on his work February 8. 1988. in conjunction with 
his exhibition at the Baltimore Museum of Art. Working with 
Colescott and Public Information Director Faith Holland by 
phone. a time and a room at the museum was arranged for 
Kathy Weiss to conduct the interview. We traveled to 
Baltimore on February 7. remaining three days. We saw 
Colescott's exhibition. heard his lecture. and met with him 
on February 7. and again on February 9. to conduct and tape 
the interview. His Baltimore Museum exhibition was part of 
a major retrospective of his work that was traveling to nine 
Northern and Eastern states. 
Based on the interview with Colescott. and on 
conversations by phone with Ms. Celentano. and later with 
Ron Jaegger. of the Phyllis Kind Gallery. a selection of 
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works was made, primarily from the New York area. for the 
Marsh Gallery exhibition. My selection was based on 
availability, date (works ranged from 1981 to 1987). subject 
matter and cost of shipping. In order to present both a 
coherent and representative body of Colescott's work. I 
focused on two interrelated themes prevalent in his recent 
work: the "Bathers Pool" series (Beauty is in the eye of 
the beholder) and "Knowledge of the Past is the Key to the 
Future" series. My desire was to explore and define 
recent changes in the artist's work, in terms of style. 
content and iconography. which these paintings and drawings 
expressed. 
Research and documentation of these themes took more 
than six months; the resulting compilation of information 
was used to formulate the interpretive part of the project: 
the catalogue essay, exhibition labels and press releases. 
Research on Colescott began when I met him in New 
York: research specifically for the catalogue began after I 
received the approval of Joel Harnett and Sheldon Wettack. 
Dean of Faculty at the University of Richmond. in November 
1987. Kathy Weiss and I used the bibliography sent by the 
Phyllis Kind Gallery as our primary resource, as no books on 
black artists of the 1980s were available in print locally. 
We concentrated on locating reviews and catalogues from his 
East Coast shows. The Boatwright Library at the University 
of Richmond. the Cabell Library. and School of the Arts 
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Slide Library at Virginia Commonwealth University, and the 
Main Library, City of Richmond, were used. A compilation of 
catalogues on black artists from the nineteenth through the 
early twentieth century at the Virginia Commonwealth 
University Slide Library proved useful, particularly in 
offering information on the history of black arts' 
development in America as well as other bibliographies. 
Intern Hetty Lipscomb was assigned the task of locating 
articles on "Bad Painting" and other art movements of the 
1970s in.which Colescott participated. Virginia 
Commonwealth University Dean Murry DePillars lent several 
important and unavailable books on Black American art. 
In addition, I began to research a wider range of 
topics for my essay due to the scope and complexity of 
Colescott's subject matter. Topics included Black American 
history. Classical art and philosophy, the women's movement 
of the 1970s. West Coast Bay Area painters who studied with 
Colescott and the Harlem Renaissance. The influence of the 
early twentieth century writings of W.E.B. DuBois and Alain 
Locke on black artists in this country can still be seen in 
the predominance of social realism as subject matter and in 
the continued use of Black African motifs. Colescott was 
exposed to their theories as a boy by Oakland, California, 
artist Sargeant Johnson, a strong exponent of Locke's ideas 
and a friend of Colescott's father. 
I had little previous knowledge of the history and 
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impetus of black art and artists and felt I needed to do 
considerable research before attempting to explain 
Colescott's work to a primarily white campus. When in 
doubt, I telephoned Bob Colescott. We had many discussions 
on aspects of his work and on black art in general. By the 
time I completed the essay I felt I had a much better 
understanding of the perspectives of contemporary black 
artists and the reasons for their choice of style. subject 
matter and use of Black African motifs. which was similar in 
many ways to Western artists' invocation of Greco-Roman 
motifs. I became more and more aware of what I did not and 
could not know about this subject. Furthermore. I was 
impressed by Colescott's knowledge of Western and non­
Western art and his esoteric and subtle use of a 
multiplicity of images and references. I completed my 
research with a better understanding of the 1960s and 1970s 
through which I had lived. 
From the beginning. I worked closely with the Office of 
Communications on the catalogue and publicity. the Art 
Department faculty on the programming of the artist's slide 
talk and "dialogue on art." with university students. and 
with the Office of Development on grant applications. A 
grant was submitted to the Virginia Commission for the Arts 
on March 1. 1988. We received the total funding applied 
for; a first for the Marsh Gallery. A second grant. 
submitted to the Greater Richmond Community Foundation on 
July 29, was not awarded. 
Two universities were interested in the Colescott 
exhibition. The Phyllis Kind Gallery asked me to 
investigate the possibility of an additional venue. 
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Although dates could not be worked out with the University 
of Texas. an agreement was successful with Georgia State 
University, and arrangements were made for the exhibition to 
travel there in October . 
Programming for the Marsh Gallery event also included 
an arrangement with the Last Stop Gallery. a non-profit 
artist-run space sponsored by a black artists' alliance. for 
Colescott to present an informal talk to their members and 
the public on the evening of September 8. This allowed the 
university to share resources with another arts organization 
and to introduce the artist to a more diverse audience. 
The following essay. authored by this curator, is 
taken from the University of Richmond catalogue documenting 
Robert Colescott's exhibition at the Marsh Gallery and 
conforms to the University of Richmond's format for 
publication. 
III. CATALOGUE ESSAY: THE EYE OF THE BEHOLDER 
For it must be told, endlessly told, and you must 
hear it. 
Pauli Murray, "Dark Testament"• 
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Robert Colescott is a black artist whose paintings 
reckon with his place in a white-dominated American world. 
In them. one finds loaded themes that carry a strong social 
and political message: the injustice of racism. sexism and 
consumerism. based on imposed standards of value. 
Oddly, his paintings are not difficult to view in spite 
of the content. They do not wield acrimonious propaganda. 
They are. rather. fulsome vignettes concocted from this 
painter's experience and singularly wry imagination. With 
compelling color and vigorous figuration. he makes textural 
environments which at once entrance the viewer. Even in the 
most sober of paintings there is. consistently. an edge of 
capriciousness that disarms and makes one welcome. Once 
caught in his realm. the viewer begins to see the nature and 
dilemma of black experience through the eyes of Robert 
Colescott. 
The breadth and complexity of his content and style 
come as a result of the artist's erudition. Thus. it 
requires some investigation of his iconography to 
understand his paintings. 
Colescott's paintings from the 1970s and early 1980s 
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first affected us by their humor: it is the work for which 
he is most noted. Few could disagree that any images are 
more outrageous or audacious than his Natural Rhythm: Thank 
You Jan Van Eyck. 1976: George Washington Carver Crossing 
the Delaware. 1975; or Susanna and the Elders (Novelty 
Hotel) . 1980. In this work. his absurd reversals of history 
have made us reconsider the grand legacy handed to us by 
Western culture. 
Presently. Colescott has relinquished some of his 
overriding dependency on humor. Searching relentlessly in 
the present and in the past. he factors into his themes 
questions about standards of beauty and value. Having 
manifested black issues in his paintings. he defines his 
identity both as a black male and an artist through the 
making of private myths. 
In the paintings in this exhibit. Colescott evaluates 
beauty. white and black. as it exists in American culture. 
Feeling that the Western tradition has stereotyped women and 
blacks. he counters such generic standards by recasting 
Classical figures with ethnic ones of his own devising. In 
other paintings and drawings. he addresses the editing of 
history--more to the point--Western "record-keeping." 
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Questioning our sense of history as truth, Colescott 
examines the exclusion of many accomplished blacks from 
history texts. By presenting to us heroes and heroines not 
often found in history books, he cites their need for 
cultural identity. At one and the same time, he indicts 
art history and historicism as a major source of racial and 
sexual bias. The artist achieves his end particularly 
well, for in his search to understand himself. he never lets 
us forget that the content springs first from his own 
experience and is seen from the eye of the beholder. 
The earliest painting in this exhibition which 
addresses the subject of beauty is The Three Graces: Art. 
Sex and Death. 1981 CFig. 21. The Three Graces. Colescott 
says. is "a mythic event about judgment. It's about a 
beauty contest. 
and I'm in it."= 
'The Three Graces' are part of the story. 
The Greco-Roman model for this triad of beauty queens. 
legendary companions of Aphrodite. came to symbolize a 
particular Classical ideal. a Platonic composite. of fair­
skinned beauty, grace and modesty. Western artists, 
particularly during the Renaissance, drew from these as a 
source of inspiration. Botticelli, Raphael, Rubens. Renoir 
and even Picasso have quoted from this artistic motif. 3 
"The Three Graces" brings to mind yet another kindred 
theme of beauty. that of "The Judgment of Paris." John 
Berger writes: 
The Judgement of Paris was another theme with 
the . inwritten idea of a man or men 
looking at naked women. 
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But a further element is now added. The 
element of judgement. Paris awards the apple to 
the woman he finds most beautiful. Thus beauty 
becomes competitive. (Today The Judgement of Paris 
has become the Beauty Contest.) Those who are not 
judged beautiful are not beautiful. Those who 
are, are given the prize.4 
In The Three Graces, Art, Sex and Death. Colescott 
transforms "The Judgment of Paris" into a contemporary 
beauty contest by recasting this Classical myth with ethnic 
characters of his own. His central figure, her head turned 
to her right and her arms flung wide, holds a sculptor's 
mallet and chisel. Portrayed as a blond, blue-eyed 
Caucasian nude. she is placed in the twentieth century by 
her high-heeled shoes. At her sides are. according to the 
artist. a blond-haired Asian woman and, holding a bitten 
apple. a brown-skinned Polynesian woman in a floral 
brassiere and sarong.� This couched reference to Gauguin's 
Tahitian Eve establishes that Colescott has set his figures 
in a paradise.b His paradise includes a blue stream, lush 
foliage, a smoking volcano and a brightly painted sky. His 
colors, though they give reference to Gauguin's intense 
palette are more saturated and garish in tonality. 
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Like their Gauguinesque prototype, Colescott's women 
show no awareness of their bodily imperfections. What they 
possess. rather than Classical beauty, is power--power over 
Colescott--for the central figure is chiseling away at his 
portrait bust. Colescott as "great artist" is helpless 
before the seductive force of his own creations. While it 
is the sculptress, Art. who chips away at his head. the 
artist stated in a recent lecture. Death and Sex will have 
their turn. 7 As both impotent and immortalized. Colescott 
here questions: What is art. what is reality and where is 
his place as the painter? 
The "Bathers Pool" series of paintings chronologically 
follows The Three Graces: Art, Sex and Death. Of this 
large body of work. begun around 1984. three are included in 
this exhibition: Ancient Goddesses and the Contest for 
Classic Purity. 1985: Gift of the Sea. 1984: and Laureate 
at the Bathers Pool. 1984. These paintings. which focus on 
some of the complexities associated with the theme of 
beauty. are presented in a more sober vein and a more 
expressionistic style. Using allegory as a means to explore 
the conflict he sees still existing between white Classical 
standards of beauty and Black African ones, Colescott 
reinterprets the familiar truism "beauty is altogether in 
the eye of the beholder. " 0 
The "Bathers Pool" series is a group of paintings. 
Colescott says. . about the meeting of black and white 
culture. which in my mind exists in a perfect place and 
time, and is peopled by beautiful black Amazons.'"" 
The secret, inaccessible place is discovered; 
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. a shining white goddess appearing miraculously 
amid dusky bathers. The white outsiders' defense 
is to proclaim that beauty is white. White and 
black cultures clash. Art and its sister, human 
beauty, are engaged in mortal combat. [The 
series) is about this competition between 
standards of beauty. both physical and artistic. 
You can't separate the two. The competition has 
been going on since the first white face met the 
first black face, in antiquity. somewhere up the 
Nile."' 
The female nude bather pose evolved in ancient Greece 
and gained in popularity during the Renaissance. Aphrodite. 
Greek goddess of sacred and profane love, was often 
represented as a bather. Of unknown Oriental origin, her 
name means "foam-born." and refers to her birth at sea. 
She was known as Venus in the Roman culture. Praxiteles 
portrayed her. in his Knidian Aphrodite. c. 350 B.C .. at the 
point of entering a ritual bath. Botticelli immortalized 
her in his The Birth of Venus. 1486, being wafted to shore 
by the Zephyrs. As the goddess of celestial loveliness and 
naked truth, her measured proportions signified the 
Classical ideal of beauty. 11 
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In his "Bathers Pool" series, Colescott tests the 
Aphrodite/Venus cycle of myths which, more than any other. 
convey the Classical concept of the feminine form. He 
reexamines the sensuous and the spiritual aspects of Venus. 
and the conflicting perceptions about the nature of women 
which have arisen based on these early myths. 12 Western 
tradition has tended to separate these two natures; 
Colescott takes a revisionist approach. investing his dark 
bathers with both a sensual and a "spiritual autonomy." as 
the true ancestors of black women.'� 
In Ancient Goddesses and the Contest for Classic Purity 
(Fig. 23). a large female figure stands in a brilliant 
cerulean blue pool of water. as if part of a ritual. The 
dark brown nude with red hair and eyes suggests Yemoja. the 
Yoruba river goddess. whose cult was transported to the New 
I 
World by slaves. 14 Variously called Yemaya or Erzuli in 
Haiti and other areas of the Black Atlantic world. this 
daughter of the earth goddess and descendant of the sea god 
is the Black African counterpart of Venus.•� Around her on 
a rocky beach cavort four golden and chocolate brown nude 
women. Seen through the eyes of the artist. their figures 
are based on Black African aesthetics: they have the 
protruding features. heavy breasts and elongated torsos and 
limbs of the West African cult images of the Yoruba of 
Nigeria and the Bangwa of Cameroon. Their gestures. 
enlivened by brushy marks over a dark-hued underpainting. 
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are informed by the ritual movements of both Black African 
and Dionysian ecstatic dance. The "personification of 
natural instincts, simple and uncorrupted." these goddesses 
exist before the imposition of Classical tradition. 16 
In Gift of the Sea (Fig. 4). four dark-skinned 
goddesses discover a white woman. whose brassiere-covered 
breasts suggest her modernity, washed up on their shore. 
According to the artist. this painting is about a mythic 
first contact with Western civilization that forever changes 
the lives of these black women. who are part of another. 
isolated. culture. ' 7 
Colescott reverses the situation in Laureate at the 
Bathers Pool. (Fig. 20). showing a doughy nude male Poet 
Laureate. dubiously contemplating his first contact with a 
group of frolicking black bathers. They seem neither aware 
of his intrusion into this all female paradise nor conscious 
of the impact this Adonis will have on their lives. Colors 
are richly-hued: the artist plays off the golds. browns and 
pinks of skin tones against dark brown volcanic mountains. 
turquoise water and azure skies. 
Although not directly part of the "Bathers Pool" 
series. Pygmalion. 1987 (Fig. 1), deals with a similar 
subject matter. but is placed in a more contemporary 
setting. Pygmalion. Colescott says, is a mythic event about 
"man playing God with a woman," as in the musical My Fair 
Lady. 18 This adaptation of George Bernard Shaw's play 
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Pygmalion is based on an ancient Greek myth. Pygmalion, a 
sculptor, creates a statue of Galatea which is so beautiful 
that he falls in love with it and petitions Aphrodite to 
bring the statue to life, which she does. A traditional art 
historical motif, it has been portrayed by, among others, 
I A 
Gerome, Greuze and Daumier . Colescott's version addresses 
personal standards of beauty, as opposed to artistic ones. 
He adopts a mural-sized scale (90 x 114 inches) and 
amplifies his narrative with a wealth of detail. Here Shaw. 
depicted as his hero Henry Higgins. dances with a black 
Eliza Doolittle. He offers to change her features so they 
will conform to the Classical standard--a task that cannot 
be met. Colescott emphasizes this tension by offsetting his 
central protagonists with blackfaced versions of those 
artful beauties, the Mona Lisa and Aphrodite of Melos. 
commonly known as the Venus de Milo. 19 Interspersed around 
them on the canvas are depictions of ordinary women 
attempting to alter their appearance with curlers and 
makeup. Centered beneath them. a young black male beholds 
all this frantic activity with raised brows and wide-opened 
eyes. With Pygmalion, a sense of the tragic is evident. 
Colescott's message is of the damage Western art historical 
images have inflicted on women, black and white, making them 
feel unworthy, their heritage unacknowledged. 20 
Beginning with Pygmalion, Colescott's style evolves 
distinctly. He stages the action within overlapping 
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vignettes of narrative, rather than within the traditional 
landscape structure used earlier. Each zone is grafted to 
the next by unevenly-painted edges and colors which flow 
from one area into the next. forming abstract patterns. This 
active patchwork is a profusion of details and colors 
reminiscent of Black African reliefs and the "complex 
overlaying of rhythms and melodies found in jazz. "21 Scale 
and proportion are constant only within each zone of 
activity. Interstices appearing between these zones act as 
windows through which we see distant sky, water or 
landscape. Pictorial space is compressed. recalling the 
paintings of Max Beckmann. Leon Golub and Philip Guston. as 
well as the collages of Romare Bearden. The son of a 
musician and a drummer himself. Colescott. like Bearden. 
finds parallels between his worY. and the improvisational 
spirit of jazz. which contains both a rhythmic component and 
interval. "It is the spaces between the pieces that really 
cause things to happen." Bearden writes.:=-:;- If you follow 
the lead, Bearden suggests, the intervals will allow you to 
see certain shapes and colors not noticeable before. 
This honing of Colescott's style is best seen in his 
latest work. where the layering suits the needs of the 
growing intricacy of his subject matter. It is fitting that 
this complexity arises with his investigation of history as 
expressed in "Knowledge of the Past Is the Key to the 
Future," a series of paintings of which nine pieces are 
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included in this exhibition. In the "Knowledge" series, 
Colescott ascends to the grand tradition of monumental 
history painting. He explores the large narrative format in 
order to convey a message based on real events. 
Stylistically, however, he works in a manner defined by 
Marcia Tucker as "Bad Painting": he crudely distorts images 
and uses raw, strident colors in order to contemporize his 
revisions of history. 23 
Knowledge of the Past Is the Key to the Future: 
Persistence of Memory. 1985 (Fig. 8), provides a thematic 
transition between the "Bathers Pool" and "Knowledge" 
series. Painted against a setting of volcanic mountains 
enclosing a large pool of intensely green water, a giant 
black male is depicted holding a white male on his 
shoulders. Based on the legend of St. Christopher, who 
carried the Christ child on his shoulders across a river in 
Canaan, Colescott uses this character to symbolize the 
burden of the black people who were brought across the ocean 
to carry whites to economic and political freedom. first as 
slaves, and then as domestics, laborers and soldiers. 
Though blacks played a vital part in America's economic 
prosperity, the artist suggests they have not shared 
equitably in the fruits of their labor. 
Other familiar references and images serve to reinforce 
Colescott's message. He appropriates his title, as well as 
the image of the clock, from Salvador Dali's painting. The 
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Persistence of Memory, to emphasize that injustice has a 
long memory and time is running out for America to resolve 
its social and racial inequities. He adds to this painterly 
equation a half-white, half-black Liberty, holding aloft the 
torch of freedom, and a large brown Eye of God to represent 
both our cultural and spiritual consciences and to symbolize 
the interdependency of our racial destinies. 24 
With Knowledge of the Past Is the Key to the Future: 
Heroes. 1986. (Fig. 21). the artist begins to move into a 
new format and theme. Space is more ambiguous and shifts 
with each zone of activity. merging past and present. as he 
juxtaposes images of familiar black heroes with those of 
anonymous street people. Alexander Dumas. George 
Washington Carver and Paul Robeson are depicted as carvings 
on Mt. Rushmore. symbolizing a pinnacle of success. While 
those at the top get the attention. the real heroes today. 
Colescott suggests. are the people at the bottom. mostly 
black. living in terrible conditions on the streets. Here 
the painter commemorates the uncelebrated will to survive. a 
heroism faintly sketched in the shadow of giants. 
With General Gordon, The Other Washinqtons. and Matthew 
Henson, Colescott's multilayered compositions reach their 
fullest development. Images. plots. and colors are so 
densely layered and overlayered that they resemble, two­
dimensionally. the West African practice of fabricating 
three-dimensional fetishes from layers of found objects. 2� 
Likely the most poignant of Colescott's black 
protagonists is Matthew Henson. who served for 17 years as 
navigator and top assistant to Corrunander Robert E. Peary. 
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On their last trip. due to Peary's illness. Henson and his 
four Eskimo guides had forged ahead. On April 6, 1909, 
Henson planted the flag at the North Pole. the first man to 
reach it. Peary took full credit for the discovery, 
receiving both public and military recognition, while Henson 
lived out the rest of his life in obscurity. Government 
recognition for his discovery did not come for 79 years. 
On April 6. 1988. Matthew Alexander Henson received a hero's 
burial in Arlington National Cemetery. At the reburial 
ceremony, Harvard Foundation Director S. Allen Counter. 
eulogized. "We give you the long overdue recognition you 
deserve. We lay you to rest to right a tragic wrong. to 
correct a shameful record.""'"' He was reinterred several 
feet from Peary. 
In Knowledge of the Past Is the Key to the Future: 
Matthew Henson and The Quest for The North Pole. 1986 (Fig. 
6), Colescott presents a drama of treachery, enslavement 
and betrayal, juxtaposing the story of Henson. who lost his 
rightful place in history to Peary's personal ambitions, 
with the story of St. John the Baptist. who lost his head. 
In this "metaphorical decapitation, . . Admiral Peary's 
black orderly is dished up on Salome's platter." 27 
Knowledge of the Past Is the Key to the Future: General 
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Gordon Romancing the Nile at Khartoum, 1986 (Fig. 5), tells 
of another beheading. Colescott portrays, in overlapping 
narrative episodes, the story of Charles Gordon, British 
Christian mystic and governor general of the African Sudan 
area of Equatoria. who was appointed to crush local 
rebellions and suppress the slave trade. Gordon lost his 
head in 1885 defending the Egyptian garrison at Khartoum 
against Sudanese insurgents led by the Muslim al-Mahdi. 
Although Gordon died the death of a martyr. the aftermath 
had tragic consequences for the Sudanese: the remaining 
Egyptian troops in Khartoum were massacred, slave traffic 
increased and the Sudan was devastated. Alan Moorehead 
writes that between 1860 and 1876. 400.000 women and 
children were sold into slavery in Egypt and Turkey. Like 
his predecessor. Gordon did not abolish slavery, he just 
drove it down the river. 28 
Colescott paints a seemingly demented Gordon. 
surrounded by compatriots and combatants. "romancing the 
Nile" in the form of a black reclining nude, buoyed up by a 
dark brown river of slaves which "flows on, sometimes 
underground. sometimes above. as persistently and inevitably 
as the Nile itself." 29 It is these faceless African slaves 
who are Colescott's martyrs and unsung heroes. Against the 
dark bodies which frame the central characters, the blood­
red of Gordon's uniform and the azure African sky and water 
effectively express the violence of the infamous event. 
In The Other Washinqtons, 1987 (Fig. 7), Colescott 
tests our response to the very name Washington. Other than 
George, Colescott inscribes on his drawing. all the other 
Washingtons we know are black. His visual myth centers 
around a detached monolithic portrait head of George 
Washington, father of our country, landowner and slave 
owner. Thrown in among a sea of unidentified blacks the 
artist includes a number of famous ones. such as Booker T. 
Washington. ex-slave, educator and social reformer, shown 
holding out a watch. and Dinah Washington, blues singer, 
clasping a microphone. 30 
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Other themes that Colescott examines in his recent 
paintings show his concern for the current economic plight 
of Black Americans. One example is Bondage, 1987 (Fig. 22). 
a contemporary morality tale on the order of Sebastian 
Brant's fifteenth century poem "The Ship of Fools," in which 
are identified every known human vice and frailty. 31 In 
Colescott's version, we are all bound by greed and a belief 
that the American dream can be purchased. Just as surely as 
slaves were bound to their owners, Colescott worries that 
today's blacks have bound themselves to the consumption of 
goods. Slaves to a cult of ownership, he places all of us, 
including himself, on this ship of bad habits and vices. 
In Bondage, he paints blacks and whites surrounded by a 
montage of appliances. clothes. cars. and currency, 
suggesting we will even traffic in illegal activities in 
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order to acquire those commodities that lend an aura of 
power and equality. Correspondingly, colors and images are 
as noisy and jumbled as a backyard sale as forms merge one 
into another, dissolved by gestural marks. 
The last work in the exhibition, a diptych titled 
Poet-CounterPoet. 1987 (Figs. 9 and 10). addresses the human 
predicament from different points of view. We see it 
through the eyes of two poets. who present the dichotomy of 
both life and art: of knowledge learned empirically and 
knowledge learned from the heart. A clear blue mountain 
vista provides the setting for Poet. as she envisions an 
ideal world in which blacks and whites work and play 
together in harmony. In contrast. a darkly-painted. squalid 
ghetto is the setting for the CounterPoet. as she beholds a 
claustrophobic world of violence. poverty and victimization. 
Thus. Colescott tempers a message of cynicism with one of 
hope. 
The conflict between these two artistic perspectives is 
aptly reflected in two poems by Langston Hughes. The 
first. "I. Too." was written in 1926 at the height of the 
Harlem Renaissance, and proffers a dream of hope. pride and 
acceptance for blacks; the second. "Lenox Avenue Mural: 
Harlem," written 25 years later. bitterly laments a promise 
still unfulfilled and elusive. 32 
Colescott's message in the 1980s contains both hope 
and urgency. His paintings elucidate the dilemma facing 
those who seek both access to American economic and 
political equality and an acknowledgment of the unique 
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Black American identity and heritage. But hope is always 
present. demonstrated by the vivacity of surfaces. the verve 
of color and the audacity of scale and compositional 
dynamics. 
learn. 
Indeed. we need that hope. because we can still 
Colescott's presentation of racism never 
seems to be the angry cry of personal injury. 
It is instead a universal lament about the 
persistence of inequality. Couched in terms 
and images that the artist knows best--the 
life he leads as a black man and the calling 
he has chosen as an artist--Colescott offers 
a powerful vision that. like all good art. 
proceeds from the individual to the 
universal.�� 
I. too. sing America. 
I am the darker brother. 
They send me to eat in the kitchen 
When company comes. 
But I laugh, 
And eat well. 
And grow strong. 
Tomorrow. 
I'll sit at the table 
When company comes. 
Nobody ' 11 dare 
Say to me. 
"Eat in the kitchen," 
Then. 
Besides. 
They' 11 see how beautiful I am 
And be ashamed--
I. too. am America. 
Langston Hughes. "I Too"'"'" 
What happens to a dream deferred? 
Does it dry up 
like a raisin in the sun? 
Or fester like a sore-­
And then run? 
Does it stink like rotten meat? 
Or crust and sugar over--
like a syrupy sweet? 
Maybe it just sags 
like a heavy load. 
Or does it explode? 
Langston Hughes. from 
"Lenox Avenue Mural: Harlem""'"' 
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IV. EXHIBITION DESIGN AND INSTALLATION 
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The Marsh Gallery has two exhibition spaces. both of 
which were used for the Colescott exhibition. Gallery I is 
an enclosed rectangular room on the first floor of the 
Modlin Fine Arts Building. It has 116 running feet of wall 
space. Walls are 9 1/2 feet high; length of walls varies. 
with space broken by two doors and two projecting panels 
which cover windows. These elements were taken into 
consideration in planning the exhibition design. 
The gallery walls are constructed of sheetrock over 
quarter-inch plywood. particularly suitable for large. 
heavy pa1ntings such as those by Colescott. Gallery I has a 
security system which is wired to the campus police 
switchboard; a new smoke and heat detecting system also 
hooked into the police switchboard was installed before the 
Colescott show was mounted. Also newly installed was a 
medium grey carpet which lent both elegance and 
professionalism to the exhibition design. 
Gallery II is a wall space which runs the length of the 
hall on one side of the first floor of the Modlin building 
across from the entrance to Gallery I. Hanging space is 
approximately 60 running feet by 9 1/2 feet in height. It 
is divided by walnut paneling strips similar to the 
baseboard and by two sets of doors which lead to Camp 
Theatre. A main hall, it provides greater access and 
exposure for the work but has no security system and 
special precautions are needed for work displayed here. 
Lighting is provided by ceiling fluorescent fixtures. 
special track spotlights and by recessed ceiling floods. 
These can be used or dimmed to suit exhibition needs. 
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Because Colescott's paintings were so large (72 x 84 
inches and 90 x 114 inches) only 12 paintings and four 
drawings could be included in the exhibition. Larger 
paintings took an entire wall: drawings were placed on 
narrower walls or as close to their respective paintings as 
possible. The larger paintings came folded (stretchers were 
hinged) in order to get them through normal sized doorways. 
Since the hall space was less secure and open to the 
uninitiated viewer. it was decided to put the more 
controversial paintings and all the drawings in Gallery I. 
Primary consideration in planning the design was given 
to presenting the work in a comprehensible format so the 
work would "read" logically, visually and narratively. 
Where possible paintings were installed chronologically. 
The "Bathers Pool" and the "Knowledge" series were placed 
sequentially. The remaining paintings, those not 
specifically fitting in the above thematic groups, were hung 
in Gallery II. Pygmalion took up the whole wall across from 
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the entrance to Gallery I, thus providing distant as well as 
close-up viewing. All hall paintings and drawings were 
secured to the wall with metal plates: one end was screwed 
into the stretcher, the other into the wall. All works were 
installed at eye level, with a center 58 inches from the 
floor. 
Labels were made from enlarged photostats of the 
catalogue checklist and glued to cardboard. They were 
attached to the walls with double-back tape 54 inches from 
the floor and two inches to the right of each piece. 
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V. REGISTRATION PROCEDURES 
Registration procedures at the Marsh Gallery are 
simple. All works are identified at time of arrival, using, 
in the case of the Colescott exhibition. the catalogue 
checklist. loan forms and visual identification against the 
shippers' invoices. 
The Marsh Gallery uses no formal registration 
procedures. cards or "logging in" book due to insufficient 
staff. time and to the small size of the temporary shows. 
Loan forms. checklists when they exist. and condition 
reports serve as registration documentation and insurance 
forms. 
When it was ascertained that all works expected had 
been delivered. a condition report was made of each piece by 
assistant Kevin Ball. A copy of the loan form and condition 
report was sent to the Comptroller's office as insurance 
documentation. 
The University carries a $100,000 door-to-door blanket 
insurance policy with Aetna Insurance Company for loaned art 
work. For the Colescott exhibition extra insurance was 
taken out to cover the $240,000 reported value of the work. 
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VI. CATALOGUE PREPARATIONS 
Consideration of the catalogue began as soon as 
Colescott agreed in writing to the exhibition. He had been 
shown the Witkin catalogue when we met at the Semaphore 
Gallery and understood that. until a budget had been 
approved by Sheldon Wettack. dean of faculty at the 
University of Richmond. I could not offer a four-color 
exhibition catalogue. 
Thus my first concern. after the Colescott exhibition 
received official approval. was the budget. For the past 
two years the exhibitions had cost twice the show's income 
and the largest single expense had been the catalogue. 
I resolved this problem through stringent budgeting and 
the promise of applying for outside funding. In addition. I 
offered to write the catalogue essay. which would save us 
the $500 honorarium fee paid to past writers of note. 
The chapter on preliminary organization describes the 
early stages of obtaining the interview and selecting the 
art work. Dorothy Wagener, in Communications. and I met in 
December 1987 to discuss the cost of the catalogue. We 
could minimize expenses if we made sure that all copy was as 
accurate as possible and fit the space allotted; changes 
after typesetting was done were expensive. We also set up 
a timetable; copy was to be in by July 1 and the catalogue 
printed by August 15 in order that it would be completed 
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before my appointment with the university ended. I decided. 
for simplicity and expediency, to follow the previous year's 
format and to use the same designer and printer; they were 
asked to make preliminary bids. 
A tentative catalogue budget of $7.000 was presented to 
Dean Wettack. He gave the approval for a four-color 
catalogue similar to the Fish catalogue. It would have five 
color plates. including the cover. and five black and white 
plates. 
Since the Marsh Gallery's function was an educational 
one closely tied to the teaching mission of the university. 
senior Kathy Weiss was asked to do the interview. as 
previously stated. This would give her professional 
experience and provide a published article for her job 
portfolio. important for a student who is pursuing a career 
in art history. 
Kathy Weiss began transcribing the interview from tape 
upon our return from Baltimore. and finished in early May. 
Three full months of editing were required by Dorothy 
Wagener. Carol Rand and me to hone an unruly 50 page typed 
script (double spaced) down to 20 pages of coherent 
questions and answers. 
Actual work on the catalogue with Dorothy Wagener began 
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April 1. The interview, Colescott's personal bibliography, 
biography and list of exhibitions, which I researched and 
compiled, were completed first. These were typed by the Art 
Department secretary and proofed by Dorothy Wagener and by 
me. Color transparencies and black and white photographs of 
the selected work were available from the Phyllis Kind 
gallery and arrived by May 1. 
In May Dorothy Wagener. Jae Drewett, printer's 
representative. Will Flynn, designer, and I met and planned 
the catalogue layout. Based on the written material already 
available we knew it needed to be bigger in size and number 
of pages. The most economical increase was to a 8 1/2 x 11 
inch format (previous catalogues had been trimmed down from 
this standard size) and to 20 inside pages. All copy would 
have to fit these restrictions, as the budget would not 
allow for a further increase. A new cost of $7,600 was 
tabulated, discussed with the dean and approved. To 
facilitate counting copy and make sure it would fit the 
catalogue, a 40-character margin was used for all typed 
copy. This would be the line width and character count of 
the typeset copy. Since the catalogue was to be printed 
under the University of Richmond's name, their format and 
grammatical usage was adopted. 
A three-column format was chosen as it offered more 
flexibility; if necessary, copy could be fit on the same 
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page as an illustration. All plate illustrations would 
conform to the one. two, or three column width. Paintings 
and drawings to be illustrated were chosen by me to 
represent the two themes and to best illustrate the 
interview and essay content. Their selection was also based 
on which works the Phyllis Kind Gallery guaranteed us would 
be available for the exhibit. As it happened, this was 
insufficient promise. CounterPoet was sold while we were in 
production and seemed unavailable. Poet also proved 
elusive. as there was a possible buyer. However. in the 
end. we were able to successfully borrow CounterPoet from 
the new owners. 
Although Knowledge . Persistence of Memory had 
originally been selected for the cover illustration because 
it gave visual reference to the title. Colescott preferred 
to use Pygmalion because it was a more recent painting. We 
went with his choice. 
Editing was completed by July 8. All copy, 
photographs and transparencies went to the designer. who 
presented a "mock-up" or "dummy" within a few days. 
Galleys of the type came back July 15. Dorothy Wagener and 
I proofed them, they went back for corrections. and were 
proofed again. The pasted-up flats of the catalogue and 
invitation were also proofed. final corrections made and 
then sent. with all photographic material to the printer 
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July 22. Ronnie Sampson designed the poster and it went to 
the printer August 3. The catalogues were delivered to the 
gallery August 5. 
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VII. PROMOTION AND PUBLICITY 
Publicity is particularly important for Marsh Gallery 
events because the University of Richmond is located in the 
far West end of the city. away from the two art centers. is 
not well known for its art programs. and is seldom 
frequented by the black arts community. The Marsh Gallery 
must compete with the Anderson Gallery at Virginia 
Commonwealth University. the Virginia Museum and 1708 East 
Main Gallery. all of which have a regular art audience and 
a publicity staff person. In addition. the gallery is 
difficult to locate on campus. 
For the Colescott exhibition these problems were 
addressed early on. The Office of Communications which 
retypes and mails out publicity and makes the contacts with 
television media people. was approached early with a plan. 
Two press releases would be sent out. one in July to a 
small targeted audience of national art magazines. local 
media and Virginia universities with art and black studies 
departments. and a second one in early August to all 
national art magazines. Virginia and Washington, D.C. 
newspapers and universities, and local radio and television 
stations. As part of her gallery training. intern Hetty 
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Lipscomb researched and wrote the press releases; Dorothy 
Wagener and I edited them. Hetty Lipscomb also compiled a 
list of Virginia colleges with minority study programs and 
those with predominately black enrollments, all of whom were 
sent press releases. 
Other means of promoting the exhibition were also 
used. On March 26, 1988, I attended a Black Arts Symposium 
at Virginia Union University, handed out a flyer on the show 
and made contact with members of Richmond's black arts 
community to let them know in person about the exhibition 
and its programming. I made contact with Earl Taylor. 
director of the Last Stop Gallery. at this symposium and 
arranged for a reception and short talk by Colescott the 
evening of September 8 at his gallery. 
Mr . Selig Sacks. one of the lenders to the exhibition, 
offered to donate $260 towards a poster if his painting was 
used as the illustration. Georgia State University and the 
University of Richmond each contributed $100. thus giving 
each organization a promotion piece neither could afford 
alone. Then. at the recommendation of the university's 
Development Office, Dean Wettack agreed to contribute an 
additional $400 from his discretionary fund so the poster 
could be printed in color. The posters would be sold for 
$3 to defray costs. 
Magazine advertising. a first for the Marsh Gallery, 
was planned for the September issue of Art in America and 
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Richmond's Gallery. Roy Proctor. art critic for the 
Richmond News Leader. was approached and came by in July to 
discuss the exhibition. He agreed to run a preview article 
as well as interview Colescott during opening events. The 
preview was run in the paper Saturday. July 23, providing 
good local coverage. 
In addition. I felt that if I could get Colescott on 
the radio, and on the 6:00 p.m. television news the evening 
of his opening. we could reach a much larger black audience. 
I also hoped to prevent the misunderstanding and controversy 
which has continued to follow his work. A brilliant 
advocate of his own work. Colescott recently resolved 
negative public reaction to his show in Akron. Ohio. by 
conducting press interviews. Dorothy Wagener agreed to 
contact Richmond's WCVE-FM radio station and Channel 12 
about interviewing Colescott the day of the opening. Both 
Stephanie Piles of WCVE-FM and Bernadine Simmons of Channel 
12 responded with considerable interest. Interviews were 
scheduled for September 7 and would air the same day. 
Finally, invitations were sent to a mailing list of 
1,500 individuals and arts organizations in Virginia and 
across the nation to promote the exhibition. A Wednesday 
evening was chosen for the opening to avoid conflict with 
other art openings as the Marsh Gallery's location hampers 
visitors from attending more than one opening in an evening. 
VIII. BUDGET 
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The annual September Harnett exhibition has been 
budgeted and funded separately from the rest of the Marsh 
Gallery exhibitions since its inception six years ago. Each 
Harnett exhibition is funded by a yearly $5.000 donation 
from alumnus Joel Harnett. The university provides the 
exhibition space, staff time and general maintenance: 
lights. heat. electricity. paint. postage. security. work­
study student monitors' salaries. etc. 
Over the past three years this $5.000 has proved to be 
increasingly insufficient to cover the rising cost of 
mounting a major exhibition and attracting the nationally­
known artists Mr. Harnett wants. Consequently. costs have 
overrun the budget. When Mr. Harnett declined to increase 
his donation in 1986 and 1987, the overrun costs were 
charged to the Dean's discretionary fund and the Marsh 
Gallery's operating budget. Another solution was needed. 
For the 1988 exhibition I determined to balance the 
budget by increasing incoming monies, applying for more 
internal and external funding, increasing catalogue sales, 
judicious spending and a carefully planned budget. 
As discussed in Chapters II and VI, a proposed budget 
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was devised and presented to Dean Wettack for approval based 
on last year's Harnett exhibition costs and bids from 
designer, printer and shipper. The printer and designer 
agreed to work with the same budget they had last year, 
even though the catalogue was four pages longer. As before, 
this budget made allowance for the extra copy, and for 
editorial and typesetting changes. Shipping costs were kept 
to a minimum by choosing work from a New York location and 
allowing a two-week turnaround time. We used the same 
shipper as last year and received discounted prices. 
Phyllis Kind Gallery covered the cost of bringing several 
Colescott paintings from Los Angeles and Chicago to New 
York. 
The final catalogue costs were within budget. Shipping 
costs ran $558 higher than those projected because one 
painting had to be shipped from Connecticut, where the owner 
had moved it without informing us. and another had been sold 
during the exhibition planning stages and had to be shipped 
from Chicago. Phyllis Kind agreed to pay return shipping 
to Chicago. 
Sharing exhibition expenses with participating 
organizations in a traveling exhibition was helpful in 
reducing costs. Tina Dunkley, director of the Georgia State 
University Art Gallery was interested in showing Colescott's 
work. Informed by the Phyllis Kind Gallery that I was 
organizing an exhibition of his work, she contacted me about 
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the possibility of this show traveling. Our scheduling 
worked out well as she had the month of October open and a 
contract was written and signed by both of us. The Marsh 
Gallery, as instigating organization, handled all exhibition 
arrangements. Georgia State University agreed to pay the 
Marsh Gallery $3.000. This included an $1,500 exhibition 
fee, incoming and one-half return shipping. door-to-door 
insurance. a publicity packet. 800 blank invitations and 325 
catalogues. 
Grants were applied for. The university's Cultural 
Affairs Committee awarded the gallery $1,700 for Colescott's 
honorarium and Sims' lecture and travel costs. The Virginia 
Commission for the Arts awarded the gallery $2.000 towards 
catalogue and publicity expenses. A $2,000 Greater Richmond 
Community Foundation grant. to cover honorarium and 
reception costs for Colescott's talk at the Last Stop 
Gallery and help with shipping expenses. was not awarded. 
At the completion of the exhibition. total exhibition 
costs had run approximately $700 over the projected budget 
of $15,491. far better than the $5.000 overdraft of the 
previous two years. 
IX. EXHIBITION OPENING EVENTS 
The opening of the Robert Colescott exhibition was a 
resounding success. Advance publicity and media coverage 
brought a large. interested audience to all programmed 
events. 
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Robert Colescott arrived by plane from Tucson. Arizona. 
late Tuesday evening. September 6. Media interviews took 
place during the day Wednesday. September 7. Stephanie 
Piles of Richmond's WCVE-FM conducted a morning radio 
interview that aired at 1:30 p.m. Bernadine Simmons of 
Channel 12 interviewed Colescott for the 6:00 p.m. 
television news. In addition. Ann Vernon. Director of 
Education at the Chrysler Museum and Linda McGreevy, 
professor of art history at Old Dominion University. 
Norfolk. Virginia. came to Richmond Wednesday to conduct a 
lengthy videotaped interview with Colescott to be used in 
conjunction with an exhibition of work by Colescott and four 
other black artists held at the Chrysler later in the year. 
A small private dinner for the artist and lecturer was 
held at 5:30 p.m. by the Provost of the university in the 
President's Dining Room of the Commons building. Thirty 
people involved with the exhibition and the university were 
invited. Newly-elected University of Richmond President 
Richard Morrill was present. 
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Lowery S. Sims' opening slide lecture on Colescott's 
work took place at 7:30 p.m. and was insightful, informative 
and entertaining. She discussed the work in the Marsh 
Gallery exhibition in terms of its content, formal qualities 
and relationship to the artist's earlier work. The 
attentive audience responded with loud applause. In the 
audience were several friends of Sims and Colescott who had 
come down from the Baltimore Museum of Art to hear Sims 
speak and see the exhibition. 
Approximately 250-300 students. faculty and the 
general public attended the opening lecture and the 
reception for the artist which followed. Afterwards. a 
party was held at the home of faculty member Ann Oppenhimer . 
Thursday events included a 10:00 a.m. slide talk by 
Colescott in Camp Theatre on the history and motivations of 
his work over the last 40 years. and a 2:00 p.m. question 
and answer session between Colescott and students from the 
University of Richmond and Virginia Commonwealth 
University. Close to 150 interested individuals attended 
these sessions. Between the morning and afternoon sessions 
a luncheon was held in the Faculty Club dining room in which 
invited students had the opportunity of talking with the 
artist and lecturer at close hand. 
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After lunch, Lowery Sims and the Harnetts were taken 
to the airport for their flight back to New York. The 
Harnetts. who in the past had been critical of the speakers 
and of the low attendance, expressed their pleasure with 
this year's events. 
After dinner at the Tobacco Company restaurant. my 
former staff members and I accompanied Colescott to the Last 
Stop Gallery where he gave an informal talk at 7:45 p.m. 
The audience was small but enthusiastic, mostly National 
Conference of Artists members. whose Richmond chapter runs 
the gallery. Colescott showed slides and talked about the 
gradual changes taking placed in the work he was currently 
engaged in. A visit to Richmond's grandiose and newly 
renovated Jefferson-Sheraton Hotel completed the evening. to 
the delight of Colescott. 
Colescott departed the following morning for Tucson. 
tired but aware of the impact his work had made on Richmond 
and on those who had worked on his exhibition. 
Two reviews by Roy Proctor in the Friday. September 9, 
and Saturday, September 10. Richmond News Leader were 
enthusiastic and thought-provoking. calling attention to the 
questions Colescott's work raises about American societal 
and cultural values. 
X. CONCLUSION 
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In conclusion. the exhibition was well-publicized and 
well-received both on campus and in the community. The 
aims of bringing such an ambitious exhibition to Richmond 
were accomplished: valuable dialogue between artist and 
audience and a significant sharing of resources between the 
University of Richmond and the city's black arts 
constituency took place. 
Additionally. the Colescott exhibition led to increased 
opportunities for the Marsh Gallery staff. For Kathy Weiss. 
Senior art history major. gallery assistant and conductor of 
the Colescott catalogue interview, it led to a new job as 
Tour Coordinator at the Virginia Museum. For intern Hetty 
Lipscomb. it meant increased skills in her chosen field. 
She recently wrote a compelling review of the Colescott 
exhibit for Virginia Commonwealth University's newspaper, 
Commonwealth Times. For exhibition assistant Kevin Ball and 
for me, it meant a honing of skills and a decision to 
specialize in contemporary art as we each considered new job 
possibilities in the museum field. 
Response from out of state was surprisingly strong and 
signified an extensive national interest in Colescott's 
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work. Catalogues had been mailed out early to lenders to 
the exhibition and to professionals who had helped with the 
details of the show. Requests for more catalogues came from 
the Baltimore Museum, Maryland Institute of Art and the 
Studio Museum in Harlem, who also inquired about the 
possibility of the Marsh Gallery exhibition and catalogue 
traveling to that museum in the future. 
Thus the exhibition achieved its educational purpose 
and had significant impact well beyond its boundaries of 
campus and corrununity. 
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Expenses (rounded off) 
Colescott Exhibition 
Barnett Fund Budget 
1250 catalogs and 2000 invitations 
Halling and postage 
Round trip shipping total: 
N.Y. (3 locations) to 
Richmond to Atlanta 
Atlanta to New York 
Richmond $555.00 
905.00 
1162.00 
Photos, slides, labels, misc. 
Travel to Baltimore with UR senior (2 people/ 
3 days to interview Colescott and attend 
lecture at Baltimore Museum 
Telephone (estimated) 
Plane fares & accommodations 
Colescott and Sims 
Colescott honorarium 
Lecture by Lowery S. Sims 
Assoc. Curator, Twentieth Century Art, 
The Metropolitan Museum of Art 
Reception and entertainment 
Ads - Art News (for September) 
Gallery (for September) 
Additional Insurance 
Incoming Monies 
From Harnetts 
From UR Cultural Affairs: 
Total 
Colescott Honorarium, Sims lecture 
Sims travel 
Catalog sales 
Georgia State University 
Shipping, plus exhibition fee 
From Harsh Gallery budget: 
(telephone, installation, malling, 
paints, lights) 
Totals: Costs 
Income 
Overdraft 
Total 
$7,456.00 
12 1. 00 
2,622.00 
195.00 
350.00 
100.00 
1,078.00 
1,000.00 
500.00 
400.00 
416.00 
198.00 
600.00 
15,136.00 
S5,ooo.oo 
1,700.00 
200.00 
3,300.00. 
1,216.00 
11,416.00 
15,136.00 
11,416.00 
3,720.00 
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CJ 
rMHI 
JOEL W. HARNETI 
� 
MEDIA HORIZONS, INC. 
Ms. Melissa E. Weinmen 
Harsh Gallery Director 
Assistant Professor in Art 
University of Richmond, VA 23173 
Dear Melissa: 
November 30, 1984 
Thank you for the reviews and questionnaire on the Pearlstein show. 
Of the artists you mentione4 in your letter of November 10, I am most 
familiar with Dine and Binnelin, both of whose work I greatly admire. 
Birmelin, I believe, is also a teacher. Dine is the more innovative 
artist but Birmelin is a truly great draftsman and his latest pictures 
depicdng city violence are compelling. 
I've heard of Fischl but can't place his work. I don't know Hesches. 
Another suggestion is ·Jack Youngennan, who teaches at Hunter and is one of 
the top abstract artists working in New York. He's very good on art issues, 
both history and philosophy of art. 
. . 
•bLu ia��C411 arLJU)cL...to_au.ccc.ufll.L�ti! · I'd like the students 
·to have- �Ccnitact with recognized. erof!�_!l.ah,and to Sef, their work . 
.. 
The artist-s_ho�l_d be �portent enough to_ �
ifJ;>J !-�8!,1��� em�t or 
trend in American art. I would not foreclos�· t«ftn cent'ufy art w1'tb a 
proper art historian lecturing if a fine exhibit is available. I'� like the 
program publicized� and I'm proud to have my name associated with this 
publicity. 
The publicity is good for the school and builds a sense of importance around 
the event. Publicity should be within the school and in the broader c011111Unity . 
. � collection is eclectic and ranges fr0111 Hopper, Burchfield and Karsh to 
Pearlstein, talder, Tooker, Beal, Paul Jenkins and Balcomb Greene. Greene, by 
the way, knows and lived contemporary art history and, though an image painte� 
now, was the first president of the New York Abstract Art Association back in 
the thirties. 
and when things settle down, I'd be delighted for you to see the 
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Minh Gelltry 
Department of Art 
December 17, 1987 
Mr. Joel Barnett 
President and Chairman of the Boa�d 
Media Horizons 
50 West 23rd St. 
New York, NY 10010 
Dear Joel: 
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I regret I was not able to meet wih you December 2, but enjoyed 
very much my discussion with Lila. Your art collection was a 
delight to see again. I look forward to having it here next 
January and to the possibility of seeing George Tooker's work here 
for the 1989 September show. 
I would appreciate confirmation that you approve showing Colescott 
next Septeaber. I'm sorry we can't show Jacob Lawrence. As I 
explained to Lila, the Terry Dintenfass Gallery said there isn't 
enough of Lawrence's work available due to his travelling retro­
spective. 
There is a good chance that our Colescott show will travel to the 
University of Texas and/or Georgia State University. Colescott is 
now being represented by Phyllis Kind Gallery and we will get all 
work from her New York location. Colescott will be coming to 
Baltimore and New York in February and I will take a student 
there to interview him. 
Susanne Arnold 
[_ 1( 
Mu,h G11lery 
Department of Art 
February 29, 1988 
Hr. Joel Harnett 
President and Chairman of the Board 
Media Horizons 
50 West 23rd St. 
New York, NY 10010 
Dear Joel: 
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I am writing to bring you up to date on the Colescott exhibition, 
"The Eye of the Beholder: Recent work by Robert Colescott." 
Carol Celentano and I have arrived at a selection of 11 paintings 
and 5 related drawings that we feel will make a strong show of 
Colescott's recent work. All works will be coming from the New 
York area in order to hold down shipping costs. As some of the 
paintings will be in shows in Seattle and Los Angeles, we also 
have 4 alternate paintings. Carol has promised, however, that if 
key paintings sell, she will require that they be available for 
our show. The Phyllis Kind Gallery will handle the cost of shipping 
these works to New York in time for the Harsh Gallery show. 
At Konshasha Conwill's suggestion, I have asked Lowery Sims, 
Associate Curator of Contemporary Art at the Metropolitan Museum, 
and author of a Colescott catalogue, to give the lecture preceding 
the opening. She has agreed verbally and I am awaiting a written 
confirmation. I have conveyed our requirements for the lecture. 
Hs. Conwill recommends her highly as a speaker. 
Senior Katherine Weiss and I travelled to Baltimore February 5-7, 
1988 to attend Colescott's lecture and exhibition at the Baltimore 
Museum of Art and to interview him for our exhibition catalogue. 
Our trip was an overwhelming success. As you may know, Colescott 
is the subject of a 9-atate retrospective exhibition of which 
the Baltimore Museum's show is part. The exhibition is large and 
informative. In particular, their labelling ia unique, incorporating 
reproductions of art history paintings on which Colescott based 
his, and include clearly written explanations of what he was 
attempting �nd why. Such labels helped inform an audience which 
might need that information. I plan to use similar labels. Colescott's 
lecture about his own work was also a hugh success. Due to extensive 
and advance publicity, as well as the sometimes controversial 
nature of his themes it drew a large and enthusiastic audience. I 
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taped the lecture. He speaks with an unusual clarity, seif-knowLedge 
and ease about hie motivations, interest in American social and 
political issues, and painting process. Thie is rare in sn artist, 
particularly one as prominent as he has become over the last two 
years, Colescott was interviewed by all · major B altimore TV and 
radio stations. In addition, while there he was interviewed by 
National Radio. Richmond recorded this ''All Things Considered" 
interview last week. It was excellent, and shows Colescott as an 
artist of national stature, Charles Johnson, University of Richmond 
Art Department Chairman, was very positive about the radio interview 
and is excited we will show Colescott here. I am getting a similar 
reaction from the Music and Speech Departments, 
Colescott allowed time to give Kathy Weiss 2 interviews, which she 
is now transcribing from tape. It is articulate and timely. I 
feel this will be the best exhibition and catalogue to date. 
After our exhibition, the show will travel to Georgia State 
University where it will be exhibited in October 1988, Colescott 
has never had a one person exhibit in Virginia, D,C,, South 
Carolina or Georgia, and we expect and are already receiving very 
positive feedback. 
Georgia State will pay the Harsh Gallery for their shipping and 
for part of the catalogue production costs, thus helping our 
costs to a small extent, 
In addition, I have been working with Brownie Hamilton in the 
University's Department of Development and we will be submitting 
our first grant application for a Harsh Gallery exhibition, If 
awarded, it also will help with the high costs of putting on a 
show featuring a nationally acclaimed artist. 
If you every get to Tucson and have time to meet B ob Colescott, 
his studio number is  ; his home is  , 
He seems very generous with his time and very interested· in our 
show. I'm sure he would be pleased to meet you. 
I hope you and Lila are both doing well and that your Arizona house 
decoration plans are near completion, Please let me know if you 
have any questions about the progress of the show, 
Sincerely, 
cc: Charles Johnson, Chair 
Sheldon Wettack, Dean 
Zeddie Bowen, Provost 
I -� . ""--
M1rsh Gallery 
Department of Art 
July 6, 1988 
Mr. Joel Harnett 
President and Chairman of the Board 
Media Horizons 
50 West 23rd Street 
New York, New York 10010 
Dear Joel: 
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I am writing to bring you up to date on the Robert Colescott exhibition, which 
will open Wednesday evening, September 7, 1988, at 8:30 p.m., in the Marsh 
Gallery. It will be preceded by a lecture at 7:30 given by Lowery Sims, 
Assistant Curator of Twentieth Century Art, the Metropolitan Museum of Art. 
She was recommended by Konshasha Conwill, with whom, at Lila's suggestion, I 
first spoke. 
Bob Colescott and the Phyllis Kind Gallery have been most cooperative in the 
selection of work and in all aspects of the arrangements for the show. The 
Metropolitan Museum has also agreed to loan one of their Colescott drawings. 
The catalogue copy went to the typesetter Monday. It will be slightly larger 
this year, due to the length of the interview and essay. 
This year the Marsh 
for the Arts grant. 
catalogue. 
Gallery applied for and was awarded a Virginia Commission 
lllis will help defray the costs of the exhibition and 
The exhibition has already drawn considerable local and national attention. 
Although we received a number of requests for the show to travel, staffing 
limitations led to my decision to have the show only travel to one other 
location. It will be exhibited at Georgia State University in October, !988. 
Hy summer intern and I are working on local and state-wide publicity and will 
coordinate the exhibition's programs with Richmond black organizations and with 
schools in order to share this event. 
As you may already know, Dr. Elizabeth Langhorne-Reeve has been appointed to 
the new art history position, which will include responsibility for the Marsh 
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Gallery. As my position thus ends in August, I would like to take this 
opportunity to express the great pleasure that it has been to know and work 
with you and Lila, and to organize and curate these last three September 
exhibitions. I feel great strides have been made during my tenure: the 
gallery has been remodeled; the budget has been balanced, and the exhibitions 
have grown in scope and in impact, becoming an anticipated event both on campus 
and in the Richmond metropolitan area. Indeed, the University of Richmond 
September art exhibitions have gained notice nationally for their quality and 
inovation. Since this notice has originated from your insight and with your 
support, you are, I hope, very proud of this program's growth. I certainly am. 
Finally, I am also writing to you to reaffirm that the Marsh Gallery exhibition 
of your private collection has been scheduled for January 11-31, 1989. The 
University, of course, will cover all transportation, insurance, and exhibition 
costs. A small black and white catalogue is planned, Can I assume that you 
and Lila are still interested? As the schedule and budget needs to be 
finalized by August, I would appreciate a letter from you confirming your 
intentions, 
Enclosed for your information and files are a schedule of events for the 
exhibition and a copy of my February 29th letter, which I was not sure if you 
ever received, I will call early in August to give you information on the time 
of the dinner preceding the lecture, 
I wish you and Lila the best of summers and look forward to seeing you both in 
the fall at the Colescott Opening. I remain 
Sincerely yours, 
Susanne Arnold 
Director 
cc: Charles Johnson 
Sheldon Wettack 
Zeddie Bowen 
Gerald �igg 
D 
rM1AI 
M�la Horizons, Inc. 
50 West 23rd Street 
New York NY IOO IO 
 
Joel W. Hamett 
Chairman 
July 14, 1988 
Ms. Susanne Arnold 
Marsh Gallery 
Modlin Fine Arts Center 
University of Richmond, VA 23173 
Dear Susanne: 
Thank 
show. 
done. 
glad 
you for your letter updating us on the 
It sounds like a great job is being 
Congratulations. I was particularly 
to hear about the grant money. 
Lila and I plan to be in Richmond for the 
opening so we'll see you then. 
We continue to be interested in the "Harnett" 
show and will work with the University on that. 
Good luck in your future endeavors. You 
certainly are leaving the University in a blaze 
of a�complishment. 
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October 21, 1987 
Robert Colescott 
c/o Art Department 
Univers1ty of Arizona 
Tucaon, Ar1zona 85721 
Dear Mr. Colescott: 
I am writing to inquire 
one-person exhibition of 
the month of September 
in New York last October 
, 
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if you would be interested in having a 
your work at the Marsh Gallery during 
1988. I met you at the Semaphore Gallery 
and we discussed the possibility. 
Karsh· Gallery's opening show of each season is sponsored by Joel 
Harnett of New York City and the decision on who to show is a 
joint one with him, so I cannot promise an exhibition until I 
meet with him. However, I would like to find out from you first if 
you are still interested. As I explained then, budget restrictions 
mean I must transport work from one central location. As the 
Semaphore Gallery neither answers its New York number or the 309 
number, I hope this is still possible. 
Your work tascinates me, particularly the sense of humor that 
pervades it. I feel it would provoke a strong reaction on campus 
and hope you will be interested in showing with us. 
Sincerely, 
Susanne Arnold, Director 
Harsh Gallery 
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January 14, 1988 
Hr. Robert Colescoct 
Art Department 
University ot Arizona 
Tucson, Arizona 85721 
Dear Robert: 
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Plans for your exhibition at the Marsh Gallery in September 1988 
are definitely underway. I'm still not sure about its travelling, 
ouc I'm working on le. 
I am writin� to let you know chat Senior Art Major, Kathy Weiss, 
and I plan to come up co Baltimore to hear your lecture on February 
6 and co see che snow. We would like co interview you at that cime 
tor tne September Harsn Gallery exhibition catalog. It this is 
convenient with your scnedule I would apprectace a phone call or 
noce as soon as possible so I can oake hotel reservations. I will 
contact the Baltimore Museum about the possibility of borrowing a 
room there for 2 hours tor the interview. Otherwise, the hotel 
could suffice tor a location. 
I would appreciate knowing what hotel you will be staying at in 
Baltimore and what your schedule will be so I can work around it. 
Let me know what day and time woula be good for you for the 
interview. You can call me at work at  or at home at 
. 
Kathy and I look forward to meeting with you ana seeing your show. 
Sincerely, 
Susanne Arnolu 
Director 
cc: Phyllis Kind 
fiversity of Richmond, Virgini� 23173 
Marsh Gallery 
Department of Art 
May 10, 1988 
Dear !lob: 
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Here's your copy of the edited interview (about 1/2 of the original 
for the ca:alogue). If th�re are inconsistencies or things you feel 
need cnanging please mark it and return co me via UPS. Include 
the amount and we' 11 I need it returned as fast as 
ossible. If call to let me know-
I have included a 
few extra ques:ionf where gaps appeared or editing indicated 1:. 
You are right, 
goes: 
never did send you particulars on the show. Here 
The Eye of the Beholder: Recent Work by Robert Colescocc will be 
exhibited September 7-29, 1988 at the Marsh Gallery and October 
5-28 ac the University A::c Gallery, Georgia State University. The 
exhibition will focus on your "Bathe::s Pool" and "Knowledge" se::ies. 
The Marsh Galle::y exhibition is the fifth in a series of September 
exhibitions instigated and partially sponsored oy alumnus Joel 
Harnett of New York City. The purpose of cnis series is co bring 
co the UR campus major living American artists whose work and 
whose presence will stimulate, enrich and inform students, faculty 
and the community at large. 
Events programmed include an evening lecture Wednesday, September 
7 by Lowery s. Sims, Associate Curator, Twentieth Century Art, The 
Metropolitan Museum of Arc, New York City, followed by an opening 
reception; and a gallery talk (with slides) and class conduc:ed 
by you on Thursday, Sepcemoer 8. 
A private dinner given by the Provost in your honor will prec�de 
the September 7 lecture. The Harneccs usually attend. 
Your gallery talk on 
10:00 a.m. for students 
students and puolic) at 
Thursday will probably be scheduled at 
and the public, and your class (also for 
2:00 p.m. chat day. 
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Robert Colescotc 
Hay 10, 1988 
As I mentioned on the phone, your honorarium for the talk and 
workshop will be $1000. The University will, of course, pay for 
your transportation and all food while you are here. I have 
reserved the guest coccaze on campus for your stay. Lee me know 
if you need anything else. I will set up plane accommodations for 
you in late June/early July. 
Also in the works are c�o other possible events co schedule while 
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you are here--lec me know how you feel about these. I have discussed 
with the Richmond Chap:er of the Black National Alliance of 
Artists the possibility of a small reception and/or a shore talk 
oy you ac their gallery, The Lase Stop Gallery, for the evening of 
September 8. They are low in funds so no honorarium may be available­
-I'm working on le. Two friends ind I would like co cake you co.dinner 
either Defore of after :nae. 
Also, a numb�r of arcis:s on the faculty at Virginia Commonwealth 
University wane :o see if something can be set up for Friday, 
Defore you leave. VCU is the largest art school between New York 
and Florida and is located in Richmond. They ar� looking into 
coming up with money for an honorarium for your visit there. I'm 
not sure if it would De a talk (this may cake away from yours 
here), Due l'm working on a visit by you co their graduate painting 
students. Let me know what you think. 
Also included ts the working checklist of paintings. Pygmalion is 
planned for the cover of the catalogue, as you requested. I need 
the name and address of owner as soon as possible so I can send a 
letter and loan form. Also, I need your social security number 
and answers to enclosed questions (may hav� called you Dy the 
time you get this). 
All my bes:. 
Sinc�rely, 
Susanne Arnold 
Director 
November 4, 1987 
Ms. Pny11is Kind 
Phyllis Kind Gallery 
136 Greene Street 
New York, NY 10012 
Dear Ms. Kind: 
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I am writing to 
Coles cot t, whom 
would take place 
of tnat season. 
you witn regards to exhlbiting tne work of Robert 
I understand you now repre�ent. The exhibition 
in September 1988 and would be the opening event 
The first exhibition of each Marsh Gallery season is traditionally 
sponsored by alumnus Joel Harnett of New York City, and his wife, 
Lila. This is a ma.,1or solo exhibition of work by a 1o1..\-10V\o..\ 
artist and is accompanled by a catalogue and an exciting program 
ot events. In tne past we have exhibited such artists as Philip 
Pearlstein, Robert B1rme11n, Jerome Witkin, and, this past September, 
Janet Flsh • 
. -
I met Hr, Colescott in New York last Fall at the Semaphore Gallery 
and was stunned by his technical virtuosity and by the timeliness 
ot his content. The University of Richmond's student body is both 
sophisticated and politically active. I oelleve Mr. Colescott's 
work would speak to them as it dtd to me. 
I spoke co Mr. Colescutt at that time about our Sepember shows and 
he said he would be very interested in exhibiting here in September 
1988, and felt he could meet the sponsor's terms. 
Tnesl! terms ore that the exnlbit1ng artist oe willing to come to 
the University at the time of the opening to present s morning 
slide talk on nts work to students and the public and to condu�t 
an afternoon workshop or class. Tne University pays an honorarium 
of $1000 in addition tu covertn� the cost of hls transportation, 
room and meals, 
As the gallery's tocus is educational, an important part of the 
exhibit is an interview wtcn the artist that is conducted by a 
University ot Richmond art senior, which is published in the 
catalogue. In the past this h11s taken place in New York in the 
spring. As Hr. Colescott 1s currently in Arizona, we would probably 
have to make d1ttercnt arrangements. Due to bud�et restrictions, 
tis. Phy.l..l.1s Kind 
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l am pr1marily lnter�sted in work that would be available from 
your New York location or from private lenders 1n New York, 
I would appreciate it il slides ot Mr. Colescott's work, a resume, 
reviews, and any catolov,ues or intormation available could be 
sent to me, so that I may present them to the Harnetts for their 
consideration. The tinal decision on whom to show is a joint one, 
made by the llarnetts anCJ me. The Harnetcs are not as informed as 
I am on Hr. Colescott's career. 
I am very excited obout the chance to exhibit Mr. Colescott's 
work and hopeful tnat the �arnetts will feel the same, 
I will be com1n� to New 
December and will call 
to hearing trom you ano 
Sincerely, 
Susanne Arnola, Director 
cc: Robert Colescoct 
York some time in November or early 
anead tor an appointment. I look forward 
receiving what information you can send me. 
Dr. William Bengtson 
il)niversity of Richmond, Virginia 23173 
llt 
Marsh Gllltry 
Dep11<1ment of Art 
Ron Jaeger 
Phyllis Kind Gallery 
136 Greene Street 
New York, NY 10012 
Dear Ron: 
April 15, 1988 
I have written or called all potential lenders to the Harsh 
Gallery's exhibition of Robert Colescott's work. I'll let you 
know as soon as I hear, so alternative choices can be made as 
necessary. Learsey, Sacks and Koplin said yes. 
I want to aake sure we are agreed on the shipping charges of 
works under your supervision. As I discussed with you earlier, 
Carol had stated that Phyllis Kind would assume financial respon­
sibility for shipping the works I have chosen that are presently, 
or will be, in shows in California (Koplin Gallery); Seattle, 
Washington; and Chicago to Phyllis Kind, New York. You seemed to 
indicate the saae thing, bu I would appreciate this in writing 
before I communicate furtHer with the Koplin Gallery. As Ms. 
Koplin's own drawing, The Other Washingtons is unframed, the 
Marsh Gallery can pay return shipping for it. But I do need to 
make clear that my budget will not cover shipments other than 
from New York and return �here. Georgia State will pay their 
incoming &hipping and 1/2 the return to New York. Please let me 
know soon if this not agreeable. The catalogue deadline is Hay l 
for copy and June l for design, so I need to know right away if 
these works are beyond our budget. 
I've included an updated checklist. Eleven-twelve paintings is my 
limit. plus the four drawings. Please check for correct titles, 
spelling, sizes, etc. Also, I do not have slides of the drawings. 
If possible, I could use 2 sets, one for Lowery Sims. 
I have also included possibles for catalogue reproduction. If ·you 
have any 8/W glossies or negatives of the works you could send, 1 
will use the• for early publicity. Please bill the Gallery. I 
will probably need about 3 B/W glossies each of 4 works; perhaps 
2 different Bathers and 2 different Knowledge works for catalogue, 
Georgia State and publicity purposes. If you want to send the 
negatives, 1 can probably get the 8/W done here cheaper, which 
ever is easiest for you. That's about it for now. Thanks. 
Sincerely, 
Susanne Arnold, Director 
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PHYLLIS KIND GALLERY 
May 25, 1988 
Suzanne Arnold 
Marsh Gallery 
University of Richmond 
Modlin Fine Arts Center 
Richmond, VA 23173 
Dear Suzanne, 
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313 WEST SUPERIOR 
CHICAGO, ILL 60610 
312.642.6302 
136 GREENE STREET 
NEW YORK, NY 10012 
212.925.1200 
As you requested, please find the enclosed black and whites and 
the additional loan forms for the exhibition,•The Eye of the 
Beholder: Recent Work by Robert Colescott .. :The loan forms for 
Gift of The Sea and Ancient Goddesses •.. are included, for these 
paintings are in our Chicago gallery and will be returned to New 
York in time for you show. 
I am sorry about the confusion and I hope it did not cause you 
too much inconvenience and worry. As far as Poet/Counter-Poet, 
it can not, unfortunately, be loaned. I spoke to Bob about this 
and he felt that if you wanted to refer to this painting in your 
essay, I would be able to send you a black and white photo if you 
so desire. Bob also suggested that Inside/Outside, 1988, would 
serve as a good substitute for Poet/Counter-Poet. So, I have 
taken the liberty of including not only a slide but also a loan 
form for this painting, simply to expediate the matter. Just let 
me know if this is acceptable. 
Also, I have not found the whereabouts of Philosopher At The­
Bather's Pool. I have included, in slides, another set of three 
paintings from the "Bather's" series available: New God ... , 
Elnporer ... , and Laureat .... 
Below is a list of the reproductions that are included in this 
letter: 
8 x 10" Black and whites: Knowledge ... The Other Washingtons(2), 
Ancient Goddesses(2), Heroes(l), and Knowledge ... General Gordon 
Romancing The Nile(3l. 
4 x 5" color transparencies: Gift Of The Sea, Ancient Goddesses 
And The Contest For Classic Purity. 
slides: The three of the "Bather's" series, Emporer, New God, and 
Laureat, and Inside/Outside. 
we will be speaking again soon. Until then, my 
0 
Phyllis Kind Gallery 
New York 
PHYLLIS KIND GALLERY 
May 28, 1988 
Suzanne Arnold 
Marsh Gallery 
The Modlin Art Center 
Richmond, VA 
Dear Suzanne, 
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313 WEST SUPERIOR 
CHICAGO, ILL 60610 
312.642.6302 
136 GREENE STREET 
NEW YORK, NY 10012 
212.925.1200 
This letter hereby verifies that the Phyllis Kind Gallery will 
absorb the cost of shipping .of the Robert Colescott paintings 
from their present locations to New York. Therefore, the Marsh 
Gallery, University of Richmond, will be responsible for the 
shipping of these works from New York to Richmond, .as well as. the 
return of the paintings to the Phyllis Kind Gallery in New York 
upon the closing of the run of the traveling exhibition. (The 
Phyllis Kind Gallery will be responsible for the return of pieces 
to their owners from New York.) 
Phyllis Kind Gallery 
New York 
July 15, 1988 
Ron Jaegger 
Phyllis Kind Gallery 
136 Greene 
New York, New York 10012 
Dear Ron: 
I am writing to inform you that Chris Sade of Atlanta Van Lines, 
Inc., will be handling the ship�ent of our Robert Colescott 
exhibition. 
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Pick up will probably be the week of August 22-26. Hr. Sade will 
call you, giving you approximately 24 hour notice prior to pick up. 
Soft packing will be used. If you hove plastic covering or cardboard 
and corner padding and could have the work wrapped for pick up it 
would be appreciated. Otherwise, the shippers will provide the 
wrapping and padded covers. 
The catalogue 
copies. 
should be finished by August IS. I will send you 
I am hoping that Poet, Noa-Noa or a si�ilar-sized painting is 
available by shipment ti;;;:-�herwise I will have a hole on the 
wall. I planned to put P-CP in a space that only takes two 
paintings (molding divides apace) and Heroes goes in one­
nothing appropriate can go in other space. Please see what you 
can do. 
Call me if anything else comes up. Again, please accept the 
university's and my sincerest thanks for the loan of Bob's work 
and your patience and assistance. This show hes become quite a 
cause for me. If you have reviews from Akron, please send, 
Sincerely, 
Susanne Arnold 
Director 
Enclosure: Checkli�t 
August 16, 1988 
SHIPPING LIST 
TO: MARSH GALLERY .. 
UNIVERSITY OP' RICHMOND 
MODLIN FINE ARTS CENTER 
RICHMOND, VA 23173 
FROM: PHYLLIS KIND GALLERY 
136 GREENE STREET 
NEW YORK, NY 10012 
VIA: ATLANTA VAN LINES, INC. (Chris Sade) 
" �-: i_.:.,.:-;-: f�!; ,-,..... V. 4' ._., 
• 313 WEST SU�ERIOR ft 
... CHICAG 0-;_, 
... · .' · ..  :1 i-. · -:· ;_- _ . ... : -_·.1 ::tv .
.• :-: -.t�: . I.� ;}_,,��:< >/�: .. 
. 136 GREENE STREET: : • 
· NEW YORK, NY 10012 : . -
. ':. 
FOR EXHIBITION: THE EYE OF THE BEHOLDER: RECENT WORK BY 
ROBERT COLESCOTT, Aug. 20- Nov.15, 1988. 
ROBERT COLESCO'M' 
Ancient Goddesses.and the Contest for Classic Purity, 1985 
a/c, 84 x 72" $10,000.00 
Bondage, 1987 
a/c, 90 x 114" 
Gift of the Sea, 1984 
a/c, 84 x 72" 
$18,000,00 
$10,000.00 
!Cnowledge of the Past is the Key to the Future: Heroes·, 1986 
a/c, 84 x 72" $10,000.00 
: -· --�--� � 
... 1. 
Jl;nowledge of.the·Past'is.the Key to. the Future: The.Othei\:-
Washingtons, 1987: · ... :c·.'·.: , :.- . · · ., •.·,•...:;.. :·· -·-:-: i:� 
a/c, 90 x 114" 
· 
$18,000.00 
JCnowledge of ·the
· ·Past': is the Key' to the Future: Gen�ral ·. < '. ... 
Gordon Romancing;the · Nile·at Khartoum, 1986. . . ,. ·�/ 
a I c , 9 0 x 114 " : : $18 , 0 0 0 . 0 ci\ · 
,; ' • "4 •• ' ,, • ' • • � ' ' :.:.: �, 
• 
JCnowledge' of.. the · Pas{·i·�·.:the Key to the Future:· Maftii:�w.� -·�-- :: � 
_ •• - .• 
l 
, 
..:;-=;.:.::�c:Sc.:�:.:;�:...�-=a:.i.�cd=-. �--'i"'"�"-'�:::., -.°"'-"'u-=e.::::S.;:t_• -=f-"'o"'r--'ta.:.ha..;e"-"N-'-'o"""'r,_t=h=-"-P�o=l�e, · 19 8 6. 
$ i�';\o"� ': do"� 
I •  
I , ;,'; ,' , _..1, ·, I • .· 
• ! ;. • 
' .. ; . .  -; . ; : .. ·.' . .  ; :Slo ;ooo: oo_; , . , •. - ... · r ., • , ·-:-· 
SHIPPING LIST, August 16, 1988 
TO: 
MARSH GALLERY: THE EYE OF .. THE BEHOLDER: 
Pygmalion, 1987 
a/c, 90 x 114" 
RECENT WORK BY ROBERT COLESCOTT. 
Duel in the Sun, 1987 
a/c, 72 x 84" 
General Gordon Romancing the Nile, 1986 
w/c, 22 x 30" 
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$18,000.00 
$10,000.00 
���J.�-
{,'u,,w./,._,.../ �lr,u,4 
,,:;. 7." /rl',4',/. /l,.,.,,r 
Y°� vl!-kN, ./f/_, :P'-.( //.fOO 
April 23, 1988 
Hs. Susanne Arnold 
DirectorHarsh Gallert 
University of Richmond 
Modlin Fine Arts Center 
Richmond, VA 23173 
Dear Ms. Arnold: 
 
Enclosed please find the signed loan agreement for Raymond J. Learsy's 
Colescott, THE THREE GRACES: ART, SEX AND DEATH which you have requested 
for your upcoming exhibition, The Eye of the Beholder: Recent Work by 
Robert Colescott. I have filled out the loan agreement with the 
information included in your letter. Information pertaining to 
the exhibition is usually already typed in by the borrowing institution. 
I do hope that it is correct. Documentation regarding the painting 
is below, as requested. 
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exhibited: Faces Since the 50's: A Generation of American Portraiture, 
Center Gallery, Bucknell University, Lewisburg, PA, ill. p. 13 
Investigations 84, Institute of Contemporary Art, University of 
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, June 12 - July 29, 1984 
Here and Now: Robert Colescott, Greenville County Museum of 
of Art, Greenville, SC, September 25 - November 4, 1984 
bibliography: Lowery S. Sims, "Bob Colescott 'Ain't Just Hisbehavin'", 
Artforum, March 1984, pp. 56-59, ill. 
I will give you the address of the pick-up location when you 
contact me about making arrangements. 
Elizabeth S. Kujawski 
enc. 
University of Richmond. Virginia 23173 
Mush G1llery 
Department of Art 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Perlmutter 
2801 Ridge Road 
Highland Park, Ill. 60035 
Dear Mr. and Mrs. Perlmutter: 
August 11, 1988 
Thank you for taking the time to talk to me on the phone 
yesterday. As I explained, the Marsh Gallery will be putting 
on an exhibition of recent work by Robert Colescott September 
7 - 28, 1988. This exhibition is the opening event of our 
season =�d is annually sponsored by University of Richmond 
alumnus Joel W. Harnett, President and Chairman of the Board 
of Media Horizons, Inc. in New York. 
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As you are now aware, the Phyllis Kind Gallery had originally, 
in writing, formally agreed to lend both paintings comprising 
Poet-CounterPoet, then withdrew first CounterPoet, which 
was sold to you, and then Poet, although our contract forbids 
such a practice. 
I am writing in the hope that you will lend CounterPoet 
to us for this major event. Although I realize you have 
recently purchased this painting and are reluctant to lend 
it so soon, I hope you will agree to do so. Bob Colescott 
very much wants your painting to be in this exhibition, because 
it has not been exhibited before. CounterPoet is critical 
to this exhibition - so important that the catalogue essay 
ends with a discussion of your painting and includes reproductions 
of the diptych. Thus even one painting of this group would 
be significant to exhibit. 
The exhibition will travel to the Georgia State University 
Art Gallery, where it will be shown October 7 - 29. All 
work will be returned by November 15, 1988. Shipping will 
be handled by Atlantic Van Lines, which is transporting Colescott's 
retrospective as well. Otherwise, the Phyllis Kind Gallery 
will handle it. 
I am taking the liberty of enclosing a loan agreement 
and information on gallery security, in the hope that you 
will agree to make the loan. Pickup for shipment would be 
sometime between August 15-24. The Marsh Gallery will pay 
all shipping and door to door insurance costs. Ten catalogues 
will be sent to you also. 
Please be assured that I would not ask you to part with 
such a wonderful painting if it were not so important to 
the exhibition and to my commitment to present the best work 
available to our students and large viewing audience. This 
will be Bob's first Virginia solo exhibition, offering many 
people their first opportunity to see a cohesive body of 
his work. 
Please call us at  or  if you 
need further information. Thank you for giving this matter 
your consideration. 
Sincerely, 
Susanne Arnold 
Director 
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The Metropolitan Museum of Art 
Susanne Arnold 
Director 
Marsh Gallery 
University of Richmond 
Modlin Fine Arts Center 
Richmond, Virginia 23173 
Dear Ms. Arnold: 
June 8, 1988 
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I am writing with reference to your request to borrow Robert 
Colescott's work MATTHEW HENSON ANO THE QUEST FOR THE NORTH POLE 
(1987.164.2) for your exhibition scheduled to open in Richmond on 
September 7, 1988 and thPn travel to the University of Georgia. 
Our department would like to recommend the loan to our Board of 
Trustees but before we can complete the paperwork we must have 
a letter of release from the artist. Since the work was created 
after 1978 the artist retains the copyright under the Revised 
Copyright Act of 1976. You may contact Mr. Colescott through 
Phyllis Kind Gallery, 136 Greene Street, New York, New York 
10012. Enclosed are some rough guidelines for the letter of 
release. 
Please send us a copy of Mr. Colescott's letter as soon as you 
obtain it so that we can proceed with the loan. In the meantime I 
have forwarded your request for photographs to our Photo Services 
department. They should be in touch with you shortly. 
I hope to hear from you soon. 
Enc. 
Ms. Kendall Cornell 
Research Assistant 
Twentieth Century Art 
Marsh Gallery 
Department of Art 
July 11, 1988 
Ms, Marcie McKee 
Lo ans Department 
The Metropolitan Museum of Art 
Fifth Avenue at 82nd Street 
New York, New York 10028 
Dear Ms. McKee: 
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I am writing with reference to my request to borrow Robert Colescott's Drawing 
Matthew Henson and the �uest for the North Pole (1987.164.2) for our 
exhibition, which opens September 7 and then travels to the University of 
Georgia, 
Following our phone conversation of June 20, I discussed our fire detection 
system with Lt, Taylor of our Security Department, I found out that plans were 
already underway to install a new fire/smoke detection system in the gallery 
which will be wired into Police Headquarters. It will be installed before 
Colescott's work arrives, 
Attached for your information is details of the monitoring system, This should 
comply with the Metropolitan's requirements as you described them to me, 
With regard to shipping arrangements, I am also writing to inform you that 
Atlantic Van Lines will be handling the shipping of our exhibition, 
Pick up will be the week 
24-hour notice prior to 
entrance or warehouse he 
of August 
pick up, 
should go 
22-26. Mr, Chris Sade will call you, giving 
Please let me know if there is a particular 
to. 
Soft packing will be used, It would be appreciated if Matthew Henson could be 
wrapped for pick up. 
If you have any 
 or 
�uestions or need different 
 (H), 
arrangements please call me at 
I would like to extend the University's sincerest thanks for the loan of your 
drawing. 
Susanne Arnold, Director 
August 17, 1988 
Hs. Lowery Sims 
Associate Curator for Contemporary Art 
Metropolitan Museum of Art 
5th Avenue at 82nd St. 
New York, NY 10028 
Dear Ma. Sims: 
I am enclosing your plane ticket& 
September 7th and 8th trip to the Harsh 
order as for as these arrangements go. 
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and a copy of your itinerary for your 
Callery. I believe everything is in 
As it turned out we were unable to borrow the painting Poet for the exhibition. 
We were, however, sble to obtain Counter Poet, as we�as Duel In the Sun, 
1987. You may want to make note of this change for your lecture notes. 
Hy two-year appointment as director ends August 31. TIie new director, Dr. 
Elizabeth Langhorne-Reeve, will take over the exhibition and opening 
arrangements, which have been set up, I shall look forward to meeting you in 
person, although no longer in an official capacity. If I do not see you at the 
dinner Wednesday evening (see enclosed schedule), certainly I hope to talk to 
you at the opening which follows your lecture and at Bob's talk the following 
morning. I anticipate your lecture and visit with pleasure. 
Sincerely, 
Susanne Arnold 
Ms. Susanne Arnold 
Marsh Gallery 
Department of Art 
University of Richmond 
Richmond, Virginia, 23173 
Dear Susanne: 
Thanks for the tickets and itinerary and the catalogs. 
Your essay is elegant, insightful and I am filled 
with admiration for your achievement. Welcome to 
94. 
the Bob Colescott fan club - it's a life-long membership! 
I look forward to meeting you and wish you much 
luck in your next venture in life. 
lr=B 
Geo:rgia State Universi!y 
. Univ<·rsity Pl,u,, • Atl,,nt,l, Georgi,, JOJOJ 
June 28, 1988 
Susanne Arnold 
Di.rector 
Marsh Gallery 
University of RichllXlnd 
R:ichmonrl, Virginia 23173 
Dear Susanne: 
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Attached, please find the Visual Art Agreement for the Bob Colescott exhibition. 
I am presently running a race with lllYSelf anrl therefore, I have little time to 
discuss much else in this note. Give me call if you should have any questions. 
University 
.'\ /l,1,/ .,, 1/1,· 111111'0•1/� "'"''"'" ,,, , ...... , .... 
VISUAL ARTS AGREEMENT 
Bigh Security 
Please Read Thoroughly 
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This Agreement, J'Qade this � day of ¥• 19 8<;{', 
by and between the 11.,r,h Gallery, University of Richmond, a 
tax-exempt corporation t:Hreinafter "MG"! and U11 ,vu� 1t'1 ArfS_\£1.i/ec'j 
(1, (.) 
Cc- ' '--
nL'�O,,Sfo.{� Yi,1/ (hereinafter �Sponsor") 
WITNESSBTB: 
That whereas HG wishes to make available to sponsors a 
visual
M
arts p
�
jec
l
t by co;
e
��\,1.
�J'.�:i:��
sources 
wi th Qt<,oJI t)al 11/J:1 tr1 , as the Lende!'. and whereas, sponsor 
wishes to share such project with its community by sharing costs. 
It is hereby agreed: 
-.-1.�
· E x h i b i t i o n  C a l e n d a r .  S p o n s o r  a g r e e s t o  
I "':'=�-1,a._ $.G.icU., � e.:c;.J-u::;;;;;... � 
exhibit J2r-fu1t \?.&,oe,c..ott: (hereinafter referred to as the 
"Exhibition") coordinated, and available through MG, for the 
period of Sert. ;.4 . 19gg- to Mov -;.1, , 19.ii_, and to accept 
and exhibit the Exhibition under the conditions stated herein. 
2, Exhibition Cost, Exhibition Contract Payment. 
(a) Sponsor shall pay to HG the Exhibition 
tf 00 
fee of 3COO, which includes pro-rated transportation charges as 
arranged by MG. 
(bl Mt shall invoice the Sponsor for the 
Exhibition fee and transport charges, payable upon receipt. 
(cl If for any reason MG does not receive 
f r om the len der(•}, noted above, works sufficient, in its 
opinion, to properly aount the Exhibition, HG shall have the 
right to terminate thia Agreeaent. 
). supportive and Promotional Materials. 
(a) MG a gr e e s  to provide Sponsor with 
general pr01110tional materials for the Exhibition, which material 
w,..J. (;,,;� �·"'"1 
shall be selected and provided by 771.(LltQ.l,__�� and at 
their discretion. 
labels 
(b) Other supportive materials are: 
� 
300-Soo 
{ a,....,v. . vu...d� and "a8: exh
ibition catalo0ues 7t10 L£11. xk.. �-, 
-2-
4. Insurance, Security Precautins. 
(a� HG shall provide the Sponsor with a 
certificate of insurance. on the entire contents for the duration 
of the Exhibltlon lncludlnc;i transit, unpackinc;i, installation, 
display, storac;ie, dismantlinc;i and repackinc;i. 
(b) Sponsor ac;irees to p rovide adequate 
security for the Exhlbltlon at its own cost, which will include 
at least the followlnc;i: 
w orks req
�
re ,<;'.'at 
touch. Pedes 
I 
ls with 
are suc;ic;ies
/
. 
(1) The nature a d of these 
vitrines, display 
.
�es r othe.r barriers 
they be protected the viewers' 
(2) A minimum of one c;iallery attendant, 
whose duty ls to observe the exhibit area, must be present during 
all viewinc;i hours of the Exhibition, as well as during unpackinc;i, 
installation, dismantllnc;i and repacklnc;i. 
(3) A minimum of one qualified security 
guard present durlnc;i all closed hours during the Exhibition. A 
fully operative burc;ilar alarm system of hic;ih professional 
standards may be substituted in lieu of a qualified security 
c;iuard dur-inc;i closed hours. 
5. Shipping, Handling, Condltlon Reports, Damages. 
(a) HG shall arranc;ie trans port of the 
Exhibition to and from ( (ai1,WM4Y. Q,d � 16. �_!L_-
( bl Arranc;iements shal  by 'MG to load 
and unload the Exhibition at the time of delivery and pick-up to 
within 20 feet of the loadinc;i dock. 
(c) Sponsor shall complete a Condition 
Report at the bec;iinninc;i of the Exhibition, and shall review and 
v e r i f y  a C o n d ition  Report  a t  t h e  c o n c l u sion  o f  the 
Exhibition. Unless otherwise ac;ireed upon in writinc;i by  HG and 
Sponsor, Sponsor shall be responsible for unpackinc;i, installation 
and atorac;ie. 
(�) Sponsor shall report any and all damages 
or losses to the Exhibltlon while ln Sponsor's custody immedi-
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-)-
•tely by telephone to HG. Within 24 hours of discovery of dama9e 
or loas,. Sponsor shall send a full written statement to HG 
detailing the extent, time, place and circumstances of the 
damages or loss, A ll damaged materials shall be left as dis­
covered unless Sponsor is instructed by HG to proceed otherwise 
or unless emergency measures are necessary to prevent further 
dema,;e. 
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(,:) 
within 72 hours .IC:: IL' 
Sponsor shall have the Exhibition_pd�k�.t L. 1_, 1 u11les�  '5 '""'C-0... 
thl! specified closing Jatl!�and re.sJy f.,c 
pick-up within 20 f.iet of the loading dock. �G will provide 
Sponsor with information regarding tran�fer to the next location. 
liable for any damages to the Exhibltlon or costs of consequen-
tially necessary repalrs thereto unl��s: 
(a) Such damages or losses are the result 
of: 
(ll Sponsor's noncompliance of stipu­
lated security precautions as outlined in Paragraph 4 hereof; or 
(2) The incompetence, irresponsibility 
or negligence of personnel selected by Sponsor to assist in 
installing the Exhibltion; or 
(3) Sponsor's negligence in any respect 
to provide for and insure the safety and protection of the 
Exhibition. 
(bl sp onsor does not adhere to damage 
reporting and other procedures identified in Paragraph 5 hereof. 
1. P hotographs. Photographs of the Exhibition are 
prohibited unless specifically and solely for Sponsor'• reaaon-
i end Promotional purposes for this showing of the able public ty 
Exhibition. 
8. 
which prevents 
t f "Poree Hajeure• "Poree Majeure•, In the even o a 
the fulfillment of the articles of this Agreement, 
11 be held liable, and this Agreement neither MG nor Sponsor sha 
ahall become null and void, 
-4-
9. Binding Effect. This AQreement s e ts forth the full 
and coaplete under s tandinQ by and be tween HG and Sponsor and 
shall ba hln<ll" 1 w, ,n MG an,I Sponsor as well a
s 
the ir re spec t ive 
successors an.! , • \\Jns. In the event tha t an Exhibition i s  
cancelled af ter a cuntrdct is s iQned, the Sponsor i s  re spons ible 
for flfty per·· ·:i,. ,,f tha rental fe e . If the "cancella tion is 
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altdrdJ only in wratin�, di�nuJ by both MG and Sponsor. 
In Witnes s where the partie s here to have execu te d this 
AQreement the.�a y, mon.th, and year above written. 
(Sponsor) 
By�����������-
Date ������������-
Mush G1llery 
Department of Art 
May 23, 1988 
Mr. Craig Tenney . . � . . -
Dear Mr. Tenney: 
In July 1988, the Marsh Gallery opens an exhibit of 
paintings by Robert Colescott. In conjunction with 
the show, the University of Richmond will publish a 
twenty page catalogue documenting the show and educating 
the gallery audience about Colescott-- a black political 
artist. 
Marsh Gallery director, Susanne Arnold would like to 
include in the catalogue the first section of a poem 
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by Langston Hughes entitled "Lenox Avenue Mural-- Harlem." 
The quote will be used to illuminate Colescott's painting 
"Poet-counterpoet." The section is eleven lines long 
from "What happens to a dream deferred ... " to "Or does 
it explode?" 
Approximately tvo thousand catalogues will be printed 
and sold at $4-4.50 each. The charge covers postage 
and handling only. The Marsh Gallery is a non-profit 
organization; no profit will be made from the sale of 
the Robert Colescott catalogue. 
We request permission to reproduce the first section 
of "Lenox Avenue Mural"-- and ask vhat acknowledgement 
would be appropriate. As the typesetter's deadline 
id June 1st, ve vould appreciate a reply before that 
date. Should you have any questions, please call at 
• • We will send you a copy 
of the catalogue after it is printed. 
Thank you for your help. 
Sincerely, 
Hetty Lipscomb, 
Gallery Assistant 
HAROLD OBER ASSOCIATES 
lHCOllK>UnD 
40 EAST 49TH STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y. 10017 
July 18, 1988 
U r.atisfactory, si&n ooe form a.od return. 
The undttsosnc,l roqucsts a noo-vcclusive lic:cnsc to «print 
. 
{ 
publish
· 
use selections from 
Author. �1>tCJ11.�e.s 
Publiwd io .. M.Nf.AGE OF A DRfJ\M DEFERRED 1951 ······················· 
(at1u1nc cw boo,11:) (d.111 ol imn or publiuMo datt) 
Publis.hed by 
(Plcuc supply spcci6c details of rruteri,I desired, with P'ges, clup<er hods, opening and closing Jines. In short, 
whatever o«asa,y to identify the rrulerial precisely.) 
catalogue to acccrrpany a Robert Colescott art exhibit 
This matcria.l is to be publis.hed io a { t;E;?i } entitled . ... ........................................................................... . 
To be publish<d by Mal:"sh <;allery • � or RicJ-rrond .. Edited by 
Proposed puhliation cbte 1988. ... Tentative publiation price 
Pope, ot bud ar,u ... Approximate size of 6nt printing .  
In ronsiclciatioo ol the pcnnw,oo gnnttd herein, the oodersigocd agrees to print the following copyright notice: 
io cad, a.od � copy of the publication coocemcd. aod to guarantee in all ases that the owner's 'copyright will 
be carritd oo the coprright page or a cootiouatioo thcrcci, or on the page oo which the sclcctioo appears: 
Rq,rioled t,y pctmi.ssioo of. H4'+Ql4 � Al!!1(X:.l,4t:�. Inc;:q;rpqrnterl., ............... .. ........................ . 
Tbe uodttsisnc,l � to pay to the above lirm, u agent, for the author, the fee of S .... ?(),.()()... oo publiation, 
or with.in two yean I rom the date of this agrccrocnt, whiclxffr is earlier. 
(1) The rights g,aotcd btrcin apply M>lely to publiation io the English language in the United States and its ter ritories, 
a.od io addition the following tcrritorie. Can.a.�: ........................................................ . 
(2) The rip to reprint the material described above shall apply only to the issue or edition named io the appliation, 
but this permission shall also atClld to special editions of the wodc produced M>ldy for the use of the handiapped 
bJ approycd ooa-pro!t organizations awl w ac s bed cdftlow ha zJ 9 in mnt:atr do oat d r f ll 
W th sri9i I hrt 
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(}) Tlw permission wll ilio extend to the licensing of book club &nd reprint righu of the book in which selection 
aJ>P"'n, upon notice of such UJ<:, provided the publisher pays to the above firm a pro nta .ba,c of one-quarter 
of the 3rcw sums received from such license, 01 ten dollars pc, adcction, wh.id=CI shall be the grcab:r. 
(4) When no o,iginal 01 li«nscd edition i, in print or 191 yar, after the date of original publintion, whichever is 
earlier, all righu grantcJ herein sh>ll revert autom,tiu.Jly to the author wd pcrmiasion is un(elJed. 
()) This permwion docs not include any copyrighted mauer from othC1 sowco th>t may be incorporated in the 
material. 
(6) No ddctions from, addition, to, ot ch&ngo in the text may be made without the written approv&I of the above firm. 
(7) Thc title of the material licerucd her<in shall not be UJ<:d u the title of the book, nor shall the name of the 
author of such material be given gr�alct prominence than the name of any other author in the book. 
(8) The publication of the m>IC!ial in the form approved hC1cin doo not permit quotation, therefrom in any other 
work. 
(9) Thu pcrmusion wll extend 10 rul,.Jiccnsiog, without clwge, of publication or tnn=iptioo into a Braille or J.rg•· 
type edition fot :he visually handicapped, only if such edition is neither sold nor rented for a fee. 
(10) In the event payment iJ not made u specified, or in the event copyright and . atknowlcdgmcnl _notica arc not 
printed u spccilicd, then all right, herein granted sh&II 1mmcdaa1cly tcrmuutc without further not1Cc and without 
pttjudicr to aoy monio tlut may be due the author under the term, hereof. 
(11) One copy of the work containing rhc above-Ii«rucd material will be ,col free of charge to the a.hove firm on 
publiation date. 
( 12) SPECIAL ARRANGEMENTS: 
APPROVED 
HAROLD OBER ASSOOATES INCORPORATED 
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Marsh Gali�· _...., 
atm: Hetty Lipsccm::>, Gallery Assistant 
. University .. of. Ridm:lnd 
Riclm:Jnd, <.W-> VA. 23173 
Date .... 
SOCI!TY OP AtJTHOJ.S' UPJ.UENTATIV!.S, INC. 
MARSH GALLERY 
Uniwroity nf Richmond 
M. .. llm fino1·Ar1-.\1·11trr 
1<;.·h11"""1. VA 2.1113 
Trkrhocw lll04l 235-6240 
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LOAN AGREEMENT 
· Please complete, sign and return the white copy of this form. Thr yellow copy is for your records. 
O.ut�t.J Exhibition Saptemb&1r 7 ---2.9..,--l.9a8 at Harsh Ga J J ery; October 5-28 et Iloiuersity Art Gallery 
Georgia State University o., .. ol Loon August 22 - November JS 1988 
L..nd,r . _ .._ .._._. ____ . -· -
T,lopho 
Cr«fu ____ .;Jc�a�)�)�e�c�t�1�ouo':-"o�f�B�a�ymoOllCuoud7'"�1-;-Ll�e�a�r�syyl:---,-.,...,----------------==========::::= U'ftdN't n.anw'" 11 U\t,uld .1rpr.u on 1hr c.11..J-,.UC' •nd �,lwry l,.bt,l 
Mtidium ___ _,auCCJC<.;'11<-).u.i .cC....llALLDL...IC:.i8U0JcYIL8"""'5-------------- Dimensions in inchn: H� W� Q __ _ 
Uuc ul W.><"----l-1¥9�8�1�------- S,;n.>tu((' un wl)(k -------------------------
Condotion ___ ..,.,.�:..u.J!I�----------------------------------
nw Minh Caltty wJI n,mpri• • luG Conct-tw.>n Rrporc on ,tw won, w+wn l'TC"NYt'd. 
lnsur•nc•V•ru.tioo $15,000. - to be covered by Harsh Gallery 
C--.,, o<hnwow ,...olwd. oh< M.nh C..lk,y wil """" in oh< ,mouno � """'«houo th< p<riod ol oh< lo,n. 
Tronsportotion To •rri� •• •lw M.,...t, C.11,ry no L,1,r 1h.n --------------------------­
Shippin« instNCtiom wil folow, 
. 
· 
4 x S" color transparency is 
Arr 1lh-.. l1t:,r.1rh> .w.ultbk·? y,...___. Ni'-- If ,w.:,1Llbk- �ne wnd 8 • 10 glosste-s. 
enclosed. Kindly return it. 
l't"f'mtSsk.W'l lu rt'pnxh.w..T in thr c.,tJk>g�. for publioty .1nd for tdualioNI pufl)OSN, lS usumN:t unLess otherwise su.1rd by 
lo�r. Con,.nt Ko,,.nl <Pl<•,. on,1iol) y,s.!__ No.--
b color r,production nui.riol •v•oLlbl.7 Y.s--N<>--
lf yH. pluw JUI� typt: You may use the enclosed trans - pl ease return when done 
pi,,tff (W)f -,.n.. tnrwp,1rmdn 
Moy 1rus won. b, phot�r•ph<d for "I.vision broodaosts in conntetion with 1h. uhibitioo 7 y.._JL_ No-..-
C•t.lloi;"" Pl"Niout roll.ctions. ••hibilions. publ'utions. bibqnophy. (Pio- indiat• on sq,.,n" shttt) 
Conditions �mon� L,,..,. Tltis E.rl1il,itio11 is s,,bj,rl lo //,r rtmditions ,mnttrl on //,, minY sidr of this funn and t!rlll slnlnl btlow. 
Th. lond,r htt,by •�rttt th.It if 1lw objK1 list.cl •bow on this •srtt""'nt is for .. 1,. •nd th• M.nh C.ll•ry unngn ronl.ct 
b.twNen • po1,n1i.>I purch.= during •ndior 60 d.y, b.yond th. dos, ol tlw •bow· sl•l.d ••hibition. tlw lo�r •gr,.. to 
olfrr on donolion lo 1h. M.rsh C.11.ry 100. o/ th. finol �ing pria ol 1h. •bo.... list.cl won. ol u1. 
THE CONDITIONS OF THIS LOAN AS S TATID ABOVE AND ON THE REVERSE ARE ACCEPTED AND SHAU BIND LENDERS. 
HEIRS. REl'RESENTATIVES. --Signed: D•t"' -'-l.�.1-l"-i. "'�1-l .... rt:,,___ 
10.4 
GALLERY SECURITY 
A direct alarm system to University Police from 5:00 p.m, to 8:00 
a.m. There are Gallery monitors inside the gallery during hours 
of operation as well a� frequent checks by police, 24 hours-7 
days a week. 
ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS 
Moisture is removed by a dehumidifier. A temperature of 70 degrees 
is controlled by a central system of heating and cooling in the 
gallery. 
INSURANCE 
The University of Richmond is covered by Aetna Insurance Company. 
Insurance is door to door. 
TRANSPORT 
Atlantic Van Lines Art Transport Service. 
1, 
I I 
,  ,I 
I "o I 
Small hole drilled 
into fruie 
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NATIONAL GALLERY OF ART FOR 
INSTALLATION OF SECURITY 
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PAINTINGS ANO DRAWINGS 
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l 
�
eased that you have agreed to lend your work by r for the.upcoming exhibition. 
As a security precaution, the Marsh Gallery would like your 
permission to install a security bracket to the back of the 
painting or drawing. This bracket will, in a very discrete manner, 
fasten to the frame and the wall as illustrated by the enclosed 
diagram. 
l assure you that this is a standard museum practice and will do 
no harm to your art work. Only a small screw hole will remain in 
the backside of the frame. All brackets and their accompanying 
hardware will be removed from the work prior to their return 
following the exhibition. Metal frames will be secured by a wire 
from the frames, hanging bracket to a screw eye in the wall. 
Should you have any questions concerning this process, please give 
me a call at the gallery. I can be reached at  
Thank you for your cooperation. 
Respectfully, 
Susanne Arnold, Director 
my permission for the installation of a security 
----I do not give my permission to install a security bracket. 
Signature of Lender>    ate �/2-3/ff 
Please return your response to the gallery as soon as possible. An 
envelope is enclosed for this purpose. Thank you. 
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tlARS!! GI\LLERY 
Condition Report 
A_sp;SSION NO. I '-/ 
--temporary loan 
--extended loan 
1 r / --permanent collections 
Type of object r.-.,1<_,_+ ,.,e,,,., ,. 
Name or title JC,., (,')I[._"-,:- C)ec . .J, ,.-�to.•.•, 
rl 
• I' I ( r \ 
Art1st/maker_,[�·ull�··�·!�J�··�'�·�·-"'-�·,�r:...::;.,•·�-;-r-�· ���Date/period 
Dimensions: L 
Hedi um: oil 
') ; '. . -·--- ,. . - ., w -.LL. H 
i.Atatercolor _acrylic 
Others 
enamel other 
Support: _canvas wood artist board masonite __:other -;l!:j
�'-F 
/ 
SURFACE CONDITION 
Pa1nt1ngd, prints, 
description 
soil 
-scratch(es) 
-crack(s) 
-marks 
-losses 
-fading 
=foxing 
insects 
-tear(s) 
-other 
,:,JQ__rd\ 
Framed �.c:::·· 
Condit ion of Fra11ie 
Three dimensional 
dc5cription 
abrasion 
-dent, dig 
=chip, 9.ouge 
corrosion 
-crack(s) 
-soil 
-losses 
-other 
Reviewed by 
ancl drawings: 
lociltion 
objects: 
locut:,:,n 
comments 
co;nments 
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CULTIJllAL AFFAIRS CCHilTTEE 
of 
The University of Richllond 
�plication for the funding of Thomas Lectures and Cultural Events proposals. 
I. Description: (type of concert, lecture, exhibition, vorltshop, etc.) Be 
brief - Attach a resume of guest(s). 
Robert Colescott, s nationally acclaimed black American artist, will be 
giving a Gallery Talk about his paintings on exhibit in the Harsh Gallery, 
and conducting a Visiting Artist's workshop with UR painting and drawing 
students and faculty as well as artists from the co111111unity, particularly 
the black co1111Dunity. 
110. 
II. What vould be the appeal of this event to our students, faculty and the 
aetropolitan Richmond area? (type of audience anticipated, size and source). 
In the past, these talks and workshops in connection with their gallery 
exhibits have been a great success. Students and community have requested more. 
This show is unique, in that it will also serve the black community. It will 
provide a chance for contact and dialogue with black artists in the community 
and with black students on campus. 
III. Date(s): (give aeveral possible dates if applicable). 
IV. 
v. 
Thursday, September 8, 1988 
Amount of funding requested: $ 1,000 honorarium for gallery talk/workshop 
Check only one - Thomas Lectures 
Cultural £vents �....c.X:....-�-
Other aourcea of funding: 
Art Show Harnett Fund 
Marsh Gallery 
VCA Grant (applied for) 
Greater Richmond (to be 
applied 
(your department, 
for) 
$5,000 
1,200 
2,000• 
2,000• 
Dean of your college or school, 
other). 
*For catalogue costs 
See budget for total 
costs and income 
VI. hqueator: 
Name: Susanne Arnold Title 
Depart:.ent: (or school) 
Date: Apr.il 5, 1988 Signature 
0th�: c :,c:ments: 
S1700 is being requested for Colescott Show 
($1000 for Colescott honorarium (talk/workshop) 
$700 for Lowery Sims (lecture and travel) 
Director 
UNIVERSITYf'RJCHMOND 
DEPARTMENT Of MUSIC 
ff;C'V: He>t:!er l<i:��l!, n,;;ira.ct 
Cul�1:r1: l!fiirE Co�cit�ee 
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VIRGINIA 23173 
May 2, 19": 
�he Cultural l!!iirE Cc��ittee hcE aw;;rdeti the �;;r1� Gil!ery s:000 tote u&e� iE •� 
honor;;riu� !:r RD�er: Cole1::�t. whc will give ;; Gallery Talk a�d w�rk1h:p o� Sept. £. 
Fle��e c�o�ac: �llysco H�rk�n�, Se�i�r Acc�unt�Lt io th£ Contro:ler'� Office to 2rra�gE 
fc-r the tran&!er of fund& !roe the Culturil lf!i!rE Budget* 2-2;:�i-2!0 to your 
ic::cur,.t. 
St,el C:or. l,je� t-;;ck 
1'.ll YE �la f'Dpk i nE 
112. 
UNIVERSITY fR_ICHMOND 
DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC 
T0: Su�anne Arno:�, Directer 
V.ar:t, Gallery 
FR0�: Homer Kudolf, Chairmen 
Cultural A!fair: Co��ittee 
 VIRGINIA 23173 
tfay 2, l9EE 
SUSJ: Fun�in� request fer: Loweri 5. Si�= - Slide Lecture 
'!'t,e Ci..l tural Affair: Co=i ttee ha!c a,:;,rded tt,e t,'.c.r 
travel) for !,o,.:ery S. Sim:, wt,C' "'ill pre:ent ;, Sli 
Flfcse c���act Allys�� Ho?kic£, Seu!cr h=�,��ta�t 
!or the transfer o! fund: fro� the C�lt�ral Affa!r: 
:c: Sheldon Wett;.ck 
Ulyso::i Hopkins 
� Gc.llery t700 (!500 honorariu�, !200 
e �ecture on Sep:ember a. 
L the Controller': Office to arr;,cge 
3ud�et t Z-2�1�2 tc your ;,ccount. 
113 GRANTS TO ORGANIZATIONS 1988-89 
VIRGINIA COMMISSION .FOR THE ARTS 
James Monroe Building 
101 N. 14th Street, 17th Floor 
Richmond, VA 23219 
20 copies of the completed application must 
be in the Commission office no later than 
5:00 p.m. October I, 1987 or March I, 1988. 
(804 225-3132 
I. APPLICANT NAME, ADDRESS 2. COUNTY City of Richmond 
Harsh Callery 
Department of Art 
3. TELEPHONE 
Modlin Fine Arts Center 
University of Richmond 
Richmond, Virginia 23173 
4. CONTACT PERSON, TITLE 
Susanne Arnold, Director 
5. CHECK THE CATEGORY, OR CATEGORIES, IN lolHICH YOU ARE APPLYING: Application No. 
0 Support for Major Arts Institutions - due October I, 1987 AMOUNT REQUESTED: S ___ _ 
D Challenge Grants to Arts Organizations - due October I, 1987 AMOUNT REQUESTED: $ ___ _ 
D Support for New & Emerging Arts Organizations - due March I, 1988 AMOUNT REQUESTED: $ ___ _ 
Ii] Project Grants - due October I, 1987 or March I, 1988 
PROJECT TITLE: The Eye of the Beholder: Recent Work by Robert Colescott 
AMOUNT REQUESTED: $_2:..;'c..:o...;,o..:..o ____ _ 
D Salary Assistance Grants - due March I, 1988 
POSITION TITLE: 
AMOUNT REQL'ESTED: $ ________ _ 
6. CERTIFICATION OF ASSURANCES 
The undersigned certifies to the best of his/her knowledge that: 
the 
the 
the 
the 
VCA 
information in this application and its attachments is true and correct; 
filing of this application has been duly authorized by the governing body of 
applicant organization; and 
all of the tenns included in the applicant organization agrees to comply with 
Grant Conditions for 1988-89. 
FOR OFFICE USE ONLY: 
REGION ----­
FUNCTION ----
TYPE OF ACTIVITY ----
HOUSE ____ _ 
PAYMENT DATE ------
GRANT AWARD-----­
INSTITUTION -----­
PROJECT TYPE ----­
SENATE ------­
FIRST PAYMENT------
STATUS --------­
DISCIPLINE-------­
PROJECT DISCIPLINE ----
CONGRESSIONAL -----­
SECOND PAYMENT------
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QUESTIONS FOR: PROJECT GRANTS 
PAGE l 
lOa. TITLE OF PROJECT 
The Eye of the Beholder: Recent Work by Robert Colescott 
lOb. PROJECT DESCRIPTION, INCLUDING NEED FOR PROJECT 
The Marsh Gallery of the University of Richmond will present an exhibition 
of recent work by Robert Colescott, a nationally-known black American artist. 
Organized and curated by Susanne Arnold, director of the Marsh Gallery, the 
exhibition will run September 7-29, 1988. The Eye of the Beholder: Recent Work 
by Robert Colescott includes 14 large-scale acrylic paintings on canvas and five 
framed drawings completed since 1981. Colescott's paintings are known for their 
satirical commentary on society in America and on the history of Western art. 
This exhibition is the fifth in a series of September exhibitions instigated 
and partially sponsored by alumnus Joel Harnett of New York City. The purpose of 
this series is to bring to the UR campus major living American artists whose 
work and whose presence will stimulate, enrich and inform students, faculty and 
the community at large. Additional sponsorship is provided by the UR Cultural 
Affairs Committee and the Art Department. This exhibition is separately funded 
and not part of the regular Marsh Gallery budget or schedule of exhibits. 
Events programmed in conjunction with the exhibition include a lecture 
September 7 by Lowery S. Sims, associate curator, Twentieth Century Art, The 
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York City, followed by an opening reception; 
and a gallery talk and workshop by the artist on Septemb�r 8. 
A 20-page four-color catalogue will be produced by the Marsh Gallery to 
document the exhibition and explore the sources and impetus for the artist's 
work. As part of the educational focus of this exhibition, the catalogue will 
include an interview with the artist conducted by senior art history major 
Katherine Weiss. 
This exhibition will then travel to the University Art Gallery, Georgia 
State University, where it will be exhibited October 1988 and then returned 
to New York. A publicity packet, 500 catalogues, insurance and incoming 
shipping, and one-half return shipping are included in their fee. 
The Marsh Gallery is located in the Modlin Fine Arts Center on the 
University of Richmond campus. Hours are Tuesday-Friday, 12-4 p.m., and 
Saturday and Sunday, 1-5 p.m. 
Colescott's work needs to be seen. In a time of international strife be­
tween races and creeds, Colescott's subject matter is timely. His work examines 
the human condition and seeks, through humor and the transference of historical 
images, to suggest that we need to re-examine our misconceptions about race, 
gender and economic status; that we are one family and need to work together. 
11 5 
QUESTIONS FOR: PROJECT GRANTS 
PAGE 2 
]Oc. START __ 
9_1 _7
1_ 8_8 ___ AND END __ 1_0_13_1_1_8_8 __ DATES OF PROJECT 
!Od. NUMBER OF INDIVIDUALS TO BENEFIT 
NUMBER OF ARTISTS PARTICIPATING 
!Oe. PROMOTION OF PROJECT 
24 art majors, 230 enrolled in art classes, as 
well as 600-700 people from the campus and 
community who are expected to view th� 
One 
exhibition. 
The University of Richmond and the Marsh Gallery will promote the Colescott 
exhibit through the following means: 
1. Press releases mailed to msjor Virginia newspapers, universities, 
museums, and arts organizations and to all local newspaper, TV and 
radio stations. 
2. PSAs sent to major national newspapers and art journals. 
3. Approximat�ly 2,000 announcements mailed to individuals on the 
Marsh Gallery mailing list. 
4. An ad in the September Richmond Gallery magazine and Art in America. 
5. A poster (if budget allows). 
6. Sale of exhibition catalogues. 
7. A TV interview with the artist. 
!Of. EVALUATION OF PROJECT 
The Marsh Gallery will evaluate the success of the show by counting attendance 
at the opening, noting who signed the guestbook, listening to the response from the 
audience, and reading the critical reviews in the media. UR art students will write 
evaluations for class projects, and a written evaluation will go to UR Cultural 
Affairs Committee which helped fund the exhibition. 
BASIC DATA SHEET PAGE 4 
7. �'HAT HAVE YOV DONE TO KAI<£ YOUR PROGRAMS AND FACILTIES ACCESSIBLE TO HANPICAPP[D 
HIDIVIDL'ALS? 
116 
The Marsh Gallery is housed in the �odlin Fine Arts Center on the University of 
Richmond campus which is accessible to the handicapped by inside and outside wooden 
ramps. On/off buttons for special events, such as the Cheek video program, are placed 
at levels appropriate to wheelchairs. 
8. WHAT EFFORTS HAVE YOU HADE TO INVOLVE MINORITIES IN YOUR PROGRAMS? 
Concerted effort has been made to include minorities in Marsh Gallery events. 
The Harsh 1987 Tucker-Boatwright Festival events included minority artists on the 
symposium panel and in the Marsh Gallery exhibition (see catalogue). Three out of 
nine artists exhibiting at the Harsh Gallery for 1987-88 are black: Al Loving and 
Robert Henry Graham had solo shows and black folk artists Abraham Criss had a two-person 
show. Visiting artist Al Loving received an honorarium for his visit, gallery talk 
and workshop with UR students. Colescott will be the first black to be exhibited 
for the 1988-89 season's opening September exhibition--The Marsh Gallery's 
most important show. 
ATIACIIHENTS 
9. Federal Tax-Exemption Letter. 
10. Previous Year's Financial Statement. 
II. Current Board Members with addresses and phone numbers. 
12. Names and Titles of Key Artistic and Administrativ
e Personnel. Resumes optional. 
13. Review of Arts Activities optional. 
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COMMONWEALTH of VIRGINIA 
Commission for the Arts 
JAM:S MONQa 8.JlOI\JG 
101 N 141hST-171hFL� 
Ti f!'Ttfif Tf 1 
June 3, 1988 
Kr. Louis W. Koelchert 
University of Richmond 
Curren ta 
Department of Music 
Richmond, VA 23173 
Reference I.D.I 1111111111- Project Grant - $2,000.00 
Dear Mr. Hoelchert: 
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PEGGY J. BAGGETT 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
It ia a pleasure to inform you that the Virginia Commission for the 
Arts has a�arded your organization a grant of $2,000.00 in the 
Project Grant category. 
Your signature on the application indicated your agreement to the 
grant terms vhich vere attached to the application form. Any changes 
in the activities or budget described in your application must be 
approved in advance by the Commission staff. You may expect payment 
of the grant funds by the dates listed below. 
$1,700.00 
$300.00 
August 15, 1988 
Upon receipt of final report 
The Commission is grateful for your contribution in making quality 
arts activities available to the citizens of Virginia. Please accept 
our beat wishes for your continued success. 
Enclosure 
Peggy J. Baggett 
Executive Director 
CHECKLIST 
Loan Fo nns Out 
Loan Fonns Back In 
Proposal For Cultural Affairs 
Check List Typed 
Invitations - Out To Printer/ (Yla1 I,� h bel S orde.re.d, 
Invitations Back 
Invitations Mailed (Bulk) to public/UR Staff/Donors 
Write Publicity to Randy and Photos and To Jack Welsh 
Paintings Packed Up 
Show Down 
Buy Hardware - Hangers, Bubble or Foam Roll, Plastic Wrap 
AV Orders - Projector, Screen, Extension 
Table; Chairs Ordered 
New Show Up 
Recording of Talk - Larry Snedden 
Microphones - Reed, Snedden 
Ca 11 Deanery 
Guest Cottage 
Silver Trays, Bowl 
Tell Ann Scott and Peggy Meadows 
Dates of Reception and Use of Theatre, Lounge, Equiptment 
Put in Check Request for Lecture Workshop to Cultural Corrrnittee 
Get Key, Silver 
Arrow Rental - Tablecloth - Afternoon Before 
Main Art - Plastic Letters for Titling 
Fl owe rs Ordered 
Food Planned 
Food Picked Up and Ice - Leave at Gallery in Ice Chest 
Student to Serve at Receotion 
l l 8 
TRAVEL ITINERARY 
The Eye of the Beholder: Robert Colescott 
Shippers: 
Marsh Ballery, UR 
Show Dates: September 7 - 28 
Deliver· August 22 - 26 
Return Pick up September 29 - October 
Contact: Suzanne Arnold or 
�
horne 
All work then goes to: 
Georgia State Universit� 
Contact: Tina Dunkley 
Show Dates: October 7 -
Deliver by October 4, 1988 
Return pick up October 28 
Atlantic Van Lines 
Pickup: Deliver to Marsh Gallery by August 26 
19 Mr. Selig D. Sacks 
now e ge 
84x72 
115 Mr. Learsy/Kujawski 
Hahn Bros. Storage 
571 Riverside Drive 
"The Three Graces" 
Ill Metropolitan Museum 
5th Ave at 82nd 
NY 10028 
Persistence 
Ms. Marcie McKee/Maria Reilly 
�' drawing 
119 
Tina Dunkley 
University 
Elizabeth S. Kujawski 
Curatorial Consultants 
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Norton 
Ms. Marcie McKee/Maria Reilly 
Loans Department 
The Metropolitan Museum of Art 
Fifth Avenue at 82nd Street 
New York New York 10028 
Ron Jaegger/Rachel Kind 
Phyllis Kind Gallery 
136 Greene 
k New York 10012 
Center Avenue) 
Betty Thompkins and Bill Mutter 
   
     
Amy Frank 
Koplin Gallery 
8225 1/2 Santa Monica Blvd. 
Los Angeles, CA 90046 
120 
\. 
II, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 13, and 4(Tompkins) 
Phyllis Kind Gallery 
Kind 
See checklist for titles, sizes. List includes #4 Gen. 
Gordon owned by Betty Tompkins who will pick up from gallery 
112 
All above work picked up at University of Richmond goes to Georgia 
State, then return to owners. 
Return to owners: 
114 The Other Washingtons )Tina 
(Koplin) )Airship to CA after 
)her show 
116 The Upside-Down Jesus ) 
(Norton) ) 
Airship to The Koplin Gallery 
8225 1/2 Santa Monica Blvd 
Los Angeles, CA 90046 
112 Poet Counterpoet 
Return? 
Remaining works -
to NY area as listed for pickup 
121 
Ancient Goddesses and the Contest 
for Classic Purity, 1985 
Acrylic on canvas 
Courtesy of Phyllis Kind Gallery 
Bondage, 1987 
Acrylic on canvas 
Courtesy of Phyllis Kind Gallery 
Gift of the Sea, 1984 
Acrylic on canvas 
Courtesy of Phyllis Kind Gallery 
General Gordon Romancing the Nile 
at Khartoum, 1986 
Watercolor and colored pencil on Arches 
paper 
Collection of Betty Tompkins and Bill 
Mutter 
Knowledge of the Past Is the Key to 
the Future: General Gordon 
Romancing the Nile at Khartoum, 1986 
Acrylic on canvas 
Courtesy of Phyllis Kind Gallery 
122 
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THE EYE OF THE BEHOLDER: 
RECENT WORK BY 
ROBERT COLESCOTT 
September 7-28, 1988 
Wednesday, September 7: 
7:30 p.m. Lecture by Lowery S. Sima of the 
Metropolitan Museum of Art 
Camp Theatre, Modlin Fine Arts Center 
8:30 p.m. Opening R�, Mwsh Gallery 
Thursday, September 8: 
10:00 a.m. "Slide lecture" by Robert Coleacott In the Marsh 
Gallery 
2:00-4:00 p.m."Dlalogua on ert" wtth Robert Colescolt. 
Rm. 115, Modlin Fine Arts Centar. Call for 
reMrV8tlona. 
7:45 p.m. Informal t8lk wtth Robert Coleacott, Last Stop 
Gallery, 1719 E. Main St. 
All -CS - open to the public ,,... ol charr,,e. 
Thia� - made poulbM by the� of Joel Hamett, 
AC '45; the Virginia c-vnlsalon for the Arts, and UR Cultural Affairs 
C01111111DN and Thomn 1..8c:tuN SeriN. 
MARSH GALLERY 
Modlin Fine Arts Center 
l..miersity of Richmond 804/289-8276 
Hours: l.Jes.-ni. 12:00---4:00 p.m. 
Sat. and Sun. 1 :00-5:00 p.m 
- Ccloocotr1 �- 111117 "'-""" courtny cl Pnylos Kon<! Oolory 
Non-Profit Organization 
U.S.A Postage Paid 
Permit No. 1 
l .k11v.�r-;1fy ol n1d1111ot1d 
V1rg1111a 231 /J 
THE EYE OF THE BEHOLDER: 
RECENT WORK BY 
ROBERT COLESCOTT 

THE EYE OF THE BEHOLDER: 
RECENT WORK BY 
ROBERT COLESCOTT 
Exhibition organized by Susanne Arnold 
Marsh Gallery 
September 7-28, 1988 
Marsh Gallery 
Modlin Fine Arts Center 
University of Richmond, Virginia 
October 7-27, 1988 
Georgia State University Art Gallery 
University Plaza 
Atlanta, Georgia 
FOREWORD 
Enticed by a kaleidoscope of colors, I 
first glimpsed Robert Colescott's work 
through the window of the Semaphore 
Gallery in New York in the spring of 1987. 
Entering the gallery and coming face to 
face with General Gordon Romancing the 
Nile at Khartoum, I immediately burst 
into laughter. 
Contrite and embarrassed, I moved on 
to look at the next painting, George 
Washington Carver Crossing the Dela­
ware, and laughed again, in spite of 
myself. Colescott's raucous humor and 
"Bad Painting" style were infectious; his 
use of racist and sexist cliches to expose 
underlying conflicts in Western culture 
was audacious. Overwhelmed by the 
multiplicity of images and ideas, I wanted 
to know more about the artist and I 
wanted to bring his paintings to Rich­
mond. 
As destiny would have it, Colescott was 
visiting the gallery that day and ex­
pressed interest in exhibiting his work at 
the University. 
In the time that has passed between 
conception and installation of this show. 
Colescott's work has received considera­
ble acclaim on the East Coast and is the 
subject of a major nine-state retrospec­
tive. Many of the paintings in the 1987 
Semaphore exhibit are in that retrospec­
tive (which student Kathy Weiss and I saw 
in Baltimore); others. accompanied with 
their preliminary drawings, are in the 
Marsh Gallery exhibition. 
The present exhibition and accompa­
nying catalogue present examples of 
work done from 1981 to 1987 which focus 
on two motifs-beauty and knowledge­
through which Colescott clearly defines 
his formal concerns as an artist and 
his social concerns as a black American. 
This work demonstrates the passage 
from his earlier satirical paintings where 
the "humor is the bait" to his current ones 
which are more ironic and tragic in 
mood.' 
They also demonstrate a shift stylisti­
cally, becoming more gestural and more 
complexly organized, reflecting visually 
the increasingly layered content as it 
takes a more universal approach to 
issues such as racism, sexism and 
consumerism. It is this transition that the 
Marsh Gallery seeks to demonstrate. 
Putting together this exhibition has 
been a labor of love for me and for the 
many who have been involved in it. The 
greatest pleasure has been getting to 
know Bob Colescott. His enthusiasm, 
graciousness and professionalism have 
no match from a curator's perspective. 
He has generously given of his time both 
2 
in Baltimore, where he had interviews 
and lectures back to back for four days, 
and by phone, allowing us to interrupt 
him in his studio many times. 
I gratefully acknowledge the time, effort 
and resources of the Phyllis Kind Gallery, 
and appreciate the many hours its staff 
spent on this show's behalf. The paint­
ings in this exhibition are on loan from 
both public and private collections. We 
are indebted to the lenders; without their 
support this exhibition would not be a 
major statement. 
It has been a great pleasure to work for 
the third year with the "Harnett show 
catalogue team"-Dorothy Wagener. of 
the UR Office of Communications; Will 
Flynn, of Geary & Flynn Design: and Jae 
Drewett, of Whittet & Shepperson. Prin­
ters. Their expertise in the areas of 
editing, design and printing have made 
the experience of producing a major 
catalogue memorable. I am greatly 
indebted to Carol Rand for her editorial 
assistance and art historical knowledge. 
and for the time she has generously 
devoted to this project: her input has 
been significant. 
My thanks to Faith Holland, director of 
public information. Baltimore Museum 
of Art. for helping to arrange our interview 
with Colescott. 
It has been a pleasure to work with Tina 
Dunkley. director of the Georgia State 
University Art Gallery, in organizing this 
travelling exhibit; and with Lowery S 
Sims. associate curator of Twentieth 
Century Art, the Metropolitan Museum of 
Art, who agreed to give the opening 
lecture. 
I wish to express my gratitude to 
professor Allan M. Gordon. whose intro­
ductory essay to West Coast '74: The 
Black Image served as an important 
resource for this catalogue·s Introduction 
and Essay. 
I also acknowlege the insight and 
guidance of Dr. Murray DePillars and 
Bruce Koplin of Virginia Commonwealth 
University's School of the Arts. 
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The Marsh Gallery takes special pride 
in opening its 1988-89 season with the 
first Virginia exhibition of paintings and 
drawings by Robert Colescott. Colescott 
is a mythmaker. conjoining past and 
present. His paintings and drawings 
seduce the viewer with rich, constantly 
shifting narrative tapestries. Beckoning 
with humor and familiar icons, they offer, 
like all good myths. an insightful view of 
ourselves and our world. 
Susanne Arnold 
Director. Marsh Gallery 
1. Joe Lewis. "Those Africans Look Like While 
Elephanls lo Me--An lnlerview wilh Rober! 
Colescoll." East Village Eye. Oclober 1983, 
pp, 1 8-19. 
Fig 2 The Three Graces Ari Sf:>' c1nd OeatlJ_ 1981 
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INTERVIEW WITH ROBERT COLESCOTI 
BY KATHERINE WEISS, WC'88 
INTRODUCTION 
This interview was arranged through the 
University of Richmond for Robert Coles­
cott's exhibition at the University's Marsh 
Gallery. It was conducted in two sessions 
which started on Friday, Feb. 5, 1988, 
and continued on Sunday, Feb. 7, in 
Baltimore, Md. At that time. Colescott was 
giving a number of interviews and a 
lecture, in conjunction with his retrospec­
tive show at the Baltimore Museum of Art. 
Robert Colescott's work remains strictly 
aligned with the tenets established 
during the post-war decade of the 1920s. 
This era has since been variously classi­
fied as the "Harlem Renaissance," the 
"Black Renaissance" and the "New 
Negro Movement." The elemental focus 
of the movement was based upon the 
need for a "message," the need to define 
a "New Negro" who would participate in 
the promised "realignment of America's 
social and cultural values."• Thus. 
.. the parameter within which the idea 
of a Black Image could evolve was 
given a decidedly sociopolitical slant 
rather than an aesthetic one. Accord­
ingly, the role of the artist was clear. He 
had to be an "advocate," a "race 
man" whose art would create not only a 
new image of and for black people. but 
its creation would be testimony of a 
black humanity. This art would also 
have the additional task of repudiating 
the effects of slavery in the past and 
racism in the future.2 
After suffering major setbacks caused 
by the Great Depression and World War 
11, the black artist movement recovered 
and resurged with a new spirit in the early 
'60s. Bolstered by an array of powerful 
black leaders who fought for equal civil 
rights. black art of the era became 
infused with a strong political flavor. and 
subsequently rebelled against the provin­
cialism formerly associated with the 
condition of blacks in America. 
Concomitantly, a concerted effort to 
recapture the legacy of African art and 
culture developed. Black social art of the 
'60s and '?Os echoed a need to preserve 
both the ancient heritage and the current 
awareness of the black American experi­
ence. 
Colescott draws from and confronts an 
array of ideas including history, art 
history, psychology, sociology, racism 
and sexism. His lush, colorful canvases 
envelope the viewer and provoke various 
emotional responses. from awe to laugh­
ter to shock. Colescott forces viewers to 
confront their own sensibilities. causing 
Notes appear on page 10. 
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them to question their own ways of think­
ing and knowing. 
Colescott's art operates on several 
levels: his canvases are rich in both form 
and social content. They are not taken 
in in a glance, but rather are fed from the 
eyes. bit by bit to the mind. 
Q What made you want to become an 
artist? 
A I've always drawn and I've always 
painted. and like most kids. I drew 
things that I identified with, that I 
wanted to be-like a cowboy-or that I 
wanted to have It's like one of my 
paintings: I made myself Matisse. 
When I got to college I realized that 
other things I tended to be good 
at. like history. weren't very practical 
either. So I decided I might as well be 
an artist. 
Q In what way did the early years in 
Paris and Egypt affect your work? 
A After World War II. I went back to Paris 
as a GI student and studied for about 
a year under Fernand Leger. He was 
influential in getting me to re-consider 
the human figure as subject matter. 
I've been working with the figure ever 
since. 
Egypt represented a complete 
break in environment. The raw energy 
of Cairo is not like anywhere else. That 
brought a response and change. I had 
already been directing my work 
toward a change, so I was ready for 
new influences. I responded to the art 
history there and the people; the 3.000 
years of non-white culture affected 
what I did. In particular. I developed 
some thoughts about life and death 
and the futility of civilization, which 
came out in my work. I began to 
equate those ideas to things in Amer­
ica. It also changed some of my formal 
attitudes in terms of color and shapes. 
Q During this early period, did the 
current Abstract Expressionist move­
ment or the Bay Area school of paint­
ing also influence your style? 
A Well. Abstract Expressionism certainly 
did influence it because I remember 
working that way, but I always had 
figures. That's one reason I enjoyed 
doing that painting referring to de 
Kooning, because I hadn't painted that 
way for a long time; it was fun. I think 
there's still some kind of gesture in my 
work, and I learned a lot about paint 
surface and scale from Abstract 
Expressionism. I think it was very 
influential. 
Ahhh, Bay Area Figuration . 
I would say less so because I had left 
the Bay Area when those guys started 
to paint figures. I wasn't there. I was 
up in the Northwest. Elmer Bischoff 
was a teacher of mine. But at that time 
he wasn't painting figures, he was 
painting Abstraction as were Richard 
Diebenkorn and Joan Brown. Up north, 
I was doing work that was a little on 
the de Kooning side and then I started 
solidifying it. I think I went through the 
same process that David Park, Bis­
choff. and those others did, only I was 
off on my own. 
Q What motivates your work? 
A Well, first of all. I'm a painter and so I 
want to make paintings that look good, 
that people are attracted to as sensu­
ous objects. and that have a strong 
visual presence. I think all that is first. 
because if the painting doesn't have 
that it hasn't got much. Then I want to 
make paintings that are about things 
that are interesting. I paint about 
myself a lot; I'm interested in me. Then 
I paint about social things like race 
problems-ideas about race. about 
sex-but I'm just painting about things 
that interest me. I'm not out to change 
the world or anything, sometimes 
people want to know that; but through 
my work people may focus on impor­
tant issues and consider how they 
relate to them. 
Q How do you construct your paintings 
in terms of color, paint application. use 
of drawing, and so on? 
A It has varied. In most of the paintings 
you see in this exhibit [the Baltimore 
Museum]. I started out with sketches. 
I'd have a very definite idea and then I 
would do three or four watercolors or 
pretty complete pencil drawings on 
good sized paper. I explored those 
qualities I wanted in the final work, and 
then I'd try to keep the idea fresh and 
I would usually just take paint. like 
yellow ochre, and sketch onto the can­
vas some rough lines as to what I'd 
want and where I'd want things to be. 
Then I would paint within those lines or 
outside of them; it wasn't a very pre­
cise thing. 
Now, I'm not doing those sketches 
any more. I'm working directly on 
the canvas. I get an idea in my mind­
it won't be quite a complete idea­
enough to start the painting process. I 
work with an acra-violet underpainting 
now. so the whole canvas is dark red. 
I'll just chalk in a few things, enough to 
get me started. and it develops 
Fig. 3. Ancient Goddesses and the Contest for Class,c Purity, 1985 
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through painting. There is less pre- the structure of Modernism. So-called Pool" series. what are you trying to say 
planning and more "train of con- Post-modernism in my work has to about beauty? 
sciousness" now: the process and the do with my ideas about society, the A Well I'm talking about two different 
idea development relate closely. narrative and the images I create. standards of beauty in those paint-
Q In your lecture at the Baltimore Mu-
I like the way [my work] ties in with ings, and that's the good part of the 
seum you talk of certain categories in tradition. [Julian] Schnable or Eric message. I'm talking about standards. 
your work. What were you referring to? Fischl, they just hang out there, there of beauty in art and how it relates to k are no underpinnings, they're not part personal standards of beauty. Art is, 1h A Well, I call them tendencies, and they of anything else. one sense, expressive of standards '.l' 
have to do with speaking about the 
Q Your work seems to exhibit a tension by which a society judges beauty, way the paintings are put together. between your role as social critic and personal beauty. Black people being, They are more than just about subject your role as a creator of beautiful, lush judged and judging themselves by a matter. In the tendencies I try to paintings, such as in Pygmalion. Is white standard based on classical isolate things that have been present there a conflict between the aesthetic Greek tradition is one of the contem-in the work over the years in a consis- and the political intent of your work? porary issues I am getting at. tent way, having to do with everything 
from Cubism to my personal mythol- Which is more important. form or Q Do you think there is a difference in 
ogy. [For example], one tendency content? how blacks and whites view beauty? 
is about events, imaginary events that A I just don't separate them. In my A The "Bathers Pool" series is about the 
haven't really happened, but make a earlier narrative paintings-around first contact between blacks and whites 
point. Another one is "narration and 1970 up to 1975-there was an ur- some place way back in dim pre-
supporting detail," another one is gency to get the ideas down. I think history. It was the beginnings of an 
"space as zones of activity," etc. But my surface was sometimes unneces- age-old contest between clashing 
my thinking about them that way is just sarily flat, or maybe I outlined arbitrar- cultures and to win meant enforcing 
a device to help me talk about the ily where I shouldn't have. or I should the winners' standard of beauty. 
work. It is not important in any other have been more sensitive to color. I "Cultural Imperialism" has a familiar 
way. see that as the particular conflict you ring. Because European civilization 
Q What do you mean by "space as were talking about because I wanted became the dominant one, Africans 
zones of activity?" to get that idea down clearly and fast. and other people of color could never 
So sometimes the brushwork was be the same. They could never feel the A It's an arbitrary shaping of things, a sacrificed to that need; and the color same about themselves. It's unfortu-compositional device that allows me to planes tended to be flat. I'm enjoying nate that this European standard of have more than one episode or more the brush more these days and there's beauty has been superimposed than one event on one canvas. Visu- a better balance between what things 
ally, it creates a lot of excitement on another culture. I don't think black 
because of all the colors and the 
are about and the way they look. Americans can see themselves hon-
shapes that come together and inter- Q Hilton Kramer once said that to the estly since they exist under a domi-
rupt each other in illogical ways. Scale avant-garde the intent of the art object nant white culture. 
shifts drastically because I've got one was to rape the sensibilities of the Over the last decade or so blacks 
scale of size relationships in one viewer. Is your art aligned with this have struggled to re-establish their 
area and next to it another zone that tenet?:i own standards. There is more pride 
has its own size relativity. What we are A There is a tradition about painting about the way they look. I think some 
talking about is odd juxtapositions things or creating works that attack whites are learning to appreciate it 
Q society by questioning established 
too. However. I've heard that Michael 
Although your painting contains many Jackson had a nose job. and bleaches 
elements that connect it to Post- cultural values. Marcel Duchamp his skin, so there is still a cultural 
modernism. it is certainly fed by the devoted his life to it. He took a urinal conflict and. of course. it's a tragedy. and called it a work of art. Dada was strong roots of avant-garde Modern-
pretty insulting to a lot of people. There are the winners and the losers in ism. How would you classify your 
Manet's treatment of the nude female this cultural game. The winners are painting: Modernist or Post-modernist? 
was harsh. Sometimes my work falls the descendants of those Greeks that 
A I don't think of myself as a Post- into that tendency and I have let it went up the Nile and made that first 
modern artist. I don't even think of happen. It [my work] has been that contact and conquest. It's been that 
myself as a Modern artist exactly, way sometimes. but not always. There way ever since. 
but just a contemporary artist. When I are many legitimate forms of expres- Q In Ancient Goddesses and the Contest was painting before it was not an sion in art. Outrageousness is one for Classic Purity where do the non-issue; and I was painting the same of them. Western influences come from? kind of painting. But I do know a lot 
about what I would call traditional Q Is there still an avant-garde today? A When I painted the "Bathers" series I 
modern composition. and art history. A Well you quoted an art critic, I'll quote thought a lot about African art. I 
though not as much as a lot of people one. Kenneth Baker wrote that I'm allowed certain kinds of distortions to 
seem to think I do. the last avant-garde painter. He feels happen. I didn't particularly want to 
You know. I went to school up in that the avant-garde offends by push- refer directly to African art, but I 
Berkeley, that was a kind of retarded ing the extreme limits of art; without wanted to be able to establish a rela-
school. When everyone else was that you have no avant-garde. He said. tionship to the human form and some 
involved with Abstract Expressionism in writing about my work. that I've of the proportions found in African 
we were doing Cubism. That's abso- taken on the last sacred cow-racial sculpture I tried to get the feeling that 
lutely Berkeley; and so I had to learn identity-and what we believe we are. those canons of proportion that are 
all this stuff about Cezanne and So. yes. there still is an avant-garde appropriate to African sculpture could 
Cubism. I had a very strong dose of and I'm the last one. relate to living people. I think a lot of 
that and it's still in the work. I spent a Q Many of your paintings deal with the people probably haven't seen that. lot of time in the museums in Europe, they've just seen the distortion. 
Paris especially, and so I see a tie in to subject of beauty, particularly classi-cal Western beauty. In your "Bathers 
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Q Do you feel there may be contradic­
tions in the way you expose stereo­
types in your paintings? That per­
haps you are promoting these 
stereotypes by somehow exploiting 
them? 
A I don't feel that I am. I don't feel 
obliged to represent anybody in any 
particular way. It's a matter of self­
expression. I'm free to paint the way I 
paint. Part of looking at art is to ap­
proach it intellectually. Things may not 
always be what they appear to be. It's 
the responsibility of the viewer to look 
at the work and try to come up with 
some reasonable answers about the 
meaning in the work. 
Q Then why are white and black women 
perceived differently in your paintings? 
A That's just not true. They are perceived 
differently if there is a reason for it. I 
have heroic black women and I have 
heroic white women. I have sexy black 
women and I have sexy white women. I 
have ugly black women and I have 
ugly white women in my paintings and 
the same thing is true with the men. It 
just depends on what I'm talking 
about. 
For example: the blonde goddess. 
the American archetypal cutie pie; 
she's got to be white. she's got to be 
blonde. blue-eyed and have big 
breasts. otherwise people wouldn't 
recognize her as that archetype. If I 
want to talk about the breast fetish in 
America, I'd have to represent it with a 
white women, because that would be 
most typical of the advertising that 
promotes those stereotypes. So there 
are some things where people may 
think, "well, he just paints these cute 
white women and then fat mammies." 
It's just not true. The black woman in 
my painting of the Manet is extraordi­
narily beautiful. powerful and cat-
like. She happens to be black in that 
painting. The rest is a bad rap. 
Q Charles Gruner, in his book on humor 
states that there is always a victim. a 
loser, in humor and wit. Who is the 
victim in your paintings?' 
A Probably me. Probably a lot of the 
things I'm painting about myself and 
about things that have bothered me 
over the years 
Q Would this concept of a victim tie in to 
your painting of Matthew HefJ$on, a 
black man who did not get recognition 
for being the first to reach the North 
Pole? 
A Even if he wasn't the first, Henson was 
certainly there with Peary, and he 
certainly didn't get the acclaim. So in 
all my painting, in a way, society is the 
loser. Some of my paintings fool you 
bec�use you look at them and they don t tell exactly who the loser is, if 
there has to be a loser. Henson is 
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more about a view from a high place. 
It's more what he could have seen 
looking back from this peak of his 
accomplishment, back in history, and 
then forward in history. So it's really 
more about seeing history, and if you 
look at it that way, it would appear that 
all black people in the painting were 
the losers. not just Henson. What 
I'm really talking about is American 
society being the loser, not a particu­
lar race. 
Q Gruner also writes that much humor is 
self deprecating. He says where 
there isn't an obvious victim some­
times the humor turns back on the 
person who tells it. Do you think this 
relates to the portrayal of yourself 
in the painting The Three Graces?' 
A Not really, because everyone knows 
I'm just kidding. Well, maybe, because 
in that [painting] they threw an egg at 
my statue. Then, in the painting about 
Van Gogh, I represent myself as a very 
superficial modern artist, without any 
real passion, as compared to Van 
Gogh who was the real thing with all 
that passion. But that's the role I 
put myself in for certain purposes. If 
I'm directing the show I can act in 
it. too. So sometimes I'm an actor 
sometimes I'm just the observer. · 
Q While your earlier work relied heavily 
on satire and visual and literary puns 
to convey its message, your current 
work seems quieter, less caustic and 
seems to substitute the tragic for the 
humorous. Do you agree with this? 
A The "Bathers Pool" series was 1984-
85. I got to a place then where I just 
couldn't think of another gag. So I 
said. ''I'm 1ust going to make some 
paintings." It seemed like a chance to 
be kind of neutral, to just do some 
informal, nice lush bathers. Of course 
it took on a different twist when I 
started into it. Then it got involved in 
this whole thing about the standards of 
beauty. But it didn't have the kind of 
joke that's the hook to those earlier 
paintings. The paintings I am doing 
now are more introspective. There's a 
lot of tragedy underlying George 
Washington Carver Crossing the Dela­
ware, but the more recent ones are 
more obviously about tragedy, the 
tragedy of the human existence. 
Q How the viewer looks at them 
changes. When I saw some of the 
paintings that were here my first 
reaction was laughter, and then they 
made me think. 
A That work I consider to be very much 
like what I'm currently involved in. 
Because the tragedy sometimes is 
presented in an exaggerated way. 
there is a certain kind of irony. In some 
ways they might be even more revolu­
tionary, they might be harder politi-
cally. But I know that they're different 
and I know that change has come 
about. 
Q Is anything in art today capable of 
shocking the public ? 
A If I knew what, I might do it, I'd proba­
bly make a painting about it. Maybe I 
already am. I'm working on a painting 
now that people would just hate. It's '; 
called Pac-Man. The central figure is a 
woman being devoured by this big, 
huge, ugly head that has this great 
mouth with a lot of teeth in it. Pac-Man. 
is an outrageous painting. But it's a 
beautiful painting, absolutely. The 
interesting thing is I didn't really set 
out to make an outrageous painting. 
When I look at what's going on in that 
painting there's still some hope. 
Q You overtly refer to Paul Gauguin's 
work in paintings such as Gift of the 
Sea and Noa Noa. Does Gauguin's 
observation, "It's civilization that 
makes you sick," tie in thematically 
and formally to your objectives? 
A Well. I don't know. I threw Gauguin 
gratuitously into the equation. I had 
him in mind as a witness to more 
contemporary exploitation; a witness 
from another time. and another set of 
ideas. somebody who knew the scoop 
but was an outsider to these events so 
Gauguin is a witness. · 
I have admired the way he monu­
mentalized the figure. As far as his 
romantic ideas relate. I use a primitive 
state as a flail to look at civilization as 
a whole, rather than suggest that we 
should go back to that state. I don't 
believe that. 
I think there is a connection to my 
work in terms of color. I see an influ­
ence there. I remember a statement 
by Gauguin where he says "if an 
object is slightly green, paint it as 
brilliant a green as you can." 
0 What was your motivation for the 
"Knowledge" series? 
A In general. it was to think about the 
meaning of history rather than events. 
In doing so I did focus, at times. on a 
particular historic character or event 
but behind it was the idea that history 
has some meaning to the present and 
future. One meaning is that the les­
sons of history are left unlearned. 
Q What is the origin of the story in the 
painting General Gordon Romancing 
the Nile at Khartoum? 
A Gordon was a British mercenary who 
was hired by the Egyptian king to take 
charge of the Sudan, a territory that 
Egypt had claimed and taken. The 
British were very much interested in 
being a force in that area of Africa. 
and they were very happy to allow 
Gordon to be assigned there. In a way 
it's a little like Nicaragua today: 
through somebody else, we can 
Fig 5 Knowledge of rhe Pasr Is the Key 10 the Future General Gordon Romancing the Nde at Khartoum. 1986 
control another country. The Br1t1sh 
were controlling the Sudan through 
Gordon. 
The British people felt that with a 
British presence there. maybe some­
thing could happen to end the slave 
trade. Of course neither the Egyptian 
nor the Sudanese wanted to do that 
because their whole economy was 
based on it. Millions of slaves came 
down the Nile and were distributed 
through all the Middle Eastern coun­
tries from the Sudan. an event which 
literally changed the complexion of the 
Middle East. 
Gordon was martyred when Khar­
toum fell. The Mahdi was the Moslem 
religious leader, a black Sudanese. a 
charismatic force. who whipped the 
British and Egyptians. and Gordon lost 
his head. 
That's the story that I'm talking 
about. The painting has a mysterious 
feeling, almost dream-like There's an 
above-ground part of the picture. 
and a subterranean part of the picture 
filled with the dark bodies. which 
were the main underlying economic 
force 1n the struggle. There was a kind 
of mysticism about Gordon. He was 
this strange Christian fanatic who 
spent a lot of time reading the Bible. 
The figure that he's romancing is not 
meant to represent a woman, it's 
meant to represent the Nile and Africa. 
In a sense he was romancing the Nile 
with his lust and power. almost like a 
lover might. 
0 Could you explain the "Knowledge" 
painting. The Other Washingtons? 
A It's a little simpler. All the Washingtons 
that we know are black except George 
Washington. That's the point of the 
painting, to represent George Wash­
ington as a monolithic head. and then 
surround him with all these other 
Washingtons Some of them are 
anonymous and some of them are 
recognizable. I did sketches that have 
a lot of writing on them. And then I 
said. "Well, if Washington had never 
been president. the only people with 
the name Washington we would know 
anything about would be black people 
that carried that name." 
O In the diptych Poet-CounterPoet does 
the imagery in that painting relate at 
all to a specific poet? 
A No. It started out with painting the poet 
and this kind of unreal world that she 
inhabits in her mind. It's no particular 
poet but it's about someone who 
writes about a pretty world. and then 
the counter-poet is just the opposite, 
one who sees a more real world. 
Somebody said that Poet is about 
President Reagan's world and 
CounterPoet is about the way things 
really are. 
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Q Do you think things are better for 
blacks today? 
A It depends. There have been a lot of 
wonderful things that have happened. 
but I'm very disturbed by the condition 
of what used to be the black working 
class. It almost doesn't exist any more. 
The percentage of homeless people 
who are black is extremely high. 
Education is badly neglected, e;;pe­
cially in black neighborhoods. And 
then there's the drug and health 
problems that black people have. 
There's a lot of really bad stuff, at the 
same time that we have this progress. 
It seems to be better for a limited 
group, but the majority seems to suffer 
more. 
Q Has the recent national acclaim and 
the growing respect and acceptance 
of your work affected your attitude to 
your work and your earlier feelings of 
isolation in the art world? 
A It's nice what's happened. though I 
still have to teach. I have a much more 
prestigious gallery now than I had 
before and I'm happy about that. 
I have a feeling that I just sort of hung 
around long enough and kept working, 
and things started to come my way. I 
don't think the overall attitudes in the 
art world have changed at all. 
0 Where do you go from here? Where do 
you see your work going? 
A I don't see very far on that one. The 
next painting is about all I can see. I 
know that the abstract structure of the 
work is more obvious now than ever. I 
know that I'm a better painter, just ,n 
terms of the way I deal with my mate­
rial. I know what the painting I'm 
working on now will probably look like. 
But I don't know what the next one 1s 
going to look like. to tell you the truth. 
They go along and tend to relate. so 
I don't expect any drastic changes. 
Hell, I just hope I keep pa1nt1ng, that's 
all. 
Katherine Weiss graduated from the University 
of Richmond's Westhampton College last 
spring with a B A degree ,n Art History Her 
trip to Baltimore to conduct the ,nterv,ew and 
to vis,t other museums was part ol th,s pro­
gram and was generously supported by Joel 
Harnell. RC'45, and the Un,vers,ty of Richmond 
1 Allan M Gordon. West Coast '74 The Black 
Image (Sacramento. Cal,! E B Crocker Art 
Gallery, 1974). unpag,nated 
2 Ibid 
3 Hilton Kramer. ,n unpublished leclure pre­
sented at !he Un1vers,1y of Richmond, December 
1976 
4 Charles R Gruner. Understanding Laughter 
The Workings of W,t & Humor (Chicago, Nelson­
Hall. 1978). p 43 
5 Ibid, pp 120-121, 125 
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Q Do you think things are better for 
blacks today? 
A It depends. There have been a lot of 
wonderful things that have happened. 
but I'm very disturbed by the condition 
of what used to be the black working 
class. It almost doesn't exist any more. 
The percentage of homeless people 
who are black is extremely high. 
Education is badly neglected, e;;pe­
cially in black neighborhoods. And 
then there's the drug and health 
problems that black people have. 
There's a lot of really bad stuff, at the 
same time that we have this progress. 
It seems to be better for a limited 
group, but the majority seems to suffer 
more. 
Q Has the recent national acclaim and 
the growing respect and acceptance 
of your work affected your attitude to 
your work and your earlier feelings of 
isolation in the art world? 
A It's nice what's happened. though I 
still have to teach. I have a much more 
prestigious gallery now than I had 
before and I'm happy about that. 
I have a feeling that I just sort of hung 
around long enough and kept working, 
and things started to come my way. I 
don't think the overall attitudes in the 
art world have changed at all. 
0 Where do you go from here? Where do 
you see your work going? 
A I don't see very far on that one. The 
next painting is about all I can see. I 
know that the abstract structure of the 
work is more obvious now than ever. I 
know that I'm a better painter, just ,n 
terms of the way I deal with my mate­
rial. I know what the painting I'm 
working on now will probably look like. 
But I don't know what the next one 1s 
going to look like. to tell you the truth. 
They go along and tend to relate. so 
I don't expect any drastic changes. 
Hell, I just hope I keep pa1nt1ng, that's 
all. 
Katherine Weiss graduated from the University 
of Richmond's Westhampton College last 
spring with a B A degree ,n Art History Her 
trip to Baltimore to conduct the ,nterv,ew and 
to vis,t other museums was part ol th,s pro­
gram and was generously supported by Joel 
Harnett. RC'45, and the Un,vers,ty of Richmond 
1 Allan M Gordon. West Coast '74 The Black 
Image (Sacramento. Cal,! E B Crocker Art 
Gallery, 1974). unpag,nated 
2 Ibid 
3 Hilton Kramer. ,n unpublished lecture pre­
sented at the Un,vers,ty of Richmond, December 
1976 
4 Charles R Gruner. Understanding Laughter 
The Workings of Wit & Humor (Chicago, Nelson­
Hall. 1978). p 43 
5 Ibid, pp 120-121, 125 
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THE EYE OF THE BEHOLDER: ROBERT COLESCOTI 
BY SUSANNE ARNOLD 
For it must be told, endlessly told, and 
you must hear it. 
Pauli Murray, "Dark Testament".' 
Robert Colescott is a black artist 
whose paintings reckon with his place in 
a white-dominated American world. In 
them, one finds loaded themes that carry 
a strong social and political message­
the injustice of racism, sexism and 
consumerism-based on imposed stan­
dards of value. 
Oddly, his paintings are not difficult to 
view in spite of the content. They do not 
wield acrimonious propaganda. They are. 
rather, fulsome vignettes concocted from 
this painter's experience and singularly 
wry imagination. With compelling color 
and vigorous figuration, he makes tex­
tural environments which at once en­
trance the viewer. Even in the most sober 
of paintings there is, consistently. an 
edge of capriciousness that disarms and 
makes one welcome. Once caught in his 
realm. the viewer begins to see the nature 
and dilemma of black experience through 
the eyes of Robert Colescott. 
The breadth and complexity of his 
content and style come as a result of the 
artist's erudition. Thus. it requires some 
investigation of his iconography to under­
stand his paintings 
Colescott's paintings from the 1970s 
and early 1980s first affected us by their 
humor: it is the work for which he ,s most 
noted. Few could disagree that any 
images are more outrageous or auda­
cious than his Natural Rhythm Thank You 
Jan Van Eyck, 1976: George Washmgton 
Carver Crossing the Delaware. 1975: or 
Susanna and the Elders (Novelty Hotel). 
1980. In this work. his absurd reversals of 
history have made us rethink the grand 
legacy handed to us by Western culture. 
Presently, Colescott has relinquished 
some of his overriding dependency on 
humor. Searching relentlessly in the 
present and in the past. he factors into 
his themes questions about standards of 
beauty and value. Having manifested 
black issues in his paintings, he defines 
his identity both as a black male and 
an artist through the making of private 
myths. 
In the paintings in this exhibit. Coles­
cott reevaluates beauty-white and 
black-as it exists in American culture. 
Feeling that the Western tradition has 
stereotyped women and blacks, he 
counters such generic standards by 
recasting classical figures with ethnic 
ones of his own devising 
Notes appear at ttv� ernJ ul lh<1 essay, heq1nninq 
on page 16 
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In other paintings and drawings, he 
addresses the editing of history-more to 
the point, Western "record-keeping." 
Questioning our sense of history as truth. 
he examines the exclusion of blacks from 
history. By presenting to us heroes and 
heroines not usually found in the history 
books, he cites their need for cultural 
identity. At one and the same time. he 
indicts art history and historicism as 
a major source of racial and sexual bias. 
The artist achieves his end particularly 
well. for in his search to understand 
himself, he never lets us forget that the 
content springs first from his own experi­
ence and is seen from the eye of the 
beholder 
The earliest pa,nt,ng in this exhib1t,on 
which addresses the subject of beauty is 
The Three Graces: Art. Sex and Death. 
1981 (Fig. 2) The Three Graces. Cole­
scott says, ,s a mythic event about "judg­
ment-a beauty contest. 'The Three 
Graces·are part of the story.and I'm ,nit."' 
The Greco-Roman model for th,s triad 
of beauty queens. legendary companions 
of Aphrodite. came to symbolize a partic­
ular classical ideal. a Platonic composite. 
of fair-skinned beauty. grace and mod­
esty. Western artists. particularly during 
the Renaissance. drew from these as a 
source of 1nspirat1on Raphael. Bott1ce11,. 
Rubens. Reno,r and even Picasso have 
quoted from th,s art1st1c motif' 
"The Three Graces" br,ngs to mind yet 
another kindred theme of beauty. that of 
"The Judgment of Paris ... "The Judgment 
of Paris .
.
. John Berger writes. was 
another theme with the ,nwritten 
idea of a man or men looking at naked 
women 
But a further element is now added 
The element of judgment. Paris awards 
the apple to the woman he f1ncJs most 
beautiful. Thus beauty becomes com­
petitive. (Today The Judgment of 
Paris has become the Beauty Contest) 
Those who are not tudged beautiful 
are not beautdul. Those who are. are 
given the prize 
In The Three Graces. Art. Sex and 
Death, Colescott transforms "The Judg­
ment of Paris" into a contemporary 
beauty contest by recasting t11is classical 
myth with ethnic characters ol his own. 
His central ligure. her head turned to her 
right and her arms flung wide. holds a 
sculptor's mallet and chisel. Portrayed as 
a blond, blue-eyed Caucasian nude. 
she is placed 111 the twentieth century by 
her high-heeled shoes. At her sides are a 
blond-haired Asian woman and. t1olding 
a bitten apple, a brown-skinned Melane­
sian woman. This overt reference to 
Gauguin's Polynesian Eve establishes 
that Colescott has set his figures in a 
paradise.' His paradise includes a 
viscous cerulean blue stream, lush 
foliage. a phallic-like smoking volcano 
and a brightly painted sky. His colors. 
though they give reference to Gauguin's 
pinks. oranges and greens are less 
modulated. more saturated and more 
garish in tonality 
Like their Gauguinesque prototype. 
Colescott's women show no awareness 
that their bodies aren't perfect. What they 
do have. rather than classical beauty. is 
power-power over Colescott-for the 
central figure is chiseling away at his 
portrait bust. Colescott as "great artist" is 
helpless before the seductive force of his 
own creations. While it is the blond white 
sculptress. Art. who chips away at his 
head, Death and Sex will have their turn. 
As both impotent and immortalized. 
Colescott here questions: What is art. 
what 1s reality and where ,s his place as 
the painter? 
The "Bathers Pool" series of paintings 
chronotog,cally follows The Three 
Graces: Art. Sex and Death. Of this large 
body of work. begun around 1984, three 
are included 1n this exhibition: Ancient 
Goddesses and the Contest tor Classic 
Purity. 1985: Gilt of the Sea. 1984 and 
Laureate at the Bathers Pool. 1984. 
These paintings. which focus on some 
of the complexities associated with the 
theme of beauty. are presented in a more 
sober vein and a more expressionistic 
style. Cotescott reinterprets the familiar 
truism "beauty 1s altogether in the eye of 
the beholder. . .. by stating in the 
catalogue interview that there are differ­
ent standards of beauty in art and they 
relate to personal standards of beauty: 
that "black people are still Judged and 
Judge themselves by a white standard 
based on classical Greek tradition .
.
. ,. 
Tt1e "Bathers Poot" series ,s a group of 
pa1nt1ngs. Cotescott says 
about the meeting of black and white 
culture. which 1n my mind exists in a 
perfect place and time. and is peopled 
by beautiful black Amazons. The 
secret. inaccessible place is discov-
ered; a shining white goddess 
appearing miraculously amid dusky 
bathers. The white outsiders· defense 
is to proclaim that beauty is wh,te. 
White and black cultures clash. Art 
and its sister. human beauty. are 
engaged in mortal combat [The 
series/ 1s about this compet1t1on be­
tween standards of beauty. both 
pt1ysical and artistic. You can·t sepa­
rate the two. The competition has been 
Fig 7 The Other Washmgtons. 1987 
going on since the first white face met 
the first black face, in antiquity, some­
where up the Nile.' 
The female nude bather pose evolved 
in classical Greece and gained in popu­
larity during the Renaissance. The first 
bather was probably Aphrodite, Greek 
goddess of sacred and profane love. Of 
unknown Oriental origin. her name means 
"foam-born," and refers to her birth at 
sea. Praxiteles portrayed her. in his 
Knidian Aphrodite, c. 350 B.C., at the 
point of entering a ritual bath. Botticelli 
immortalized her in his The Birth of 
Venus, 1486, being wafted to shore by 
the winds. As the goddess of celestial 
loveliness and naked truth, her measured 
proportions signified the classical ideal of 
beauty.• 
In his "Bathers Pool" series, Colescott 
tests the AphroditeNenus cycle of myths 
which, more than any other, convey the 
classical concept of the feminine form. 
Colescott reexamines the sensuous and 
the spiritual aspects of Venus, and the 
conflicting perceptions about the nature 
of women which have arisen based on 
these early myths.• Western tradition has 
tended to separate these two natures; 
Colescott takes a revisionist approach, 
investing his dark bathers with both a 
sensual and a "spiritual autonomy," as 
the true ancestors of black women. •0 
In Ancient Goddesses and the Contest 
for Classic Purity (Fig. 3), a large female 
figure stands in a brilliant cerulean blue 
pool of water. as if part of a ritual. The 
dark brown nude with red hair and eyes 
suggests Yemanja, the Yoruban and 
Haitian river goddess. whose cult was 
transported to the New World by slaves.'' 
Daughter of the earth goddess and 
descendant of the sea god, she is the 
African counterpart of Venus. 
Around her on a rocky beach cavort 
four golden and chocolate brown nude 
women. Seen through the eyes of the 
artist, their figures are based on African 
aesthetics: they have the protruding 
features, cowrie-shell eyes, heavy breasts 
·� 
' \ f' /, I' , ,, 
1( 
and long torso of Yoruban and Benin 
statuary and the attenuated limbs of 
Cameroon images. Their gestures and 
presence, enlivened by brushy marks 
over a dark-hued underpainting, are 
informed by the ritual movements of both 
African and Dionysian ecstatic dance. 
T he "personification of natural instincts, 
simple and uncorrupted," these god­
desses exist before the imposition of 
classical tradition." On yet another level, 
these African Venuses symbolize Eve 
before the Fall, naked, unashamed and 
joyous. 
In Giti of the Sea (Fig. 4), four Tahitian 
goddesses show expressions of awe and 
fear upon discovering a very contempo­
rary white woman, whose breasts are 
covered, and hence, is conscious of her 
nudity. Tainted forever by this first contact 
with Western civilization, the dark-skinned 
figures symbolize the temptation of Eve. 
Colescott reverses the situation in 
Laureate at the Bathers Pool, showing a 
doughy nude male Poet Laureate, dubi-
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ously contemplating his first contact with 
a group of frolicking black bathers. 
They seem neither aware of his intrusion 
into this all-female paradise nor con­
scious of the impact this Adonis will have 
on their lives. Colors are richly-hued; the 
artist plays off the golds. browns and 
pinks of skin tones against dark brown 
volcanic mountains. turquoise water and 
jujube-colored skies. 
Although not directly part of the "Bath­
ers Pool" series. Pygmalion, 1987 (Fig. 1 ). 
deals with a similar subject matter. It is 
different in that it is not set in a mythical 
time, but rather placed in a more contem­
porary setting. 
Pygmalion. Colescott says, is a mythic 
event about "man playing God with a 
woman," as in the musical My Fair Lady. 
This adaptation of George Bernard 
Shaw's play Pygmalion is based on an 
ancient Greek myth. Pygmalion. a sculp­
tor, creates a statue of Galatea which is 
so beautiful that he falls in love with it and 
petitions Aphrodite to bring the statue to 
life. which she does. 
A traditional art historical motif. it has 
been painted by Raphael, Greuze and. 
mockingly, by Daumier. Colescott's 
version addresses personal standards of 
beauty, as opposed to artistic ones. He 
adopts a mural-sized scale (90 x 114 
inches) and amplifies his narrative with a 
wealth of detail. Here Shaw. depicted as 
his hero Henry Higgins. dances with a 
black Eliza Doolittle. He offers to change 
her features so they will conform to the 
classical standard-a task that can't be 
met. Colescott emphasizes this tension 
by offsetting his central protagonists with 
blackfaced versions of those artful beau­
ties. the Mona Lisa and Aphrodite of 
Metos. commonly known as the Venus de 
Milo (shown whitewashed).'' 
Interspersed around them on the 
canvas are depictions of ordinary women. 
black and white, attempting to alter their 
appearance with curlers and makeup. 
Centered beneath them is a young black 
male, his expression one of puzzlement 
as he beholds all this frantic activity. 
With Pgymalion. a sense of the tragic is 
evident. Colescott's message is of the 
damage Western white images have 
inflicted on blacks, making them feel 
unworthy, their heritage unacknow­
ledged." 
Beginning with Pygmalion. Colescott's 
style evolves distinctly. He stages the 
action within overlapping vignettes 
of narrative, rather than within the tradi­
tional landscape structure used earlier. 
Each zone is grafted to the next by 
unevenly-painted edges and colors. 
which flow from one area into the next. 
forming abstract patterns. This active 
patchwork is a profusion of details and 
colors reminiscent of African reliefs and 
the "complex overlaying of rhythms 
and melodies found in jazz."'' 
Scale and proportion are constant only 
within each zone of activity. Interstices 
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appearing between these zones act as 
windows through which we see distant 
sky, water or landscape. Pictorial space 
is compressed. recalling the paintings of 
Max Beckmann, Leon Golub and Philip 
Guston. as well as the collages of Ro­
mare Bearden. 
The son of a musician and a drummer 
himself. Colescott. like Bearden. finds 
parallels between his work and the 
improvisational spirit of jazz, which con­
tains both a rhythmic component and 
interval. "It is the spaces between the 
pieces that really cause things to hap­
pen." Bearden writes. If you follow the 
lead. Bearden says, the intervals allow 
you to see certain shapes and colors not 
noticeable before.•• 
T his honing of Colescott's style is best 
seen in his latest work. where the layering 
suits the needs of the growing intricacy 
of his subject matter. It is fitting that 
this complexity arises with his investiga­
tion of history as expressed in "Knowl­
edge of the Past Is the Key to the Future." 
a series of works of which nine pieces 
are included in this exhibition. 
In the "Knowedge" series. Colescott 
ascends to the grand tradition of monu­
mental history painting. It is a genre 
popularized in the 18th century by the 
American Benjamin West and the French 
Neoclassicist Jacques-Louis David. 
Drawing from a classical vocabulary of 
poses. gestures and themes. David 
explored the large narrative format to 
convey a political message, and to 
educate and uplift the viewer. as in his 
Oath of the Hora/ii, 1784. 
Colescott. however, composes in a 
style defined by Marcia Tucker as "Bad 
Painting": he crudely distorts images and 
uses raw, strident colors in order to 
contemporize his revisions of history." 
Knowledge of the Past Is the Key to the 
Future. Persistence of Memory. 1985 (Fig. 
8). provides a thematic transition be­
tween the "Bathers Pool" and "Knowl­
edge" series. Painted against a setting of 
volcanic mountains enclosing a large 
pool of intensely green water, a giant 
black male is depicted holding a white 
male on his shoulders. Based on the 
legend of St. Christopher. who carried the 
Christ child on his shoulders across a 
river in Canaan. Colescott uses this 
character to symbolize the burden of the 
black people who were brought across 
the ocean to carry whites to economic 
and political freedom. first as slaves. and 
then as domestics. laborers and soldiers. 
Though blacks played a vital part in 
America's economic prosperity, Colescott 
indicates they have not shared equitably 
in the fruits of their labor. 
A biracial Liberty, holding aloft the 
torch of freedom. and a large brown Eye 
of God cast omniscient and judgmental 
eyes over the proceedings, representing 
both our cultural and spiritual 
consciences.•• 
With Knowledge of the Past Is the Key 
to the Future: Heroes, 1986, the artist 
begins to move into a new format and 
theme. Space is more ambiguous and 
shifts with each zone of activity, merging 
past and present. as he juxtaposes 
images of familiar black heroes with 
those of anonymous street people. 
Alexander Dumas. George Washington 
Carver and Paul Robeson are depicted 
as carvings on Mt. Rushmore, symboliz­
ing a pinnacle of success. While those at 
the top get the attention, the real heroes 
today, Colescott suggests, are the peo­
ple at the bottom, mostly black, living 
in terrible conditions on the streets. Here 
the painter commemorates the uncele­
brated will to survive, a heroism faintly 
sketched in the shadow of giants. 
With General Gordon. The Other 
Washing/ans, and Ma/thew Henson. 
Colescott's multilayered, brico/age-like 
compositions reach their fullest develop­
ment. Images. plots. and colors are so 
densely layered and overlayered that they 
resemble, two-dimensionally, this West 
African practice of fabricating three­
dimensional fetishes from layers of found 
objects•• 
Likely the most poignant of Colescott's 
black protagonists is Matthew Henson. 
who served for 17 years as navigator and 
top assistant to Commander Robert E. 
Peary. On their last trip, due to Peary's 
illness. Henson and his four Eskimo 
guides had forged ahead. On April 6. 
1909, Henson planted the flag at the 
North Pole. the first man to reach it. Peary 
took full credit for the discovery, receiving 
both public and military recognition. 
while Henson lived out the rest of his life 
in obscurity. Government recognition 
for his discovery did not come for 79 
years. On April 6. 1988. Matthew Alexan­
der Henson received a hero's burial in 
Arlington National Cemetery. At the 
reburial ceremony. Harvard Foundation 
Director S. Allen Counter. eulogized. "We 
give you the long overdue recognition you 
deserve. We lay you to rest to right a 
tragic wrong, to correct a shameful 
record." He was reinterred several feet 
from Peary. 20 
In Knowledge of the Past Is the Key to 
the Future: Ma/thew Henson and The 
Quest for The North Pole, 1986 (Fig. 6), 
Colescott presents a drama of treachery, 
enslavement and betrayal, juxtaposing 
the story of Henson. who lost his rightful 
place in history to Peary's personal 
ambitions. with the story of St. John the 
Baptist. who lost his head. In this "meta­
phorical decapitation . .. Admiral Peary's 
black orderly is dished up on Salome's 
platter."" 
Knowledge of the Past Is the Key to the 
Future: General Gordon Romancing the 
Nile at Khartoum, 1986 (Fig. 5). tells of 
another beheading. Colescott portrays, in 
overlapping narrative episodes. the story 
of Charles Gordon. British Christian 
mystic and governor general of the 
African Sudan area of Equatoria, who was 
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appointed to crush local rebellions and 
suppress the slave trade. 
Gordon lost his head in 1885 defend­
ing the Egyptian garrison at Khartoum 
against Sudanese insurgents led by the 
Muslim al-Mahdi. Although Gordon 
died the death of a martyr, the aftermath 
had tragic consequences for the Su­
danese: the remaining Egyptian troops in 
Khartoum were massacred, slave trattic 
increased and the Sudan was devas­
tated. 
Alan Moorehead writes that between 
1860 and 1876, 400,000 women and 
children were sold into slavery in Egypt 
and Turkey. "The real issue was slav­
ery. "22 Like his predecessor, Gordon 
didn't abolish slavery, he just drove it 
down the river." 
Colescott paints a demented Gordon, 
surrounded by compatriots and combat­
ants, "romancing the Nile" in the form of 
a black reclining nude, buoyed up by a 
dark brown river of slaves which "flows 
on, sometimes underground, sometimes 
above, as persistently and inevitably as 
the Nile itself. "2' It is these faceless 
African slaves who are Colescott's mar­
tyrs and unsung heroes. 
Against the dark bodies which frame 
the central characters, the blood-red 
of Gordon's uniform and the azure Afri­
can sky and water ettectively express the 
violence of the infamous event. 
In The Other Washingtons, 1987 (Fig. 
7), Colescott tests our response to the 
very name Washington. Other than 
George, Colescott writes, all the other 
Washingtons we know are black. His 
visual myth centers around a detached 
monolithic portrait head of George Wash­
ington. father of our country. landowner 
and slave owner. Thrown in among a sea 
of unidentified blacks the artist includes a 
number of famous ones, such as Booker 
T Washington. ex-slave, educator and 
social reformer; and Dinah Washington. 
blues singer." 
Other themes that Colescott examines 
in his recent paintings show his concern 
for the current economic plight of Ameri­
can blacks. One example is Bondage, 
1987, a contemporary morality tale on the 
order of the 15th century poem "The 
Ship of Fools," in which are identified 
every known human vice and frailty.'" In 
Colescott's version, we are all bound 
by greed and a belief that the American 
dream can be purchased. Just as surely 
as slaves were bound to their owners, 
Colescott worries that today's blacks have 
bound themselves to the consumption of 
goods. Slaves to a cult of ownership, he 
places all of us, including himself, on this 
ship of bad habits and vices. 
In Bondage, he paints blacks and 
whites surrounded by a montage of 
appliances. clothes. cars, and currency, 
suggesting we will even traffic in illegal 
activities in order to acquire those com­
modities that lend an aura of power 
and equality. Colors and images are 
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correspondingly noisy and jumbled as 
though in a backyard sale. The edges of 
forms are dissolved by gestural marks 
and merge one into another. 
The last work in the exhibition, a dip­
tych titled Poet-CounterPoet. 1987 (Figs. 
9 and 1 O), addresses the human predica­
ment from different points of view. We 
see it through the eyes of two poets, who 
present the dichotomy of both life and 
art: of knowledge learned empirically and 
knowledge learned from the heart. 
A clear blue mountain vista provides 
the setting for Poet, as she envisions an 
ideal world in which blacks and whites 
work and play together in harmony. In 
contrast, a darkly-painted, squahd ghetto 
is the setting for the CounterPoet, as she 
beholds a claustrophobic world of vio­
lence, poverty and victimization. Thus, 
Colescott counters a message of cyni­
cism against one of hope. 
The conflict between these two artistic 
perspectives is aptly reflected in two 
poems by Langston Hughes. The first, "I. 
Too," was written in 1926 at the height of 
the Harlem Renaissance. and proffers a 
dream of hope. pride and acceptance for 
blacks: the second. "Lenox Avenue 
Mural: Harlem," written 25 years later. 
bitterly laments a promise still unfulfilled 
and elusive .
.
. ,, 
Colescott's message in the 1980s 
contains both hope and urgency. His 
paintings elucidate the dilemma facing 
those who seek both access to American 
economic and political equality, and a 
definition and acknowledgment of the 
unique black American identity and 
heritage. But hope is always present. 
demonstrated by the vivacity of surfaces. 
the verve of color and the audacity of 
scale and compositional dynamics. 
Indeed, we need that hope. because we 
can still learn. 
Colescott's presentation of racism 
never seems to be the angry cry of 
personal injury. It is instead a universal 
lament about the persistence of ine­
quality. Couched in terms and images 
that the artist knows best-the life he 
leads as a black man and the calling 
he has chosen as an artist-Colescott 
offers a powerful vision that, like all 
good art, proceeds from the individual 
to the universal." 
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(New 'mrk: Random House. 1983): Pierre Fatumbi 
Verger. Orisha: Les Dieux Yorouba en Afrique et 
au Nouveau Monde. (Paris: Editions A. M. 
Metailie. 1982); and Dimensions of Black. ed. 
Jehanna Teilhet (La Jolla Museum ol Art. 1970). 
12. Clark. The Nude. p. 160. 
13. Kenneth Clark writes that the Aphrodite of 
Metos. discovered in 1820. has become "a 
symbol or trade-mark ol beauty. There must be 
hundreds ol products. from lead pencils [to] 
beauty parlors . that use an image ol the 
Aphrodite of Melos in their advertisements. imply­
ing thereby a standard ol ideal pertection." Ibid. 
p. 137. 
14. Joyce Ladner. writing about the exposure of 
blacks to a "dominant group's culture." cites 
black historian W.E.B. DuBois. who wrote in Souls 
of Black Folk: 
T he Negro is a sort ol seventh son. born 
with a veil. and gifted with second sight in this 
American world.-in a world which yields him 
no true sell-consciousness. but only lets him 
see himself through the revelation ol the other 
world. It is a peculiar sensation. this double 
consciousness. this sense ol always looking at 
one's sell through the eyes of others. . One 
ever !eels his twoness.-an American and a 
Negro;. 
Ladner. "The Urban Poor." Through Different 
Eyes. ed. Peter I. Rose. (New 'mrk: Oxford 
University Press. 1973). p 6. 
15. David Driskell is his essay from Since the 
Harlem Renaissance: 50 Years of Afro-American 
Art. (Lewisburg. Pa .. The Center Gallery ol 
Bucknell University. 1985). p. 86. writes that this 
"same overlaying is found in call and response in 
the Afro-American church .
.. 
16. Ibid. p. 14. 
17. See Marcia Tucker. "An Iconography ol 
Recent Figurative Painting: Sex. Death. V iolence 
and the Apocalypse,'' Artforum. Vol. 20. No. 10. 
(Summer 1982). pp. 71-72. Also. Allan M. 
Gordon. "Introduction,'' West Coast '74: The Black 
Image (Sacramento. Cali!.: E. B. Crocker Art 
Gallery. 1974). unpaginated. 
18. Regarding the "Eye ol God" surrounded by 
brown skin. Colescott wryly stated. in his Balti­
more lecture. that ii prehistory began in Africa. as 
scientists tell us. then the Garden ol Eden must 
be located there. and "God must be black 
and an artist." In A Legend Dimly Told. 1982. he 
portrays the head ol God floating above the Garden 
ol Eden; beside it a hand holds an artist's palelle. 
(Notes continued on page 21) 
Figs 9 and 10 Poet-CounterPoet. 1987 
What happens to a dream deferred? 
Does it dry up 
like a raisin in the sun? 
Or fester like a sore­
And then run? 
Does it stink like rotten meat? 
Or crust and sugar over­
like a syrupy sweet? 
Maybe it just sags 
like a heavy load. 
Or does it explode? 
Langston Hughes, 
from Lenox Avenue Mural.- Harlem 
I, too, sing America. 
I am the darker brother. 
They send me to eat in the kitchen 
When company comes, 
But I laugh, 
And eat well, 
And grow strong. 
Tomorrow, 
1·11 sit at the table 
When company comes. 
Nobody'II dare 
Say to me, 
"Eat in the kitchen." 
Then. 
Besides, 
They'll see how beautiful I am 
And be ashamed-
!, too, am America. 
Langston Hughes, 
I, Too 
CHECKLIST 
Dimensions are in inches; height 
precedes width 
1 . Ancient Goddesses and the Contest 
for Classic Purity, 1985 
Acrylic on canvas 
84 x 72inches 
Courtesy of Phyllis Kind Gallery 
2 Bondage, 1987 
Acrylic on canvas 
90 x 114inches 
Courtesy of Phyllis Kind Gallery 
3. Gift of the Sea, 1984 
Acrylic on canvas 
84 x 72inches 
Courtesy of Phyllis Kind Gallery 
4. General Gordon Romancing the Nile 
at Khartoum, 1986 
Watercolor and colored pencil on 
Arches paper 
22 x 30 inches 
Collection of Betty Tompkins and Bill 
Mutter 
5. Knowledge of the Past Is the Key to 
the Future: General Gordon 
Romancing the Nile at Khartoum, 
1986 
Acrylic on canvas 
90 x 114inches 
Courtesy of Phyllis Kind Gallery 
6. Knowledge of the Past Is the Key to 
the Future: Matthew Henson and 
The Quest for The North Pole, 1986 
Acrylic on canvas 
90 x 114inches 
Courtesy of Phyllis Kind Gallery 
7. Knowledge of the Past Is the Key to 
the Future: Heroes, 1986 
Acrylic on canvas 
84 x 72inches 
Courtesy of Phyllis Kind Gallery 
8. Knowledge of the Past Is the Key to 
the Future: The Other Washlngtons, 
1987 
Acrylic on canvas 
90 x 1141nches 
Courtesy of Phyllis Kind Gallery 
9. Knowledge of the Past Is the Key to 
the Future: Persistence of Memory, 
1985 
Acrylic on canvas 
84 x 72inches 
Collection of Selig D. Sacks 
10. Laureate at the Bathers Pool, 1984 
Acrylic on canvas 
84 x 72 inches 
Courtesy of Phyllis Kind Gallery 
18 
Rober! Colescoll and Pac-Man. 1988 
11 Matthew Henson and The Quest 
for The North Pole, 1987 
Watercolor and colored pencil 
22 x 301nches 
Collection of the Metropolitan Museum 
of Art. George A. Hearn Fund. 1987 
'12. Poet-CounterPoet, (diptych). 1987 
Acrylic on canvas 
85 x 721nches 
Courtesy of Phyllis Kind Gallery 
13. Pygmalion, 1987 
Acrylic on canvas 
90 x 114 inches 
Courtesy of Phyllis Kind Gallery 
14. The Other Washlngtons, 1987 
Watercolor 
22 x 301nches 
Collec11on of the Koplin Gallery. 
California 
15. The Three Graces: Art, Sex, and 
Death, 1981 
Acrylic on canvas 
84 x 721nches 
Collection of Raymond J. Learsy 
16. The Upside-Down Jesus and the 
Politics of Survival, 1987 
Watercolor 
22 x 301nches 
Collection of Peter and Eileen Norton 
·counter-Poet not available for exh1b1t 
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1968 College Art Study Abroad. Paris 
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Columbia College 
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Oakland Art Museum 
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University of Massachusetts 
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SOLO EXHIBITIONS 
1987-89 "Robert Colescott: A 
Retrospective. 1975 -1986." San 
Jose Museum of Art and traveling 
exhibition; Contemporary Arts 
Center. Cincinnati; The Ballimore 
Museum of Ari; Portland Art 
Museum; Akron Art Museum 
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University of Oregon Museum of 
Art 
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Miller Pollard. Seattle 
SELECTED GROUP 
EXHIBITIONS 
1986 "NYC. New Work." Delaware Art 
Museum. Wilmington 
"Mixed Media." J Rosenthal Fine 
Arts. Ltd , Chicago 
"Freedom of Painting.· Galerie 
Paradis. Paris 
"Uncovering the Past. Tribute & 
Parody," Long Beach Museum of 
Art 
1985 
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1983 
1982 
1981 
"Four Artists," Tyler Gallery. 
Temple University, Philadelphia 
"La Nouvelle Biennale de Paris," 
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"Correspondences. New York 
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"Since the Harlem Renaissance: 
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Modern Art 
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"Second Western States 
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Painting," Corcoran Gallery of 
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and traveling exhibition 
"Self-Portraits-The Antic Vision." 
Allan Frumkin Gallery, New York 
"The West as Art." Palm Springs 
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"The Anxious Figure." Semaphore 
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"Crimes of Passion," Chrysler 
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"Humor in Ari. 41 California 
Artists." Los Angeles Institute of 
Contemporary Art 
"Bay Area Narrative Painting," San 
Francisco State University Gallery 
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and DeForest," Fountain Gallery, 
Portland 
"Eight Black American Artists," 
Institute of Contemporary Art of 
the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts, 
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1978 "Art About Art," Whitney Museum 
of American Art, New York, and 
traveling exhibition 
1977 "Painting and Sculpture in 
California," San Francisco 
Museum of Modern Art: National 
Collection of Fine Arts, 
Washington, D.C. 
"San Francisco Painters," The 
Hague.Holland 
1976 "Other Sources," Emanuel Walter 
Gallery, San Francisco Art Institute 
1974 "West Coast 74: The Black 
Image," E.B. Crocker Gallery, 
Sacramento: and Los Angeles 
County Museum of Art 
1969 "Trois Americains," Centre Culture! 
Americain, Paris 
1968 "21 Peintres Americains," Musee 
D'Angouleme. France 
Musee des Beaux-Arts. Rouen, 
France 
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Vision. New York, N.Y: Allan Frumkin Gallery, 
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Robert Colescott. Greenville, S.C.: Greenville 
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Hayden Gallery of the List Visual Arts Center, 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Nude, 
Naked, Stripped. Cambridge, Mass.: Massa­
chusetts Institute of Technology Committee on 
the Visual Arts, 1985. Essays by Dana Friis­
Hansen and Carrie Rickey. 
Institute of Contemporary Art, University of 
Pennsylvania. Investigations, Robert Cofescott: 
The Artist and the Model. Philadelphia: 
University of Pennsylvania, 1984. Essay by 
Gerald Silk. 
Knight Gallery. Robert Colescott: Another 
Judgment. Charlotte, N.C.: Knight Gallery, 
1985. Essay by Kenneth Baker. Conversation 
with Robert Colescott by Anne Shengold. 
Laforet Museum Harajuku, Tokyo, Japan. 
Correspondences, New York Art Now Exhibi­
tion. New 'lbrk, N.Y.: Tsurumoto Room Co., Ltd., 
1985. Text by Alan Jones. Preface by Shozo 
Tsurumoto. Message by Nicolas A. Moufar­
rege. 
PS 1 Gallery. Beast. Long Island City, N.Y: 
PS. 1 Gallery, 1982. Essay by Richard Flood. 
Robeson Center Gallery. The Political Land­
scape. Newark. N.J.: Rutgers University, 1985. 
San Francisco State University Art Gallery. Bay 
Area Narrative Painting. San Francisco. Ca.: 
San Francisco State University, 1981 Preface 
by Cherie Raciti. 
San Jose Museum of Art. Robert Cofescott: A 
Retrospective, 1975-86. San Jose. Calif.: San 
Jose Museum of Art. 1987. Essays by Lowery 
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Semaphore Gallery. The Anxious Figure. New 
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Semaphore Gallery. Those Africans Look Uke 
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Whitney Museum of American Art. 1983 
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Glueck, Grace. "Two Biennials: One Looking 
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Lewis, Joe. "Those Africans Look Like White 
Elephants-An Interview with Robert Coles­
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MARSH GALLERY 
Modlin Fine Arts Center 
University of Richmond, Virginia 23173 
804/289-8276 
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS 
for 
ART EXHIBITION 
Sponsored by Hr •. and Hrs. Joel Harnett 
and 
The Virginia Comrlssioo for the Arts 
lbis year's exhibition opens on Wednesday, September 7, 1988, with The Eye of 
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painter, Robert Colescott. 
W ednesday, September 7, 1988: 
Morning 
Lunch 
Afternoon 
5: 30-6: 00 PM 
6: 00-7: 00 PM 
7: 30 PM 
8: 30 PM 
10:00 PM 
Press/Media sessions with Colescott. 
To be arranged. 
Chrysler Museum will conduct video session. 
Reception Jenkins Trustee Suite, Room 315, Tyler 
Haynes Commons. 
Dinner President's Dining Room, Jenkins Trustee 
Suite, Room 317, Tyler Haynes Commons. 
Lecture by Ms. Lowery S. Sims, Associate Curator, 
Twentieth Century Art, Metropolitan Museum of Art, Camp 
Theatre, Modlin Fine Arts Building. Open to the 
public. 
Opening of the exhibition and reception for th� artist, 
speaker and special guests. 
Informal party for Robert Colescott at Ann Oppenhimer's 
home, 4108 Cambridge Road. 
Thursday, September 8, 1988: 
10:00 AM "Slide Lecture" on his work by Robert Colescott in the 
Marsh Gallery. Sponsored by the Cultural Affairs 
Committee. Open to the public. 
11:30 AM-12:30 PM Lunch. lnfor�al, with students and colleagues in the 
Faculty Club (15 people). 
2: 00-4: 00 PM 
6: 00-7 : 30 PM 
7: 45 PM 
"Dialogue on Art" with 
Modlin Fine Art Building. 
Robert Colescott. Room 115, 
Bring a question in writing. 
Dinner at local restaurant Susanne Arnold, Kathy 
W eiss, and Carol Rand will escort Robert Colescott. 
Those interested please join us. 
Informal talk with Robert Colescott at the Last Stop 
Gallery, 1719 E. Main Street. 
125 
fig. 12. Gallery I Instullation, West Wall 
fig. 13. Gallery I Installation, North Wall 
fi<J. 14. Gallery I In�tallation, East Wall 
Fi.,;. 15. Gallery I Installation, South Wall 
128 
Fig. 16. Gallery II (Hallway) Installation, East End 
Fig. 17. Gallery II Installation, Lool<ing East 
Fig. 18. Assistants Weiss and Ball Preparing Paintings for 
Installation 
Fig. 19. Reception Dinner: Joel and Lila Harnett, Sponsors; 
Robert Colescott, Guest Artist, and Susanne Arnold, 
Curator 
130 
Fig. 20. Laureate at the Bathers Pool, 1984 
Fig. 21. Knowledge of tl1e Past is the Key to the Future: 
Heroes, 1986 
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132 
Fig. 22. Bondage, 1987 
Fig. 23. Ancient Goddesses and the Contest for Classic 
Purity, 1985 
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Subject: Robert Cc:escott exhibit at Marsh Gallery 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
An exhibition of paintings and drawings by nationally­
known black American artist Robert Colescott is scheduled for 
Sept. 7-28 at the Mars� Gallery, Modlin Fine Arts Center, 
University of Richmond. Colescott's paintings are known for 
their satirical commentary on society in America. 
Tit led, "The Eye of the Beholder: Recent Work by Robert 
Colescott," the exhibition will feature 12 large-scale 
acrylic paintings on canvas and four framed drawings, all 
completed since 1981. This will be his first solo exhibition 
in Virginia. 
Opening events on Sept. 7 include a lecture by Lowery S. 
Sims, associate curator of twentieth cent�ry art at the 
Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York, at 7:30 p.m., 
followed by a reception for the artist. On Sept. 8, 
Colescott will give an informal slide lecture about his work 
at 10:00 a.m. and conduct a dialogue on art at 2:00 p.m. 
These events will take place in the Modlin Fine Arts Center. 
Offia of Communicalions 
Untversily of RJcbmond, Vitginia 23173 
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Also on Sept. 8, Colescott will give an informal talk at 
7:45 p.m. at the Last Stop Gallery, 1719 E. Main Street, 
Richmond. All events are free and open to the public. 
Colescott's work in the exhibition focuses on his 
"Bather's Pool" and "Knowledge of the Past Is the Key to the 
Future" series. In the first of these, he explores how 
standards of beauty in ?rt have d�valued standards of 
personal beauty. "Gift of the Sea," for example, depicts a 
limp, white Aphrodite washed up on a shore peopled by black 
women. This is the mythical moment, according to Colescott, 
when the competition for beauty began and " ... has been going 
on since the first white face met the first black face." 
Colescott believes that black identity has been affected 
not only by standards of beauty in our society, but also by 
the way our society records history, neglecting the black 
experience. He addresses this problem in his "Knowledge" 
series. Particularly moving is "Matthew Henson and The Quest 
for The North Pole." Navigator to Commander Robert E. Peary, 
Henson was the first man and the first black to reach the 
North Pole in 1909. Yet, Peary claimed the credit for the 
discovery; it was only this year that Henson received 
national recognition for his heroism with reburial in 
Arlington National Cemetery. 
Colescott, who holds a B.A. and an M.A. from the 
University of California at Berkeley, has received three 
grants from the National Endowment for the Arts as well as a 
136 
Guggenheim Foundation grant. He studied under Fernand Leger 
in Paris and has taught in Paris, Egypt and the United 
States. He lives in Tuscon, Arizona, where he teaches at the 
University of Arizona. Colescott is represented by the 
Phyllis Kind Gallery of New York and Chicago. Currently he 
is the subject of a major retrospective exhibition touring 
the country. 
The �arsh Gallery exhibition is made possible by the 
generosity of Joel HarnetL, a 1945 alumnus of the University 
of Richmond; the Cultural Affairs Committee and J. Thomas 
Lecture Series at the University; and the Virginia Commission 
for the Arts. After its showing Sept. 7-Lo dt the Marsh 
Gallery, the exhibit will travel to the Georgia State 
University Art Gallery for an October show. 
For further information, contact: 
Dorothy Wagener 
Office of Communications 
  
Susanne Arnold 
Marsh Gallery 
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specializing in custom portfolios for limited 
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NOTICE TO ARTISTS 
The Broward Counly An on Puolic � Program lf1V11es 
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Art Books and 
Illustrated Books 
lurr and scholarly books in all 
firlds of lhe- visual arts. 
lmporuint illustrntd books 
from thr fiftttnth crntury to 
the- present. 
• fELLO'l'SHIPS A\AJI.ABLE 
PAJ�TERS/SCUIPTORS 
,O,,.'"r,OIIYCQ'\NITT'l[�!lt."'1:.Fl.'"'«£'.'Tlt.\iD..Hol.l'TlC.ll.'C. IW<"I. 
� r£T\J"i. tr,l]t\,. � 5TlJJA !ol:G�'t. \"CDo'Tt. 'Cl:U.J\U 
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"Pygmalion" Is part ol the Robert Coleacott solo show that will launch Marsh Gallery's 1988-39 season. 
Paintings by controversial artist 
will open Marsh Gallery's season 
ART & LIFE 
By Roy Proctor 
n. Uoittnlty ol Rlcbmood's Musll C•l· 
lery wlU opt0 IIJ INMt ulubitloa JtUOO 
Sept. 7 wl .. a bao1 - a dout> hit a<rJli< 
painllap by u1soa111r iu>owo buck ....,,.,;. 
cu artiat Roller\ c.olacott - IDd woo·t bt Slll'p(iMd ii It ltlJ 
- poUl,ou lrocn vlslton Lo l'tW1>. 
no -- Coles<ott'J •iJioll. •hkh 0 .. 11 wnu, in 
racial Ind aero&l -ypes." aot ... -1 o( - - ptoplt 
cu 1&1:• lyil>& dolnl. 
-n.r.. art two r..- kw WI." 1alltrJ dlnctor S....­
o\nold 11,s. "ODt II t.1111 ColacoU aa humor. and JOCDt ptoplt 
lad....,_ Lo an -ptel n., woadtr about Ult sariouJoesl ol 
IN artist's inlml 8111 luunor iJ Ille bait in Colescolt'I pa!Dliop to 
p,olllNYi«wtrla. 
'"!'N l«ODd ...- b t.1111 IN paiaUop art JO lar1• and JO 
cunpln Ind .,.,.. ol IN subject matttr dub w, .. llw>p U..t 
ltill opool a Lo radii and Jtna.l sttreotyp<s. 
-Ut ues the tommy rice 1od a.a Al Jolsoa mlnstrcl blactJ1ce 
&or maay blad.s. for •lute wc>mffl, M ma lN tind ot blonde, 
w-yed. bu•IJ"lUftll Marilyo Woarot type wl .. bil b<UJLI, 
ud many people ob,«t to I.Ail 
"Lo 'Py1ff11Uoo' (,..procloe<d oa Uw past), Colescotl b&J a 
C-1• llonaN SU• 11n11t dlocin& ., .. a black EUu Ooolit· 
U.. He pot'tll)'I I MODI UN I.a bladl1ce 1Dd I Vn,us de Milo 
t.llal loou lllt a blact u.ar, btta bluci>td. AnuDd u.csc Jma1es 
al •omen. Co&ac:ott painu ordlnlry blact womm tryinc to be 
Ute l.Ae W:SUI, wlllcb b I Wtstcna Ldt1l, oot ID African ,de.It. 
-WUt Cotncotl ts 11yiac ln bis work is UUt we hive Uu..s 
u..adtntood concept ot wb1t'1 buulltv.J and cood, 1nd tbi.s b1ppens
 
t.o bt somet.Jwlc Uut's very dcmuC11nc to wo�n ind to .b
�·��··: 
"It P"IJ prcssun oa tum to try to coa/onn IDd to mttt 
iAapproprillJ lduls. Wbea you lint Jft Colexolt'J work, 10CJ 
uu1b. lt'J hwly, 11 linl to ... 1 buct Moao Lisi, IDd u..o you 
rull• it's DOt fu.oar at all Peoplt � uJM( at Colescott's wort. 
b«fon lffy ru.llr Uvt a CUntt to Uun.k.. .. 
'"lb< Eyt o/ Ult B<boldtr. Rtte11t Won by Robort Colescott" 
wiU o=ipy boll> Man/a C11itry spaca t&roup Stpl. ZI. Hort's 
Ille tt!lt of Ille 111lffy'1 ·- ts.hibiUoa tdl«lwk 
• 0.L S-2': "Gaylt NallJ." MiA Nall,, a Ntw Yort ut1Jt, will 
bt rtpr .... ttd by paiallap U..t dul in abstncttd uu1es and 
KViph1res U..t pffllia to booa and ..Utt rit .. listk ol>jo<ts_ 
• N ... 2-U "Mar1artt Ckrulm" (GalltfJ t) aN "Eric Dol>k: 
n.aaa ......_,.,... (Calltr, n Ms. Cb<nihim o1 r...oac ut.oc1. 
N.Y, c:ruta scvlptOR /rom Int bark and OIJlor /oud mattrialJ. 
Dobbs. • fftffaa pbolocrapb<r /0< ltvtral � tauton. 
�.:::_ini. primarily oa w �pbs o1 UR Jt..S.Ot 
• NoY. 2'-Dtt. 11: -p'ac9Jl:y Sltor. EpU'alm lldmtda/Mar• 
Jll.Nda • New UR art t.ucben Rubirutei.a., 1 ruUst painter, aod 
JUlodes, a sculptor, •ill sbow Gcuralin works. 
• Ju.l l·ll:"TkJotlaNUla HanonCoU...-"HlnltU,a 
Rkhmood Cou,,, 1lwnaus wbo Uves la New Yott, aod 1w: wife 
�t a colleoetioa wilb works by artists IUdl u Edward Hopptt, 
�CLnlld Marsb ed Philip Purlstetll. 
• ftb. J.lt "IIH! Cower." TbiJ Ricbmoad artist 1'u btta 
•on.inc for two yun oo lbe i.nsullatioo tut wUJ 611 Uac lhnb 
Calluy. Ms. Cower typac1lly p,11.au ind dyes fabric and c>C.Mr 
m.1trn1ls l.nd b.lacs I.Mm i.a 1.ayrn oa wooden lr1mes. 
• M�rc• J:ll: ·fraacb Cuaiac�m. • CIUUUOcb.lm. 1 New 
YOB City paaater •bo wu Ont ol Rv.bimtein's t.exben., is 1 
ruliJL HiJ solo ublbitloa wlU iaclllde botll uodsc:lpt Ind 61un· 
Un p.1lnlinp io 011. 
• AprU S.ta: '"SIINlrat Jlll'iN Skw• &N U9d�•I Ulftd sNwL 
DtL&ils 1bov.t lbeM &DOUII ntol.S will be lnnounttd &s they 
becomr known. 
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Exhibition• � by TM Newa LHder'a 
arr critic as bMtg of extr•otdln81)' 111r..-ar 
v. lndlcet8d by•: •I•<*): "• 
:. r_.-
AIIT MUSIIUII 
V1RGIN1A MUSEUM OI' l'INE ARTI (1!cue¥onl 
ond Grove-..., 3117.()844): Ex- per-. 
,,_, cclection that ourveya world 811 ond 
Includes Ruul8n lmpenll eggs ond ottw � 
· jets d·ert by __ K811 F�; lhe Sydney 
8nC1 Frances� c:o1ection of Art Nouveau. 
Art Deco ond contMlporary art; ond Ille Mr. 
and Mrs. Poul Mellan c:oleclton of F<ench Im-· --..1. post�! ond -
apo<ttng pelntw,ga .. CONTINUING SPECIAL 
EXHIIIIT10N: *"Cnll Toclaiy: Poetry of Ille 
Phy9ical," neai1y 300 objects aeated by •• • • 
many artilt-cn,- llnoo 1980 In I par,. 
oramlc 1UfV9Y designed by - Yorn Amell-
can Craft M.-..n to demonltrate tt,e vitalty, 
dlvenlty and sophistication of contemporary 
crafts, through Oct. 2. SUggested admission 
donation. $2. Tueoday-Saturday. 1 t a.m.-5 
p.m .• with Thunday hours extended to 10 
p
_.
m.; Sunday, 1-5 p.m. 
NON-PROFIT QALU!:lllll!S 
ANDERSON OAl.LERY (907Vt W. F..-iln SL •. · 
Virginia Common-11th University; 387-
1522): "Antoni Taplea: Ormphlc - 1'47· 
1987 ." 1 40-year retrospective of tt,e lbltrlci, 
expressionistic 8nd highly per-,al work In 
prints and bookmalrng by an lntem81lonaly 
renowned 8111st who lives outside Barcelona. 
Spain, through Oct. 17; "Thomaa Flon­
ct,uetz," black-ancS-wNte photographa In 
large formats with abstrlci ond provocative 
Imagery by an Ent Ber1ln photographe<. 
through Oct. 17; - Etkin," abslractlono 
based In lght. pen:epUon and symbols on vlnyt 
8nd Myw- by young - Yori< 8111st, through 
Oct. 2. Tuesday-Friday. 10 a.m.-5 p.m.; Satur­
day-Sunday. 1-5 p.m. . . 
m 
:r, 
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ARTll'ACE 
1308 <1308 E
. c.ry St.
; 7
&2-M
72J: . "K led f th P t I th K t th Futu · Th 0th W hi gt " I t d 1· . II I rt f th 
-� 
"Fi9urattva/4, .. 11gurat1ve blaclt-and-whlte now ge o e as s e ey o e re. e er as n ons, pa n e n acry cs, s pa o e 
photograpt,sand-alverprintsby -·Robert Colescott exhibition that will launch the Marsh Gallery's new season on Wednesday.. . ,_.. 
Richmond photographers C8111e Colller, Nancy 
· W 
... , __ ,..._,._ r>----- --� o-- e-•-.. __ _.. 1..Q 
MODERN ARTIST - Robert Colescott will exhibit paintings such 
ts "Pac-Man" during his one-man show opening ,Wednesday at 
the University of Richmond's Modlin Fine Arts Center. 
Lecture, reception 
to start solo exhibit 
;'1'be Eye of U,e Beholder: Recent 
Work by Robert Cole.colt," featuring 
12 �tcale acrylic paintings and 
fciilr drawlnp, will mark lJJe lint solo 
tthlbltion In Virginia for lJJe aatirl­
�I artist will, a reception at 8:SO 
l!'.tn. �y lo the Manb Gallery 
at 'tl,e University of Richmond. 
Tbe opentni reception will be pre­
� by a 7:JO p.m. lecture by Low· .,,,s. Sima, UIOclate curator of 20th 
�tary art at the Metropolitan Mu­
eewn ol Art In New York. 
Colelcott, wbo will attend lJJe 
�1 reception. allO wUI give 
an lolormal allele lecture about his 
at 10 a.m. Tln1nday and conduct 
lope on art at 2 p.m. Both events 
to be held In the Modlin Floe Atta 
ter. 
1-«t a1ao wUI give an lolormal 
at 7:45 p.m. Tbunday at lJJe Lut 
p Gallery, 1719 E. Main SL 
exhibition remalna on view 
gl, SepL za. � 
I ARTS 
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t-.tJi·s:��t1R1ae-r'�.;-eyes 
see Cultural dangers 
ART: 
REVIEW . 
·' , 
b<ni mytboloclcal subject. 
Colescott'a -r1lrN Gracte'" art a �p­
._,ltd bloode wbo w1elda I cb.iNI lo the 
dlttcUoa of a bust o( the artist. an lDcoo.(r"u-
:!,!'�""':"- -1, slo&le-1arttffl<I. hlp-be<l<d "btonde· � , • _ of more Asian complextoo wbo poiDU a knlle W atch oal! Arilou &rt1st Robert at ba' a� and a 11.rnU.arlJ hJ&b-bttled 
Co&eteot.r Ives J'OII from afar wttb black woman _wbo bolds the all-lmportaot 
. bis. 'fibrant colon and crud datsm,. Utm_-_ apple, which m h.llf-eatm.. 
tedttea J'OI ap c:k!R: wtlh u pot.eat a mil· OM laqbs. but with a catch ln Ute lhrollt 
tun of tuuoor and moral ftt'f'or u you're Whit tort ot coatest amonc women ta lhb 
_ Ul:ely to 6od oa any RJdunoad art 11llery for oar time'? What ls the artist uytnc about 
waU Ulls seuon. · · · bis own art throu&h the lnclu:slon of bis por· 
· But Utis ls Jast tbe IOl1. � .artisUc Rdoc- tnlt bast'! To what extttmts ban our Umes 
Uoa - emotionally ltirrin.1,. lnlellectu.lly cone OQl of jolnt� lnterpret..aUons may be 
P""'okin& - we all Deed wbea we be(in to urious. but condusiom a.re almo&t invarl­
Laie We l'itbtt too terlomly or too upuy. ably disturbln1,. 
It's �trated lD _I.he doua �ace acrylic: ..... Colescott 11 a black Americaa. artist •bo 
paintinp aod four watercolor-and-pend.I · Uns iD a JOdety wb<R values aDd, Just u 
drawlnp tn '"Tbc Eye of the Beholder. Re-' import.ant for telf-estttm. staodard of pbysi-
. ·· cmt Paintlnp by Robert ColDCOtt. .. wb.kh cal beauty ii. det.ttmlned lar�ly by a cultur­. 
� last Dlcbt lD the Unl•ffSttJ of fUcb.. al lnberttuce I.hat puse,d from aoclent . Cou,lit9J .....,._ IQrod a...,, 
mood's Manb Gallery. ·, ; , • , i · Grtttt tl>n>up Eun,pe before wubln1 up "0.Mral Gordon R<>m11nci"9 lhe NIie ot Kh•rtoum" ls from Robert Colescoll's 
Tb pass from one Cole9cott canns to an- oa Amttica"n sbotts. · · "Knowledge of the P•at ... ".uriea •t MeBh Gallery. . 
othtt ls Ute makinC the rounds of oae of He's aware not just ol the lmpoatbWty of 
tbme lmmeme corooatioa or mytbolosical blacks llYUll ap to thole 1tand.lrds. bat also lJ.sa tries to maintain her �IJ my'Sterl· lerlous wink., tries to rect1fy tome of tbe 
cycles by Peter Paul Rabem - but wttb a of the cultural dan&en lnbettal ln tbelr ous smile al the ldl. · · bistorical .u,flts HRS. .. - ·• 
ditfttmee! Colescott.'1 paintinp. lite a. trJinl to do ,o. Re's also aware I.hat lar&ely In '"Clft of the Sea." whlcb b part of a One "Know!�'" canHs, nbtilK'd "'Mal· 
bem" at bis most daslff. are lDcred.lbly whlt.e-wrttten hlst.ory b.u oot pven blacks a "Bal.hen .. teries that recalls acenes of nude thew Reosoo ud the Quest for I.be ScMtlh 
basy. bot this b tbe tort ol bay.._ lhat· fa1r cultural IUte. fmiale balben lttttdtln1 far back ln West· Pole. .. pays tribute to a black wbo wu a 
� I 
i 
:,, 
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:,: 
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translates into palnlffly ud tbanalk rid). And It's thil awarflM!:1111 lhal lnfonm many em palntln&. three nude bl.act women and a member of Com.mandtt Robert £. Peary's '-
ne. .  · of k1I best paiotinp in ways that are arrest· Gaoauu,esqoe Polyneslan node contemplate party. When Peary fell UL Hemon forced 
Cot..cott tn,q,,oaUy deUpta ID l1lm1DI Ins W'lll>oat seem1D1 dldoctlc or buvy·band· a blonde, bcu&l�t.d womaa wbo bu abud and planted !be Amfflcaa Ila& oo !be 
Rubem aJ:Sidt down wblle JJ,ty payi.D& bom-- ed. ID "'Pypnallon. .. for e:umple, be shows washed ap ooto a beach washed by lncttdi· South Pole. 
ace: to blm. c.o...tder Cole9colt'1 '"'Ibe Three G«qe Bttnard Shaw dandn1 with Eliza bly azure waten. Is WJ lDdeed a ctn at all? Hemon. DOt Peary, wu the !nt man t.o 
Gracu: Art. Su. and Death, .. •hlcb putl a Doolittle. Ven US de Milo loots at them dls-- ID a "ICDowled,e of t.be Past Is the ltey to . 
decidedly dl!'ereat twill oo a fa.T«tt.e Ru-. dalnfully from the ricbt while a black Mona _the Future .. _terles. Colescott. with a deadly CS.. EJH,. Page A·23 
· 
I 
I 
I 
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1 
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I ., 
Eyes 
0- "-"-9e. A·21 
� llw - Pole...-., Ills !tat -
... &h'm - - ........ -
mttl Last .-me. wbea m remains were 
�Yea a btto's bvt.al seflffl feet from Pea· 
rfs ID Arlmctaa Natloaal Cemetery. 
-�,riLb!Jldr-..;ca!rder­
...,.. to biac* llisto,y and to I tnq,,ently 
damnioC "white· IDt,qnta- ol arts­
Uaolty, ... tmmemoly powemll. no, -­
Ned as well u they do aot jast. brecaae of 
tbdr moral ftr"TOC" b9t became Co1acott 
poaesN:I U IW'anMSI ol art ltiltory a.od I 
way wtUI a brash tbat alway,: bolds llim in 
p>d stud. 
Compored to !be palndnp. Coleocott'• 
watercna«.lliCf.pend.l stodies are pale sbad-­
OWS. bat they're worth sustahled c:onlffllpla· 
- -- Th<ft ol lbe dnwlap � 
late to peintinp oe Yn. and o»e,cott's 
utmoltt marpw .... ._ ID pe,,dl belp 
to explalD points in black history tbat may 
DOt be known to many 1a.Uery vtsiton. 
''The E,. ol tM � Ree.,,, v.tvt 
by Rob«t Coleiscon·· '"11 r.main at u,. 
Marsh G...,.-Y. which ls in u,. Modlin Fine 
Art• CenJ-, on t"- University ol Rich· 
morw:T• W.sthampron Colhtg• campus, 
through Sept. 28 . 
There may be a newspaper 
roule open now in your area. 
can 649-6295 for details.-·-· 
..... 
.i,. ..... 
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! Arizona artist Colescott-r-------� 
J has 'box�office' appeal 
! ART & LIFE wilii lht racial C'Of'ltenl wMfl I wu teaching 
ln Ec.rpt aDd 1htdytn1 ln Europe In the late .I By Roy ProctO< I-" IMo 111d. "f'rom oolslde lhe United 
ri 
� 
Sula. I coukt 1tt UM rKl.al problems bett 
2 Ar=�\!: UI � ':;,�:;.;,.. nld.lJ how my won will 
� "Ere of lN Brtlloldu. ffOln or wt.en ll'1 Solnl nut. but It will do 
<n ft.ettnl Wan by Robe11 IO U I re&pOme to tttT'MI .. nd lnl.trbll 
�z 
Col-«
I-
1
.
·
.�lbl
�-
U..
-
fact.on. Whetl I llnd and llu1ht In Orqon. 
•• -· my colon c:u....S. Sol dart ... be<•- ol 
O soc at t.be UCWY'tf'lilJ ol tat 0rtcon Landlclpe. and that WU exlt'rnal. 
� Rk:tmond'1 Manb GIi· ·1n ltM. •liin I dedded I couldn't hanc 
2 lff)' on nundly. Is lM · my p,lnUnp oci boob any mort - lbey 
X ,on ot p1iMN' who - UI lbNUical Unao - wttt Y\lwil ooe--llntt1. like llk..lng I ylsual 
� us bot� draw. Rolakl - I wu respondlnc Lo an l.nlffn.11 
'"'T'bc- Eyt> of t.be �." •� •u factor." 
'! orjl.Mlllltd lilert, C'OMUlS of only a dozlto Doesn't �t · worry lb.It. by movln1 
' LUC' paiDL.lnp Ind (0"1 dnwlnp. Howt'Yff, t.o Art&Onl Lb.rtt yurs II(). H's lsolallng 
lM'")' p.a<'\ an t1nforcrtt1bk pa1'ld and art lun-mlf from the bl.IN. blues that ctve bis 
Art to ctn• CT011'da to tk M1nla GIi� u won IUtb lhffl\atk' ptttJr,ence� 
ffil u Lo lM 111� at Geor1LI Sutt UN· "I doa't IHI lsolaltd." be said. NJ've sot a 
ttnily ill Allull. � lM sbow wlll fflOft pod� of e1ptrienc'e. l llwed In� bUld. 
1fttt u e:kms 1r1en StpL sa. pt'tlO Ln c.uroma. ind I'm not sutt llow 
Coletcatl wlto ks '1. t,e,pn dlmbfflc to UM' enwtronmenl d«u lM artJ.lt'I mental­
utioa.11 famt •kfl 1w t,epn lnc<lrpontinc ilJ u,-17. 
radii C'OOIN'lt Into Ms palnllttC 1bcMat JO "'R«fflll7 I went bKt lo Lot An�les. ind 
J'Clts aeo Eftf lfflC"t'. ht'I bten makln& ,p I •u dttpl7 llectrd by wetnc 1111..bt � 
Jor lad. time oa Utime pllery 1\Lenduct ._ people oa lM Jtrttts. I camt .haci to 
ct.arts. Arlaonl and dkt lhrtt palntinp ',t- XII IL 
A m.dl Llrset �t retrmpfrtJff. W..Jbt U•Ln& lD Ariz.ona &IYe mf a beight· 
_.KIi IS aow ta lM lltt'Ond JUI" ol a naUoaal eoed a•arene11 o( •Ul I fo.ncl ln Le. Anae-­
tov. Wat lieut doltbled atleoda.nc'f at n· lei. 
ery 1al� •kn' It W app,t.1-ttd. 1k rfl· "Abo, u.c:re·, 1n u.odtm,rrml o( racism 
�tt C'ala� k>ac JUIC't' .old ovt. ln Arboal Blacl �� live in lJoUIUon 
Colescol.l·• LasUn& a�a 1 �"" from l.Mtt. patllJ beeaUH lbttt att IO few of 
lllit pa6olino t.hnnwlns.. Tkfre bl& and 1Ji,tm. I ranlJ lft • buid penon at a con-­
bold. CTOW1kd ••lh &pre1. palfttN1 wlllri bn· C"N1 or a mov� or In a rest.aunnl" He 
� � Mon Import.ant. 1kJ atcnal anlled tronkally "&t •t'tt gntlng YffY 
a painlff .-1ao·, not alrakt to nwd maet ol procrt9itt. We Un a Utile black 1Mtto In 
racism and auksm laud-on T9CIOII DOW." 
And I.Mt'& WMft Orie bo14ct draw 
cuncs LA. 11w opet'llftC ol a Cole,rott lbow II 
lr.q-ly pr<ttded by lllaU ol ao<ariety. 
- rniad \Ml O>l<,coll ,,,_ radal 
aod ,estst sterf'Oln,et - Orie SOlll.kf'D mam­
mJ. lor eump6e. or Urie ki�k!d and ollt­
,..._ .,,...pie b•ntyq«a - ·­
.. dispril u..m. 
TIie la<t \Ml i.. dopi<U U.. .......,.ypes al 
all Is .-0, lO set lMHltnoed people •P In 
arms ""'l'ltaY W bttG mme C'.'Oat.ro'fff'I)'," 
u.. ....... rublJ ce>tJe ud ..i1.,,­
Col<,ocoll lrlnawledpl ..is - dviaC • 
cul bdor< IMo kw bad Art-,., ,,..,. lie 
tndon toU..ut c!<pa""-'•l Ole Uolff<· 
llilyol-ln'l'l,aoa. 
"A blad poUlklu lllrnd op - uw-
ble bdor< Ole � ... opeMd "' Al· 
- OWo. -1 - people .... , - -
to IOU Ole � Bot Ole ._tal.loo ol 
my palalloC la ....- __, tau lat 
palollnp meril 
- poople set "' Ole plkry ud -
Ole ..,.., won.a ol art. " - u..m. 
ll<r< ui Rldunood. I u ... 1 IINri ..,W.C 
aqaUTt at all TM wont rn llnrd Sa kw 
,....i. aO.loc me -l rm s<tUac al" 
� -·1 mlad lllUn& abool llla 
wort. •IIPP 1M, -ledc« IMI ll'I 
di ... ll lO ""' - - lat .. ia-lp 
bet.,... n--= aod art ui llla palllUnp. "ll'a 
mmply u...., Nd ll'a lller< apoc:1,!Uy lor me 
bec:11111e I'm I fonner )aD ffMllkt,an. • drwn­
....,,• lie uld. "TO� \Mt , paloltt woold 
ootbelnhm«dbyU...-ieollllallm<ia 
IIOC. ff.f"J rullst.k." 
A - ol p1a<:< w b«n ttrf tmpott .. l 
In Colea<otl'1 artlltk clrfflopmell� bul 
aometimel lM elect ti ltallirect. al o(lter 
Um<1 almoal IJIYenO. "I atarted wortln& 
"TM ,-putallan of "'1 pMlllnol ta 
-- - - the pNlllngs 
111erlt.'' ••Y• Robert Cole1cott. 
- people gel In the pllefy -'. 
- the 8C1'* -11 of ert, ti ---·· 
"R.iiel, Slgn, and Symbo11,'' CfHted 1h11 y .. , In oll, olt1ticll and cn,yon 
on pepe,, II pert ol New YOllt 1rt111 Challel Bu,well'I IOlo lhow II 
CUcla/ly'I 0.llefy. 
Art of Burwell, Coleman· ·-· -
contrasts with Colescott's 
ART 
REVIEW 
By Roy Proctor 
--l..MNf9ftsMIIOf 
Thlt wttk"s openings of three solo 
sbows by 1ignificanl blad American ul• 
lsU - Robttt Colescott on WN1nesday at 
the Marsh Gal�ty. followed last night by 
Chi.ties Burwell at Cudahy's Gallery and 
Floyd CoLeman at the La.st Stop Gallery 
- point up two main avenues black art· 
lslt ,re Liking today 
One approach - t.ht Colescott route -
is to loek horns •llb racial considetaltom 
and rKism and to derive lbematic 
stnnglh from t.ht encounter. That's not lo 
uy I.be result •ill be dld.actk: or shrill or 
any lea art than It might have been 
�i,e. ll llmply means - In the case 
of Coielcott. for eumple - lhat racial 
c:oocerm lowest t.ht work •llb a moral 
fffYOf that otherwbt might be at:.nl 
Bwwtll, wbo II e111enliall7 an abltract 
1rUst. and Coleman. wi.c- work is tot.al· 
ly abotnct. tat• U., OU..,, approach In 
aplle ol Ole many dlf.....,... between 
tMm. Toey Ul nk ln lerffll not to much of 
lbe black familJ u tM kt.man family 
wllell � U.lnk In _., iem» 1l all. II 
lM'J lad. Colelcotl't moral lertor, l.Mir 
more 811.i'lfflll approKb proclaims lM 
nlee ol art u a �J md in ltxll all 
lat men. 
_,.., .. .-
e.,,,etL who IM>kb a muter ol be 
art.a decree from Yaie UnlttnllJ ind 
wu I fellow 1l I.be Vlrrlnll Cenler for 
Ole C,UUvt Aris .. ,ty In Ulla decade, t, ....,._led by II worts al Cudahy'� 
- ... 00 paper. w�lcb W beefl 
primed wit) ,ellO. llld moat are ewecut­
ed Ill oil llll<k. alll>ou&b cnyoo and oil 
paint occuloully come uilO play. 
Bvwell'1 fields are �u, In urth 
toaes and richly worted: ....,.umes the 
IUrface ll IC'rlped or lnclJed lo create 
nrled te1tures. TIie Utle of one. of bls 
works., .. Relics. Signs ind Symbols." pro­
vides I good clue to what he't all abool 
Through an interpby of ,p;rals. pyra· 
mid thapes. fossil forms. Bunrell ere.ates 
worU that relate bad. to m,nkincfs C'OfTl· 
mon origins. Yoo don't .. read" bis relics. 
signs and symbols as you might read 
hieroglyphics, but the suggestions of the 
btgiMings of I pictograpbic language 
art there nonet.Mless. 
Burwelrs richly worked colors are 
evoutlve, and bis vision LS both strong 
and sophisticated. In a Jes., obvious way, 
he's communicating on much the same 
�el that California artist Cindy Kane 
communkaltd al Cudahy·s earlier this 
ye.at In her paintings th.al suggested pre-
1:ust.ork art on· cave •alls. 
Two dale from 1979 
Coleman. •ho ls chairman of the art 
MJ)lrtment at Howard University in 
Wa.shingloa. b repre,enltd by 21 mind­
media worts on paper in bis arny at I.he 
Last Stop. All but two, •bic:b dale Crom 
1m, were c:ruled Ii.nee lM. 
Colffluln •oald teem to draw bls inspi· 
nlion from abltrad expresak>nisl ide.as. 
especllllly U.. "ullignpby" ol Mart To­
bey, ud LIie tnclusloo ol U.. 1m works 
MOWS Ole dist.Ince 1,e bu traveled in a 
decade. ne older worts.. wbkb appear lo 
Uwe bttn c:ruted rno&lly in eba.rco.al and 
pastel, are mudl darter aod (OC'\IS on a 
"lhape" "' Ole teller ol IMoarily worted 
lields. 
ne recent wons, •bidl varioUsly em­
ploy acrylic, Ink. walen:olor ud other 
materials. are much li&llter and empha· 
llile calllgnpbk marklnp dlslrlbllied 
OYff u.e entire field. Coleman's eleds 
are oot nearlJ u original u Bunrell's, 
but H proves lbere'1 We left in abstract 
u�yet. 
"Charle• EJunirel: RKW1t Worll"" will 
,..,... at Cudahy'• Gdely. 131' E. 
C•ry SI., 1/lrough Ocl. �- "Floyd Coi.­
man: R.c.,,t �•" wlM rftffllin ,t the . 
Les I Stop Gallery, 1718 E .. MUI St., 
1"""'P'l§Wd�·c�c 1ij,��--H��!� 
r 
I 
f Art Review 
The Eye of the Beholder 
Recent Work by Robert Colescott 
K� IIC'U� Lis-com� 
" .. ' • rvn 
;{'*"'rt 1 ,lk' .... ut• , �1nhr\J' Jou·, ,u,1 
.. ·ou1nM\I ""'· :tw-, k-.·k �°" 1n tM l�'I' 
.\n nh1t1uoo un Jl'rl.a, .11 thr \h,-.,h 
(j,•Ul':""W, l 'n1\C'"II\ nol R-.hrnonJ. :ralUn:'\ 
tour Jra"''"-'' #IJ :•·irh"C' tarst-....:ak 
•:n·U.. r,.1nur·"� t-� tl'u\ na1•1fl&lh ·knu'*"n 
81.ck \n'\c'r1,·&n -,111,1 Tukv ··Th(, E,·ir 
.,. ttw Sthokkr RC',rnt Tork!'-" R�n 
l�ou.·· :ht' c-,r,,t-,tM>n IO..u'-n on lhc: 
utn.r·, ··BuhC"r, Pool" anJ ·Kno-·kJgt 
al the- Pli,1 1, thr Kt, to ,� FuturC'" 
c�ou 1, kno-.n turthc- u�ul rac,,1 
&nd w11,1 •IC'rtucrpr, 1n h1, p1Jnt1n&\ In 
h" n.thtr work. hC' rt1n1r-rrrr1it'd tamou, 
r,e,1n11n,:, in Wnrc-rn t.n -.·uh b lack 
fisurn. rroJ\k lt\J ,uch �nuna, a, 
··Onmoo�I� J'.\laNm1 · - I bt.;k 
,cn,on 01 Pica,,.,,-, ··0t,mo1\l'llr, 
J'A,icnon ·· \1 tht nh11'1110n·\ optnan,: 
,liJc'li«1utC', L\l•·irn S S1mrn,..auoc11u: 
,."Utlt<H � T•·rnor1h-f:t-fl1ur, .\n ,U tbr 
.\\ctror,ohun .\\u<1<um. a� a b�k 
•-om.an . .k�ubcJ ht, finr rf2'.,M>n to 
Coln..:oct , .-ofk She •a> O\cra·hclfflN 
b,. """" 1m.,c- I _..,. C'\'U t1uc;h1 10 
hale- - \uni Jc-m1tna) 1nJ boocblacb. 
YC"t. thc 1ronY. 1hc humor 1rc-.•on me. h 
...., a rcw-lW'. a�br("" 
In .. Ba.ihtt'\ Pool". Co&ncon o pkwn 
!'lo,ir .. wbuc-·• ,1an.lar,h ot tw-lutT UI ou r 
� h.avc- dn1luc-J pmonal \�ndarda 
ol bnul'Y (or blad.i · Gtft oi tbt Su,·· 
r« t�pk. dcpc:u • hmp.' blonde 
Aphrodnc waabcd ur on• dMwT propkd 
by ""'°I• bnu11(ul 1ad ururty m,'ltiflt'd 
bLKk womrn. Tbu u, ,tw my1b1ctl 
momrn1, .c-cordin, io C...olncon, whC'n 
lhc .:'OCDP'fl I IIOO brtwttn lbr' taen fof 
bniuty bC'pn. and ·'bh be-en pn, on 
\.lttff the- r,n, wb,tt race mt1 1hc fin, 
black (aCC', lfl &nf""lUII�, \OfflMJ'"hctc up 
lbr'S1k •• 
Cokw-on bC'l9t\·n t.\11 1bc Jnw.J ol 
hlad. 1Ckn1,1,- hai. bttn pn;,,cnwcJ b� 
lht .... , ou, \OCIC'f! DC'Jkt'n the blld 
�prnm..:t •hm rKOrJ.mf: tu\� He 
.klJrC'� 1h11 pmtikm in hb '"Kno-·  
�Jar . �,w-, PHM.Ultrl�· mov,n, " 
·  .\iauht• Hc-ruon aoJ 1ht Qun1 (or W 
Sor,b Pok ·· Sn,pto, 10 Comnwk.kr 
llobtn E Pnn, Hcruon •n tbt flN-1 
man. anJ ,ht f,n1 blxk.. 10 ttaeb the 
S..mh Pok \'c1 • ••Pean ,rt,c,cl11mrd 
.,-,tJ I ·or !ht J,�"O\'t'�. It 
. 
..a, \Mil� tbtl 
• nr th.a: Hcnw,n ft('fWnJ na11onal rc­
,.,,.,uuor (0< h1, htT0t1m w11h 1 ,,bunal 
,n Arhn,:,on S111onal C.cmcury. In 
C..oln,,:ou'• rasn11nc. l-kmon look, bo&dlr 
10 thc huf.lOft lrom 1ht cn,T'°f,lftl •·hut 
tur ol'h" rariu l. rn,11,J1nJ him ,rt un,c� 
• ., �11.,.11. 1n,luJ1nJ tht ft'C"\oC't\lallOn of 
'\1 Jnhn·, ht'aJ - hcrt flcn.,...,·, htaJ -
10 K.n� ,.,,.,m,i,n \• :11u..t:. "' 1!11, "'Otlt 
.krh.t- :ht IUl!!rJI ,tf U,·n,,.,n·. l'-<trtfal. 
n ,ij,.., u..Olto1nh 1h1· h.ru,,:al ,11, hntor�· 
·h111 ,,,,.,.,., 1hC' r:.,,� <,r-,11.-r,.:c 
1.umr·cttJ ,in,,· '°'"':· ·'IC' "'orlt, in 
lAJk""oci', ,ho"' uc cumplC', o( • n<•• 
�lhclf\'. llhdcJ · BaJ Pa1n11nic'" tw St ... 
Yuri!. •11 .:m1, .\hr..:111 ru\.'llu Od1ncJ 
�\· j(.Ul\h ,'Oiur,, 1nforrn1J .:OfflJ'O'IIIOn, 
•nJ. �• 1mrnrun1h· ... -on1ro,·c-r,,1al 
,ul:lk'\.'I m111cr. 1 :...k"\1,,on·, pamlmtn 1i1 
n1h1 into lh1, 1cntc rl\C' anl\t ,. w11J uw-
04 rolun -1ucn,11 rnclun,: 1n10 rurplc­
and dtttnc bl� ,n • llnJM.,pc:, or 1hc 
,&a,.h .>t • � moiuh ,n • lace- - .;rowJ 
IOJtthtr m10 1lo ... ·1ng. :u\h 1ma1C'\ 
LIM' Ramu� Bu,Jtn\ lanrtJ uw- ul 
1p11..:c in tm 1,,'0ll11n, Co�11 uk1 a 
comrc,,,uoa.1.J .kv1Ct ht c1lb "\pt,.:t zonn 
of .._,1v11y." Ai 1n 1rld11tonal h111or1c 
p111u1nJ'. thnt srlKT ronn, explain 
C..,k,.co(1, ··1Uow me- 10 hive more 1h.ln 
OOC' tptWMX or OM event un one .. ·an," 
Thu,, wtuk .\i111ht"' Htn),00 Jmc, 
ICton lbc 1rc1...-. • blad .\\adonna :anJ 
.:hdJ 1pptar unJC'r hn cl�w anJ I h1lf· 
bla..:k. hal(-wh11t Chm1 lu..>k l)n 
Thf' conuo,'t'tul ru.curc o( t:Oincoo·� 
wotk II not �hat ht UW'> flCI\I llnJ \(')1\1 
,ma.an. but 1tu1 he bokh tht'K un1gn ur 
10 provoke 1clf.--uun1n111on In an 
mttn·icw,C.Offlou ,111C'\J "I paint abiout 
.oa.al thu,p llkt nee probkm,. kk'b 
about "°' . . 1hrou1h m�· work pc:opk 
may �oc..u on 1mrorun1 1uuc-, anJ 
c:ocmdcr how thn ttl11c 10 the-ID .. 
Witb tbc pauu,tlp ,n ·'The Eye oft.be 
fkboldtr," Co'°"°" confroou the Ion 
o( bt.:k idm.rit}' throuab im,cn wbicb 
bsff pc-,i,tnaated 1h11 kliu. tk don DOC 
demand 1b1 1 , b 11 1 ud1tace 
uQdcntaod bu upc:ntD«, but uU 
"Wb,n do,... th.at.?" 
12 Commonwealth T,mes. Sept. 7 · 12, 1988 
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The Three Graces: Art. Sex. and Death Robert Colescon. 1981 
Pygmalion ,Robert Colescott. 1987 
LINDA MCGREEVY 
· The Marsh Gallery at the University 
of Richmond bas a unique advantage over 
most - if not all - of our region's univer­
sity-supported galleries - a patron. Alum­
nus Joel Hamett, who founded a publ.ishiog 
empire with. an aseortment of special-in· 
terest magazines, saw fit several years ago 
to endow an annual exhibition at hia alma 
mater, with two stipulations: figuralists 
with national recognition. Thus Richmond 
has hosted some remarkable contemporary 
shows; last year soft-edged Realist Janet 
Fish regaled viewers with her still lifes. 
This year the show isn't 90 conservative in 
subject or content, because Robert Coles­
cott's on hand, with hia provocative Eye of 
the Beholder (through � - 28th). 
Outgoing Gallery direct.or -Susanne Ar· 
nold bas given this area an unforeseen op­
portunity to fill in the gaps left by the art· 
i.st's 10-year retrospective, which bas been 
slowly winding its way aaoes the country 
since its initial opening at the San Jooe 
Museum of Art in spring of 1987. It will 
be arriving in New York later in the fall 
season for a stay at the New Museum on 
Lower Broadway. Colescott's - in a word 
- hot, and University of Richmond's got 
him. 
I traveled to the capital last week . to 
attend the opening and see the artist for a 
d"ual purpose (which this column triples). 
My new editor at Arts Magazine had re­
quested a review of the show for a future 
isrue, and the video aew frpm ODU was 
aa:ompanying the Chrysler's Anne Vernon 
at a taped interview. Her project on black 
artista, partially funded by a grant from 
Virginia Power, had begun to take on na­
tional proportioos, and naturally we all 
took off in pursuit of Colescott., preeeot for 
a round of talks, enrounters, tapings, and 
dinners over a two-day marathon. 
Colescott., who was educated at Berkeley_ 
and subeequently with the Cubist Fernand 
Leger in Paris, is widely traveled, literate, 
and loquacious. one m ti-e delightfully 
generous arti.sta wboee long penooal bi&­
tory (40 years in the studio) w· reemed 
the point of ita greatest depth - and this 
rich work has been rewarded with a 
broader, more receptive public and profes-
sional acxlaim. • 
Bob Colescott held the dubious position· 
of Court Jester of Black Art for many of 
those 40 years, confined by a lighthearted 
popular response to hia hwnor. Many ofhia 
viewers - black and white - felt hia oft.en 
hilarious viwaJ jokes somewhat demean­
ing. Wit has seldom lifted an artist to the 
highest realms of art appreciation (a sad 
fact of life in an all-to<Herious aesthetic 
world). His wit - in paintings like Shirley 
Temple Black and Bill &jangles Robinson, 
in which the moppet and the dancer trade 
skin tones - has often, it is true, defused 
anger and resistance long enough to 
puncture their sources in ignorance and 
prejudice ... but that ability never earned 
the esteem he's DOW receiving among his 
peers. And he's gotten that becawie he's 
gotten serious. 
The exhibit, compoeed largely of works 
from recent aeries, from the pivotal 
Bathers' Pool of 1984 in which Colesrott 
resumed direct, spontaneous work on the 
canvas, to hia mammoth, ambitious project 
·in Knowledge of the Past is Key to tbe 
Future, and 198Ta contemporary group­
ings revolving around aesthetic standards 
and eoonomic inequities, is a tight compen­
dium of that new gravity. Colescott is DOW 
a history painter, a moralist wboee webs 
of well-digested cultural cawie-and-drect 
have come full circle to rest in vividly col­
ored, densely composed canvases of great 
richness. His paint surfaces and violent 
tonal juxtapocitioos alone ahould delight 
his audience, who muld be drawn by that 
mntrolled aeduction (ao much deeper than 
hia earlier jokes) into mmpreheosioo of hia 
themes - radical, racial, aexual jibes at 
Bondage (the title ma particularly probing 
�- . 
The Marsh Gallery is in the Modlin Fine 
Arts Center .t the Univeraity ol 
Rl.chmond'1 campus. Phone 289-8276 for 
hours. • 
.... - .... - .. - .. - - .. -.... ·- - - ......... - ...... - .. - - - .. -- ... .. - ... -....... - - .. . . . .. . 
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Facing Down Stereotypes in 'Eye of the Beholder' 
By C.therint Fu "'-'""'"""' 
If the ardtetypal Amerinn bero ls the 
lndlvldu1llst wbo stlndJ 1111 In Ills boll•� 
lh,n ,rtt,t Robert ColescoU nt, lh• bill 
The Callfomla-bom artist, whose recent 
work ls on view throuch ThurtdaJ in ""The 
Eye o( the �holder'" ll Gtorii• Slate Uni­
.. rsity tGSUl Giller,. wu hrrot...i with nt 
uration and 1ppropri1tion well before lhe1r 
current vocue. He tool: aim at sexism and 
consumerism lone before lheJ became 
prevalent subject matler of the 'S>s. 
Mr. Colescott bas always stood apart in 
his tre1tment ol racism. Some artists h.aY't 
dealt with it by rocuslq on the pain and ln­
dictin.c Inhumanity lhl'OUJh an emotional 
appeal. Othen - members or the black 
croup Africobra come to mind - try lo 
countencl it with ezpressioru or racl1I 
pride. However. the SJ..�ar..old Mr. Cole­
scott !\ind.ions u an inttllect.u1I ,uenilk. 
a black utist rourtini contrOYtrsy throu1h 
the manner in which he subverts racial 
myths and stereotypes. 
The painUnp for which I.he artist made 
his reputation durina: the iOs ftre shock­
ing. not only in their direct confrontation o( 
these issues. but also in their saliric humor. 
Ulliinr the strateo of render reveml. Mr.' 
Colescott re-painted ut bistor}"s irons., re­
placina: white nrures with black ones.. He­
compounded the effect by usinc black ster­
eotypes. For example. the miserable Dutch 
peasants in van Gogh's "Potato Uten" t,e.. 
came a family o( ··happy darkies� lo his 
"Eat Dem Tale1"1." Aunt Jemima replared 
the 1oddesslsiren in .. I GelS a Thrill Too 
When I Stts De Koo." his tatHJfT or De 
Koonin(s "Woman'" series. 
The humor ls both sedudive and dis­
comfiting. The immediate reactJon lo the 
visual joke deepens into a consideration of 
the Jte�types and their debilitatina e(. 
fect.s-a..s well as lhe whites-only bia..s o( art 
histciry tulJ. The ori1inal response be· 
comes edged with uneuiness akin to the 
nervOus !aught.er that breaks out durlna a 
perfOnnance or an Edward Albee pla7. Lite 
the iandy coating or a bitter pill. comedy 
veilithe tragedy within. 
1'he use or stereotypes to attack Ile� 
'---typer is tricky and easily misunderstood. 
Mr. Colescott's palntlnp have been known 
lo arrront black viewen even u they em­
barnss white ones. The provocative quality 
or his wort may explain why Mr. Colescou 
did not rtteive a public art commission for 
Atlanta's City Hall. even though he wu ae­
lttted for a commission bf the three-person 
Jury; composed or Howardena Pindell. Kit 
Yin :>nyder and Mitchell Kahan. Mr. Kahan, 
the director or the Akron Art Museum in 
OhiO, wrote a letter of outrace lo Harriet 
Sanford. head or the city's Bureau or Cul­
tural AITairs. creating the ironic scenario or 
a white museum director arguing with a, 
black administration on behalf of a black 
artis.t whose stand on racism aligns with 
'Persistence ol:\lemory,' from Robert Cole-scott's 'Knowledge or the Past' series. 
and supports the administration's values. 
The CSU exhibit. devoted to rerent 
work, is not u incendiary u his earlier re­
cutin& of art history. Thoulh concerned 
with the Jame iuues. Mr. Colescott has opt, 
ed for the slow bum instead or dynamite, 
replaclnc the art historical redos with less 
confrontational. wholly Invented tableaux. 
The majority or the paintines in the 
.. Knowledge or the Past is the Key to the 
Future .. serie, are intended to correct bias­
es or history. "The Other Washinrtons" is a 
mini-Wall or Respect (a mural fonn that 
pays tribute to black leaders. which ori(i· 
nated In the '60s). Using the stale and 
sweep of tn.ditional history paintings. Mr. 
Colescott relebrates the achievemenu or 
the lites of George Washington Carver and 
Dinah Washington. Unlike other "walls," it 
also includes black figures who represent 
the opposite or achievement - figures with 
liquor bollles in their hands. The naked 
black figures crowded into the bollom cor· 
ners or the composition suggest slaves in 
the hold of a ship - roundinr fathers of a 
sort (or the black people of America. The 
difference in the tone or his recent paint· 
ings is evident when one compares this 
paintin1 with. uy, the salirir ··ceor1e 
Washington Can:er Crossin& the Delaware· 
(1975)." 
.. Knowledge or the Past is the key to 
the Future: )htthew Henson acd the Quest 
(or the North Pole" honors a black man de­
nied his riehlful plact in history. A3 Mr. 
Colescott explains in the marJiru of the wa­
tercolor study (or the paintin&. lfr. Hen.son 
was Adm. Robert Peary·s navi1ator and top 
assistant. who reached the �forth Pole 
while Admiral Peary was laid up back at 
the camp. )Ir. Hen.son never received any 
recognition. bec:ause Admiral Peary took it 
all. A portrait or Mr. Henson io an Arctic 
landscaoe is nanked on the can\·as by a ver· 
sion o( Salome with the head of a black 
John the Baptist on a plate on U:e ltft and a 
two-tone. biracial Jesus Christ on the righl 
both associative and symbolic references lo 
betnyal 
His painline "Pnmalion" conOates 
male dominance and white dominance by 
easting: Henry Hiains as a white man and 
and Elita Doolittle a..s a black worn.art The 
act of one human molding another that is 
Integral lo the story also brings up one or 
the centnl themes or the extiib1tion. whieh 
ts implied in its title. Mr. Colesrott focuses 
on white. Western standards of beauty as 
another form or oppression. The couple is 
surrounded by references to that issue: a 
black liona Lisa with brieht red lips. a 
cnyed Venus de lt:ilo whose abstracted fea­
tures resemble an African mask. a black 
woman in rollers sitting under a hair dryer. 
another usuming a eheesecalr:e pose and 
lookinc into a mirror. 
This "narration with supporting detail," 
u �r. Colescott C'IIIS it. represeaLs one as· 
pect or the shifts In style that have oc­
curred during the past decade. concomitant 
with his new approach lo his subjed mat­
ter. llany or the paintings in the shot, em­
ploy this centrifugal composition. in which 
figures in the circular structure around a 
central motif dissol\'e into or O\'erlap each 
other. In the Dickensian "Bondage.Ma med· 
itation on materialillim. the flexible fonnat 
1ives·th" painline a panoramic qualit)', 
whereas ·)tatthew Henson .. has a dream­
like character. 
All o( the paintin,s share the ,estural. 
painterly and somewhat crude brushstroke 
the artist adopted during the last dttade. 
along with abrupt transitions between bigh­
lighlJ and darker colon. Although the 
shades o( brown used lo describe the black 
figurt:s' stin predominate. each painting in­
cludes one or two hiJh-key contrasts - of­
ten red. rudisia or ,rttn. along with the 
bricht whites o( the firures· eyes.  
One wonders whether the exa.ggented 
body parts and unusual proportions of ng. 
ures in "The Bathers Pool'" pose a retort lo 
Imposed Western ideals, or an effort to 
adapt the symbolic distortion or African 
sculpture lo paintinc. or neither. This se­
ries is more oblique than the "Knowledge .. 
paintings. Sometimes too oblique: The eon· 
ftonb.lion o( blaci and white nudes here 
might be hard to read if one were not al· 
ready aware of Mr. ColescoU's agenda. 
The painting, may rtfer lo Mr. Cole­
scott's private strua]es as an •rtist with is-­
sues or white standards of be1ut7. But 
that's the seeret or his suecess with his ma­
terial He knows how lo translate personal 
coneerns into epic ones. Mr .  Colescott's 
treatment o( sexism and racism is built 
upon the eonsciousnes.s-nlsin& of the '60s. · 
but he has round distindive ways or dealing 
with them. He is a maverick. an American· 
individualist. 
'The Ere' of the Beholder: Recent Wort 
by Robert Colescott.." Through Thursd:1y. 
Georgfa Sbt" Univtl"$;r:, Gal1"ry, 10 har:h· 
lr('e Center Ave. 8 a.m..-8 p.m. weekdays. 
Free. 651.J.IU 
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